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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

Thiss thesis explores the relationship between novel communication techniques based 
onn the Extensible Markup Language (abbreviated as XML in the sequel) [W3C98b] and 
thee well-established field of database management systems (DBMS). The author will 
tryy to show differences and similarities, which eventually result in frugal opportunities. 
Thiss way, the two areas can co-exist and cross-fertilise each other. 

1.11 Why XML ? 
Thee impressive growth of the World Wide Web was first initiated by the desire of 
authorss and publishers to make electronic documents available to an international au-
diencee - instantly, cheaply and easily. It started out as a novel communication link 
betweenn humans. The Hypertext Markup Language (HTML, for short) [W3C01b] was 
att that time used to render documents in a visually appealing way: it followed the tra-
ditionall  Unes of structuring documents and offered facilities for defining various types 
off  section headings, paragraphs, enumeration lists etc. as well as directives to change 
thee style and layout of a document. 

Ass the Web grew in complexity and volume, it also assumed the role of a communi-
cationn link between computer programs - programmers started using it as an informa-
tionn channel for intra-application communication. Over time, applications developed 
intoo more complex and distributed networks, and the distinction between what was a 
singlee application and what was a heterogeneous collection of related but independent 
programss became blurred. Not only did it become blurred but it turned out that the 
communicationn between the components tended to become more and more difficult as 
eachh one developed at its own pace and the maintenance of standard interfaces started 
beingg a problem aggravated not only by the topology and idiosyncrasies (firewalls, 
byte-order,, etc.) of the networks that were involved but also because of issues like in-
ternationalisationn and, most importantly, semantic interoperability. XML [W3C98b] is 
ann attempt to tackle these problems - an attempt mat is backed by a large and influen-
tiall  community - and it has the potential to, while maybe not overcome, at least ease 
manyy of the issues mentioned in this paragraph and to provide good working solutions. 

Onee of the most prominent and wonderful features of the human brain is its ability 
too do reliable pattern matching in given a context. For example, the reader of this thesis 
cann easily recognise that the bold line near the top of the page represents the name of 
thee current chapter; the chapter again is divided, e.g., into blocks called paragraphs, 
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whichh again contain sentences. Computers, in general, do not have this ability: they 
cannott separate the structure of a document from its content; XML is a way to help 
themm do it. Just as HTML is used to render texts so that they can be processed by 
humans,, XML renders data structures so that they can processed by computers. And 
justt as text can be read and understood by readers with different backgrounds as long 
ass they share a common interest, XML documents can be used by computer programs 
fromm different areas of application as long as they share a common vocabulary. 

Off  course, computer applications are not as clever as the human brain: the pro-
grammerr needs to specify exactly what part of a document corresponds to which data 
typee and data structure known to the program. XML and its infrastructure have been 
designedd to do just this: to make information virtually self-describing so that it can be 
usedd with only littl e inside knowledge. This rather simple sounding shift in focus gives 
riserise to a new era in information processing. For the first time, computers are given 
thee necessary background and vocabulary to 'understand' each other. Just like literate 
humans,, who know what a document looks like and who can spot it without reading or 
understandingg it, computers are given a basic way of communicating with each other 
thatt is independent of the operating system, the localisation, the hardware, the network 
infrastructure.. Consequently, XML has spread like a wildfire through science and into 
industriess ranging from engineering to archaeology. 

Thee body that co-ordinates the standardisation of XML, the World Wide Web Con-
sortiumm (W3C for short, [W3C01a]), plays an important role in the success story of 
XML .. According to its own words, the 'World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) develops 
interoperablee technologies (specifications, guidelines, software, and tools) to lead the 
Webb to its full potential as a forum for information, commerce, communication, and 
collectivee understanding.' In particular, it tries to make writing applications easier by 
specifyingg standards that build on XML and provide complementary functionality to 
processs XML transparently in the various layers of a complex software system. The 
mostt prominent among these are: 

Extensiblee Marku p Language (XML ) is the base technology which specifies a set 
off  rules for putting data structures into a text file. Although XML is text, it is not 
primarilyy meant to be read by humans but rather by machines, or standardised 
XMLL parsers respectively. Although XML is a new format it is the focal point 
off  a long history: it recalls the structure of Lisp's S-expressions [Ste90, Tou90] 
andd is a direct successor to SGML [Gol90]. Furthermore XML is license-free, 
platform-independentt and well-supported - in short, a reliable technology with 
aa large supportive community. Sometimes 'XML ' denotes the whole family of 
toolss and standards defined around the markup language as well. 

XPathh is a query language designed to address parts of XML documents. Originally, 
itt was intended to be used by both standards XSL and XPointer. However, it 
developedd into a query language in its own right, and numerous database vendors 
havee incorporated it into their products (see [MueOO, RFG+01, IBM00] among 
others). . 

XPointerr  or, more accurately, the XML Pointer Language, is a query language whose 
purposee it is to address fragments of the contents of Uniform Resource Identifiers 
(URIs);; a URI is "a compact string of characters for identifying an abstract or 
physicall  resource." [BLFIM98]. These URIs must reference a document of 
primaryy type text or application and of secondary type text/xml-external-parsed-
entityentity or, respectively, application/xml-external-parsed-entity. 
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XPointer,, which is based on the XML Path Language (XPath), supports address-
ingg into the internal structures of XML documents and external parsed entities. It 
providess ways to examine a hierarchical document structure and choose between 
itss internal parts based on various properties, such as element types, attribute val-
ues,, character content, and relative position. In particular, XPointer can specify 
rangess in documents declaratively. 

XLin kk  (XML Linking Language) [DMO01 ] extends the concept of HTML hyperlinks. 
Itt allows for bidirectionality of links, links with multiple destinations, links that 
annotatee documents without being physically part of the documents, leaving the 
documentt read-only, links that are context-dependent queries, links that span 
regionss of a documents, links that can be defined at various granularity levels. 
Still,, XLink is different from XPath in that it provides a way to embed links into 
URLss and that it can point to entities that are not nodes or sets of nodes. 

XSLL  , which stands for XML Stylesheet Language, is a language for expressing style-
sheetss [W3C01c]. This means that it is used to specify how to render an XML 
documentt for human use, be it in a browser window, on a printer or even in 
braille.. According to the specification XSL consists of three parts: 

XSLL  Transformations (also known as XSLT) is a language for transforming 
XMLL documents. 

XPathh was already mentioned above and has been proved useful in a number of 
contexts. . 

XSLL  Formatting Objects are a vocabulary for specifying formatting seman-
tics. . 

Ann XSL stylesheet specifies the presentation of a class of XML documents by 
describingg how an instance of the class is transformed into an XML document 
thatt uses the formatting vocabulary. 

XQueryy is a framework to provide flexible query facilities to extract data from real 
andd virtual documents on the Web. It therefore can be seen as the glue between 
thee World Wide Web and database technology. Its final goal is to ensure that 
collectionss of XML documents can be accessed as declaratively as Database 
Managementt Systems can be queried with SQL [IS099]. 

Thee fact that implementations for many of the above standards were available early 
andd that the major vendors backed the standards fuelled an enthusiastic response from 
thee Web community. In the long run, XML may have the potential to turn the data that 
aree available on the net into useful pieces of information that can be searched for. Thus, 
itt is hoped that XML will help overcome the difficulties that users still encounter when 
theyy search the Internet for information. 

Thee reason why it is notoriously difficult to find the information one needs on the 
Webb today arises largely from the way information is published. HTML, the language 
usedd to publish Web sites today, suffers from one drawback as shown in Figure 1.1: it 
onlyy sketches how data should be laid out in the browser window and not what pieces 
off  information they represent. However, this is not HTML's fault but the absence of an 
additionall  layer of abstraction that was not taken into account at the time the Web was 
started. . 
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HTMLL XML 

Figuree 1.1: Abstracting from Visual Representation 

XML ,, on the other hand, does not force the document designer to think about the 
visuall  presentation of the document but rather encourages designs along certain se-
manticc guiding principles. Therefore it provides an additional level of abstraction in 
applicationn design, quite similar to the classic distinction between physical and logical 
dataa representation in Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS). Follow-
ingg the tradition of declarative query languages like SQL [Ame86] that make it possible 
too delegate physical query execution to a query optimiser and processor and let the user 
concentratee on the logical formulation of a query by using an abstract interface, XML 
allowss the designer to concentrate on the semantics of the documents while users can 
choosee between self- or predefined views: stylesheet mechanisms, which are simple 
queryy and transformation languages, are used to derive a visually attractive representa-
tionn of the document, whereas a more powerful query language is employed to extract 
andd combine information that, for example, is needed by middleware applications such 
ass search engines which build indexes for Internet or intranet sites. Another important 
reasonn for using XML are the internationalisation features: it supports a wide range of 
characterr sets and thus is able to adapt to many local conventions. 

1.22 How XML ? 

Thee trend to use markup languages for data interchange originates in two communities 
whoo have been using these languages with completely different purposes: the database 
communityy and the document processing or hypertext community. The breakthrough 
off  the World Wide Web has brought the two communities together. The experience of 
thee hypertext community in developing and specifying interrelated sets of documents 
andd the ability of the database community to handle large amounts of data have made 
itt possible to deploy the data-intensive and large Websites that are ubiquitous today. 
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Thee database community has been using structured documents in the form of flat 
filess that were used to back-up and bulk-load data management systems since the begin-
ningss of large scale data management. In conjunction with the schema information that 
iss used to structure flat files, they can be regarded as instances of structured documents. 
Laterr markup languages added some flexibility which was paid for by accepting the fact 
thatt data were not so structured anymore - an incident which gave application design-
erss the possibility to adapt flexibly to new situations: the concept of semi-structured 
datadata was born. This way it became easier to describe complex data which does not 
naturallyy fit the tabular schemas dominant in traditional applications. Some new areas 
off  application were office forms, biological data, bibliographic data, medical records 
orr astronomical data. 

Thee hypertext community on the other hand had been working with structured doc-
umentss since their very own early days. However, they did not abstract the concept 
theyy used in a way that allowed for large-scale deployment and consistency control 
thatt was common in the database world. With the advent of the World Wide Web, sud-
denlyy the necessity to combine concepts from both communities arose. Users want to 
browsee through large amounts of data such as trade catalogues, bibliographies of not 
onlyy departments of university libraries but of nation- and continent-wide networks of 
academicc institutions, possibly using integrated views over different databases - just 
ass if there was just one large virtual database. This called for well-defined views over 
manyy data sources and XML has become the way to specify the views and exchange 
data. . 

Inn some sense, XML would not have been necessary if there had been a single 
standardisedd way to exchange data structures. After all, what people want to exchange 
aree not data but data structures, i.e., data in a context with a meaning. Languages 
likee Lisp[Ste90] have been providing the ability to marshal internal data structures for 
longg and thus rendered the need for a separate data exchange obsolete. However, the 
balkanisationn of the programming languages and networking world brought about the 
needd to agree on a data interchange framework. Since XML is supported by the major 
playerss in the industry, it has started to fill  the hole and is likely to have a good chance to 
succeed.. The stylesheet and query standards built on XML, however, are true novelties 
inn the sense that a different common standard than XML for exchanging data structures 
wouldd not render them obsolete. 

1.33 Where XML ? 
Soo XML is a generic format to describe data. Database Management Systems are 
genericc tools to store and query data. It therefore seems natural to use the latter to keep 
collectionss of XML documents up-to-date. In their standard textbook on Database Sys-
tems,, [EN89] list four important characteristics that distinguish the 'database approach' 
fromm traditional document-centric processing applications: 

 Existence of a catalogue or data dictionary 

 Program-data independence 

 Data abstraction 

 Support of multi-user views 
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Itt is interesting to compare these database characteristics to the design goals of 
XMLL applications. Since XML is a textual format, it abstracts from low-level details 
likee bit-wise number representation and thus provides program-data independence. It 
alsoo brings about data abstraction by equipping the user with a standard set of data 
modellingg tools, which will be presented in the following section in detail. We have 
alreadyy mentioned XML's support of multi-user views in the previous subsections: the 
userr can choose between a document layout for on-screen presentation versus one for 
printers.. The existence of a catalogue or data dictionary, however, is a point where 
differencess exist. Document designers can choose whether they want their documents 
too be self-contained, i.e., without providing a description of the structure of the doc-
ument,, or whether it adheres to a schema; a variety of description languages make it 
alsoo possible for designers to commit themselves to various degrees of strictness. This 
openn nature of XML, on the one hand, makes up for a very flexible standard because 
itt concedes much freedom to the designer. On the other hand, since document design-
erss are often not the user of the document, they may not anticipate all ways in which 
documentss will be used later and not encode enough information into the document 
structure.. While an excess of information can usually be remedied by defining views 
overr documents, for which standardised ways exist, missing or non-derivable informa-
tionn can break the usefulness of applications. It is therefore important to find a balance 
betweenn flexibility  and strictness. 

Thee usual engineering advantages of DBMS-like transaction control and consis-
tencyy mechanisms only make the combination more attractive. In a stateless environ-
mentt like the Web, for which XML has been designed, they are as important as in 
missionn critical applications, where DBMSs are usually deployed. 

AA fundamental question is where XML technology can be used to simplify the 
architecturee of large software systems. Most likely, XML documents will not be used 
ass internal data structures as diere are more intuitive and resource-efficient ways to 
deall  with data. Actually, once XML data have been queried by a query language, for 
manyy queries the result is actually quite structured and translates naturally to more 
specificc and typed data structures that can be handled more efficiently but which can 
alsoo be used to assist in proving the correctness of applications. This is also related to 
aa potential hot spot in application programming: the loose typing of many XML data 
hass to be integrated into the typing systems of the host programming languages. Again, 
schemaa languages can help to align the two worlds and enable compilers to make use 
off  type information and provide additional safety and correctness measures. 

1.44 Conclusion and Overview of Thesis 

XMLL has become a fundamental technology, and large amounts of XML data need 
too be managed. The database community can respond to the challenge by extending 
thee well-established concepts of relational data models and query processing to meet 
thee demands of the XML community, which is large and made up of various interest 
groupss for whom flexible data interchange is an issue. 

Thee rest of this thesis is concerned with methods to manage XML data inside a 
databasee management system. In terms of presentation, the following chapter sets out 
byy giving an overview of XML and related technologies like schema definition and 
queryy languages. By looking at the plain standard document, XML is simply a syn-
tacticall  way of describing how to combine text and markup into structured documents. 
Thee many standardisation efforts, however, assume that a document designer makes use 
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off  the markup in a way that its structure reflects a semantic modelling process. Thus, 
XML'ss content models, i.e., the tag hierarchies used in documents, in many applications 
resemblee real world entities, which, in turn, makes them an interesting target for query 
languages.. Constraint definition languages like DTDs or XML Schema help to restrict 
thee set of permissible document structures and to get closer to the systematic rigidity 
off  data models that are deployed in relational database management systems; these 
modelss equip the user with more control over the semantic integrity of the data used in 
ann application, which then may even be ensured automatically or semi-automatically, 
thann the XML standard does. But the primary reason why it is interesting to look at 
howw XML and database technology can benefit from each other is not only that there 
aree parallels between data-oriented XML documents and the table-based relational data 
modell  of DBMS, which suggests that there are a number of areas where both worlds 
cann benefit from each other, but because XML has become the lingua franca on the In-
ternett and appropriate frameworks and tools are being deployed in many applications 
anywayy as pointed our in the following chapter. 

Thee high degree of freedom which document designers enjoy also brings about the 
downsidee that only very general semantics can be assigned to the XML elements that 
aree used in document instances, since they are purely syntactic constructs. This be-
comess apparent when a semantically strict dataa model like a relational data model is to 
bee used to model and store XML data. Therefore, a characterisation of physical data 
breakdownss is presented in Chapter 3, and Monet XML, the binary data model which 
underliess most of the research reported in this thesis, is discussed in detail. Shortly, the 
implicationss of the data models on other components of the DBMS-like the transaction 
managerr and the query optimiser are discussed. Experiments show that storing and 
queryingg documents in space-efficient, binary Monet XML is interesting since many 
off  the problems inherent in semi-structured data become easier to handle; the proto-
typee implementation underlines the viability of the approach: the effort to reduce data 
volumee quickly pays off as gains in efficiency. Overall, the Monet XML approach 
combiness clear semantics with an efficient execution model by means of a simple and 
effectivee mapping between XML documents and a relational schema, which also sim-
plifiess the query algebra. However, before documents become available for querying, 
theyy first have to be bulk loaded into the storage engine. Chapter 4 of thee thesis is con-
cernedd with issues around querying documents and presents a bulk load algorithm that 
exploitss the semantics encoded into the document tree-structure to achieve favourable 
performance.. Additionally, the work discusses the trade-off between navigational up-
dates,, which are characterised through random access patterns, and bulk updates, which 
exploitt the set-oriented storage of Monet XML. 

Thenn we set out to explore how regular path expressions, the feature that prob-
ablyy most distinguishes XML querying from the standard relational algebra, can be 
implementedd on a relational engine. Our strategy is to use the summary information 
thatt Monet XML automatically provides in a pre-processing step and to expand regular 
pathh expression to joins by removing wildcards and replacing them with the union of 
thee paths they represent. 

Thee presentation of query primitives is wrapped up by the introduction of the meet 
operator,, which is a tool to allow users without domain knowledge to query XML 
databases;; this is done by exploiting the semantics that are encoded in the hierarchically 
nestedd tag structures that are the back-bone of XML's syntax. The key idea of the 
operatorr is to find the smallest enclosing context of certain groups of nodes which 
aree typically the results of a full text search; this idea is reduced to a lowest common 
ancestorr search in the document tree. 
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Sincee XML data potentially contain many dependencies that escape the constraint 
mechanismss deployed in state-of-the-art query processors, we also propose to augment 
thee SQL layer of a relational query processor with the CHOOSE operator, which syntac-
ticallyy is a UNioN-compatible operator. The operator declares that its two inputs are 
semanticallyy equivalent and leaves it to the query optimiser to choose which one to 
executee depending on cost estimates. Although the operator is sensible not only in 
XMLL settings but in many application areas like Geographical Information Systems or 
On-Linee Analytical Processing, XML can especially benefit from it. The plethora of 
wayss to physically break down data each come with specific advantages, disadvantages 
andd constraints that may be hard to declare to a query processor. The CHOOSE operator 
cann help here to enlarge the optimiser's search space with promising alternatives that 
otherwisee could not be uncovered. A focal feature of the operator is that it seamlessly 
integratess into the existing optimiser infrastructure. 

Thee research is concluded in Chapter 5 by looking at what determines the perfor-
mancee of XML databases in general: the infrastructure around that database engine 
mayy be as important when an application is deployed as the (customised) database 
productt itself. One of the primary reasons for introducing XML was to channel pro-
grammers'' workflow by making data exchange both machine and programming lan-
guagee independent and, thus, more robust. XML also fosters standardisation by en-
couragingg programmers to make the data structures used in communication public. The 
goall  is now to have the XML database integrate smoothly into this all-XML framework; 
onn the one hand, this is a software engineering challenge, on the other hand, since the 
databasee management system usually is the component to cope with large amounts of 
data,, performance is often mission critical. To help users evaluate the trade-offs in this 
situation,, the thesis presents the XMark benchmark. It provides a document data base 
andd a query set to model query scenarios and help users analyse the performance char-
acteristicss of their XML systems. While the query processor is challenged with the 
benchmark,, users can also do a requirements check on the set-up and the embedding 
infrastructure.. Eventually, Chapter 6 wraps up the thesis by presenting a summary and 
somee directions for future research. 

1.55 Bibliographical Remarks 

[ABS99]]  is a good introduction to Web data in general and XML in particular from 
aa theoretician's point of view with interesting historical remarks. In contrast, [BB99] 
motivatee the necessity for XML in data processing from a layman's perspective and 
presentt excellent illustrative examples. In the context of SGML, the question about 
expressivenesss of markup languages have been raised; [Woo95] gives a very readable 
overview.. More detailed discussions on parsing markup languages and validating con-
tentt models can be found in [BKW97] and [MGH97]. 

Relationall  database systems and documents management systems share common 
rootss in office data management: relation technology takes care of data which comes 
inn tabular form whereas document management systems are used to process form data. 
Bothh areas received great attention from the research community. Amongst many other 
interestingg papers, [ACM93] describe how to use object-oriented database technology 
inn the context of structured files. [GZC89] present an algebra for structured office 
documents,, one of whose salient features is that it provides (ordered) tuple sequences 
insteadd of plain relations. Historically, [Tsi80] was among the first to report on an im-
plementationn of a special purpose office automation system that includes flexible form 
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processing.. [HP01] present an interesting approach to integrating XML documents into 
thee type system of a programming language. 
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Chapterr  2 

Overvieww of XML 

Inn this chapter we give a brief introduction to XML, its context and the role it plays in a 
Webb environment. We briefly discuss the syntax of XML documents and the semantics 
itt can represent. Since we do not have the space to exhaust all details of the techni-
call  definition of XML, we restrict ourselves to the presentation of the most prominent 
featuress that form the backbone of XML and make it a challenge for database man-
agementt systems. Readers who are familiar with XML and die standard infrastructure 
mayy want to skip this chapter. 

2.11 What is XML ? 
Whenn asked for a concise definition of XML, one could say that XML is a markup 
languagelanguage for structured documents. It has been standardised by the World Wide Web 
Consortiumm (W3C [W3C01a]) and serves as a syntactical framework for data inter-
changee on the Internet. Because it was backed by the leading players in the software 
andd communications industry, it quickly assumed the role of the ubiquitous and uni-
versall  data interchange format. 

StructuredStructured documents are documents which not only contain content particles, 
Le.,Le., plain text, but also feature syntactic annotations of what the semantic relation-
shipss between these particles are. XML gives the user two basic tools to structure 
documents:: elements and attributes. Elements are named lists which again contain 
elementss or text; each element carries a name, called tag, and an association list of 
attributes;; i.e.,, a list that consists of name-value (attribute name - attribute value) 
pairs.. The XML standard defines two special kinds of attributes: identifiers (IDs) and 
identifierr references (IDREFs); XML parsers also have to check certain semantic con-
straintss that the presence of diese attributes may require. Identifiers have to be unique 
throughoutt the documents, i.e., no two elements may carry the same ID, and identifier 
referencess must point to identifiers which exist in the document; otherwise, a parser is 
supposedd to issue an error message in this case and abort. It should be noted that for 
mostt documents there is more than one natural way to group content particles, an issue 
whichh will be discussed later in more detail. 

AA  markup language is a mechanism to single out the document structure from the 
contentt particles usually by employing two different but not necessarily disjoint alpha-
bets.. One of the main contributions of XML is to provide a standard way of doing 
this,, thus enabling the user of one parser for many different applications. Historically, 
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<?xmll  version=' l .®'?> 
<bibliography> > 

<ar t ic lee key="BB88" rating="excellent"> 
<author>BB en Bit</author> 
<title>Howw To Hack</title> 
<year>1988</year> > 

</ar t ic le> > 
<ar t i c lee key="BK99"> 

<editor>> Ed I tor </editor> 
<author>> Bob Byte </author> 
<author>> Ken Key </author> 
<t i t le>> Hacking &amp; RSI < / t i t le> 
<year>> 1999 </year> 
<publisher>> Hacker Press </publisher> 

</ar t ic le> > 
<inproceedings>> <!- - incomplete entry! --> 

<author> > 
<f i rst> > 

An n 
< / f i rs t> > 
<last> > 

Author r 
</ last> > 

</author> > 
<t i t le>> Of Ar t ic les </ t i t le> 

</inproceedings> > 
</bibliography> > 

Figuree 2.1: A bibliography as an instance for a semi-structured document 

XMLL can be seen as a mixture of regular right-part grammars and parenthesis gram-
marss [GH67, LaL77]. 

Itt is linguistically unfortunate that marked-up documents are called structured doc-
umentsuments whereas die graph representation of those documents is called semi-structured 
data.data. In this sense we can say that, for our purposes, semi-structured data are abstract 
representationss of structured documents. Some database researchers also call struc-
turedd documents semi-structured documents to highlight the difference between the 
flexibleflexible structure of documents and the very regular nature of (relational) databases. 

Too illustrate die previous concepts, we now start with the presentation of a run-
ningg example. Historically, bibliographies are one of the favourite instances of semi-
structuredd documents since they come from a domain, namely libraries, with which 
readerss usually are familiar. As an example, consider the snippet from a bibliogra-
phyy (we follow the conventions of the ACM SIGMOD bibliography [Ley99], which 
againn follows the BroTgX [Lam86] file structure; other bibliographic formats like RFC 
18077 [LC95], Refer [Cla89], Tib [Ale86], MARC [LibOl] and others are of similar 
structure;; so the example indeed could be found in a real site) displayed in Figure 2.1. 
Thee indentation of the document suggests that XML data form a tree, and, indeed, every 
well-formedd XML documents possesses exactly one root. We call an XML document 
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<articl ee key="BB88 "  rating="excellent" > 
<author > > 

<first >> Be n </first > 
<last >> Bi t  </last > 

<title>Ho ww T o Hack</title > 
<year>1988</year > > 

</article > > 

Firstt alternative formulation 

<art ic le> > 
<key >> BB8 8 <Aey > 
<rating >> excellen t  </rating > 
<author>Be nn Bit</author > 
<title>Ho ww T o Hack</title > 
<year>1988</year > > 

</article > > 

Secondd alternative formulation 

Figuree 2.2: Reformulations of the first a r t i c le of Figure 2.1 

well-formedwell-formed if it adheres to a tree structure and obeys other syntactic and semantic 
restrictionsrestrictions which we will mention when it is appropriate. 

So,, XML documents comprise text and tags. In the example, Ben Bit, How to 
Hack,, or 1988 constitute the text part, whereas <bibliography, <ar t ic le . .. > are 
tags:: tags are enclosed in angle brackets (<>), which must not appear as such in text, 
andd may carry an association list The first element of tags (art ic le,author,. . .) is 
alsoo called element or element name. Each element may carry an association list of 
name-valuee or symbol-value pairs, called attributes', for example, the association list 
off  the first article element assigns the value BB88 to the symbol key and the value 
excel lentt to the symbol rat ing. Values are required to consist of the same alphabet 
ass element names. Hence, sub-elements and attributes are not freely interchangeable, 
sincee the latter can't have a complex internal structure. 

Theree are a number of constraints not only on the structure of documents but also 
onn the contents: in the case of attributes, names have to be unique per attribute list 
justt like association lists in programming languages. Furthermore, if the elements are 
properlyy nested, i.e., there is no pair of opening and closing tags that spans more than 
onee subtree like <a><b></ax/b>, then the two most fundamental constraints for well-
formedd documents are met. XML parsers are expected to reject documents which are 
nott well-formed. Elements can also be empty; then <ax /a> can be abbreviated as 
<a/>.. Note that the offspring of a tag is actually an ordered sequence of elements and 
textt and not a set of associations, which would be unordered. 

Itt should be noted that the presence of attributes and elements in the language 
definitionn concedes modelling freedom to the document designer, who can often choose 
betweenn using one of two. In Figure 2.2 we present reformulations of the first article 
recordd of the example document in Figure 2.1. In the first alternative, semantics have 
beenn added since the author name is split up into first and last name. In the second 
alternative,, the attributes 'key' and 'rating' have been converted to elements; there 
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& & 
< < 
> > 

tab b 
formfeed d 
linefeed d 

&amp p 
Al t t 
&gt t 

&quot t 
&#9 9 

&#19 9 
&#13 3 

Figuree 2.3: Some common entities 

iss an argument whether such transformations change the semantics of the document 
[MoeOO].. Other transformations are possible; however, in this thesis we assume that 
differentt markup structures imply different documents, i.e., that the document designer 
hass consciously chosen a certain strategy to markup data. 

Comingg back to XML documents and our example, we would like to mention enti-
ties,ties, which are either abbreviations (see later in this section where we describe DTDs) 
orr representations for characters which are not legal in XML documents. XML entities, 
unlikee SGML entities, do not extend the expressiveness of the language; Figure 2.3 lists 
somee of the most common ones. The title of the second article record in the example 
documentt in Figure 2.1 also contains the entity &amp; to represent the character &, 
whichh is not legal in XML documents. 

Havingg introduced these concepts, we can now define the notion of an XML docu-
ment: : 

Definitionn 1. Let T be an alphabet of opening brackets ('tags') and f an alphabet of 
closingg brackets (note that there has to exist a bijection between T and f) . Let I be 
ann alphabet (for 'text') and S = S U (T u T). Then an XML document X is defined 
recursivelyy as follows: X -> (t, (S UX)*, t, a), where * is the Kleene star and t e T, t€ f 
andd a : I + -» I ' , a function which assings attributes, i.e., a key-value pairs, to every 
derivationn every derivation. 

Althoughh we do not make use of this definition intensively, it defines the way XML 
documentss are viewed in this thesis: we abstract from the textual representation or 
parsingg issues like entity expansion and focus on the tree shape of documents. This has 
implications,, for example, on the way we store documents or how we define the notion 
off  proximity between syntactic elements. 

Examplee 2. The example document now can be described as follows: 

1.. T = {bibliography,article,,..}, 

2.. f = {/bibliography, /art icle,.. .), 

3.. I = {A, . . . ,Z,a, . . . ,z , . . . }, 

4..  (bibliography , 
(article , , 

(author , , 
BenBen Bit, 
/author ,,  {}) • 

(title , , 
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HowHow to Hack, 
/title ,,  {}) • 

(year , , 
1998, 1998, 
/year ,,  {}>... , 

/article ,,  {ke y - » BB88 ,  ratin g - » excellent} ) 
/bibliography ,,  {} ) 

Thiss representation is very similar to how XML documents would be represented 
withh nested list structures in functional programming languages like Haskell [WR99] 
orr Lisp [Wad99]. 

Wee now introduce additional features of XML whichh were not included into the ab-
stractt model because they may be expressed by elements and attributes in combination 
withh application specific knowledge, which they would require anyway when they are 
evaluated.. Notations are a way to link entities in the documents to document-external 
entitiess by means of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) [BLFIM98]. Processing In-
structionsstructions are used to pass information to external applications, style-sheets are a pop-
ularr example, and determine their behaviour. Comments finally are used to annotate 
documentss for human readers; they should not influence the behaviour of (automated) 
applications. . 

XMLL not only leaves structural freedom to the document designer, but also often 
syntacticall  freedom is an issue, too. In our example, the first article record encloses 
textt in elements without adding spaces whereas the second separates authors' names 
andd tags with a single whitespace; the third record even introduces line breaks and 
alsoo employs additional tags. Eventually, applications which consume the documents 
havee to deall  with the representational heterogeneity but one problem remains even on 
thee specification level. It is not clear when to regard two XML documents as equiv-
alentt in a general way. Clearly, a byte-to-byte comparison does not make sense since 
evenn the standard specifies equivalences, e.g., as we have seen, <a/> is equivalent to 
<ax/a>> (and, by the way most XML parsers like [eaOl] resolve the first case to the 
second).. To this end, canonical XML [BoyOl], a subset of XML, was introduced to 
resolvee ambiguities and place constraints like lexicographic ordering of attributes on 
thee canonical version of the document and, this way, to define some kind of normal 
form.form. Every well-formed XML document has a unique structurally equivalent canon-
icall  XML document If two XML documents are structurally equivalent, then then-
canonicall  versions are byte-for-byte identical. This is one way to compare documents 
withoutt application specific knowledge. Canonicalising an XML document requires 
onlyy information that an XML parser or processor is required to make available to an 
applicationn anyway, so for example the order of attributes does not contribute to the 
notionn of isomorphic documents. Especially, ignorable white space is treated like text 
data.. We therefore say that two XML documents are isomorphic if their canonical 
representationss are equal. Of course, applications may provide their own notion of 
equalityy if this is appropriate. 

2.22 Constraints on Documents 

Inn this section, we motivate the need to define constraints on documents and give 
ann overview of the principles of existing languages being used to define them. In 
applicationn scenarios, these languages present document-external application-specific 
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knowledgee from which we can drawn benefit when we use databases to process XML. 
Constraintt definition languages also bear similarities with Data Definition Languages 
(DDL)) which are used in relational database management systems [Ame86] and object-
orientedd programming languages [Str86]. 

2.2.11 Defining and Using Constraints 

Sincee one of XML's most important purposes is to serve as a data interchange lan-
guage,, one approach to making communication more reliable is to formalise and pub-
lishh knowledge that applications have about the network traffic they produce and con-
sume.. This knowledge can then be used to validate messages before they are consumed 
orr to verify code that emits messages. Furthermore, schema information can reduce 
thee amount of fuzziness that is introduced by the textual layers in data interchange, 
forr example by classifying which documents belong to the class of documents that is 
permissiblee as input to an algorithm; ideally, this classification is done automatically 
byy the machines involved and without human intervention. Most schema languages 
takee the element relationships, i.e., the tree-structured part of XML, as the basis of the 
constraintt definition language. This way it is possible to describe both complete docu-
mentt trees but also sub-trees, i.e., partial documents. If a document instance meets all 
constraintss specified in a schema document we say that it conforms to a schema or that 
itt is valid. 

Thee most basic kind of validation is included in the XML standard: the specification 
languagee called Document Type Definition (DTD) is inherited by XML from its SGML 
ancestryy and is a proper subset of the modelling construct that SGML DTDs provide. 
Theyy will be presented in more detail in the following subsection. Unfortunately plain 
DTDss do not offer the expressiveness that many application programmers would like 
too have at their hands. Standardisation committees and researchers therefore set out 
too transfer ideas from related areas like logic programming or formal language theory 
too document processing and experimented with new ideas in schema languages. One 
off  the requirements was to make the schema definitions themselves accessible to XML 
queryy languages and use XML syntax to express the constraints, which was not true for 
DTDss since they have their own syntax which is not based on XML. Other key ideas 
weree to provide ways to extend schemas and a cleaner separation between document 
parsingg and schema validation, which are very much intertwined in the case of DTDs. 
Ann early example of a schema definition language is DDML, previously known as 
XSCHEMAA [W3C99], which served as a starting point for many other languages. It 
wass later superseded by XML Schema, the W3C's family of schema languages based 
onn XML syntax which currently consists of three individual languages. Each of those 
languagess focuses on a particular aspect of syntactic and semantic constraints such as 
documentt structure [W3C01e] or pre- and user-defined data types [W3C01fJ. To make 
DDMLL specifications accessible to legacy software, tools were provided to convert the 
thenn already standardised DTDs to DDML syntax and vice versa. 

Technically,, XML schema languages are designed to align with design and main-
tenancee cycles of software systems. In this sense they are very much similar to DDLs 
inn Relational Databases and, consequently, have an overall influence on API design: 
theirr big plus is that they make knowledge explicit, which normally would have been 
hiddenn and encoded in program-internal data structures and the functions that operate 
onn them. This transparency eventually helps software architects keep up with a chang-
ingg world; they make it easier to trace how changes propagate through all layers of a 
complexx application. 
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Andd indeed, some of the practical implications and benefits of schema languages 
havee become apparent. Schema specification is always part of a software engineering 
process;; the vocabulary provided can serve as a road map for consistent implementa-
tionn of XML-based communication procedures. This also helps to cope with the many 
degreess of freedom that XML concedes to the users, which on the one hand is a pri-
maryy reason for its popularity; on the other hand, without means to eliminate semantic 
ambiguitiess this freedom would tend to degenerate into vagueness that can make it dif-
ficultficult  to pin down the exact behaviour of an application for example in an interface 
specification.. By combining a precise schema definition with a specification, XML 
cann enable advancements in application integration. For example, the BizTalk Frame-
workk [MLM +01] "establishes a set of rules that enables a broad audience to adopt a 
commonn approach to using XML." It does so by installing a core set of XML element 
andd attribute structures that enable companies to implement their business processes in 
thiss framework and draw benefit from an optimised and simplified messaging frame-
work.. The definition of a core set is considered important because the XML patterns 
formm the glue that binds systems only connected by a wire(less) network, and thus elim-
inatess the need to find a common application programming interface (API) or even im-
plementationn platform. The primary task of extracting information from the messages 
iss left to platform- and infrastructure-independent high-level XML query languages. 

Oncee schemas have been designed for a number of domains, the need to facilitate 
andd even automate full or partial mappings between schemas quickly becomes appar-
ent.. The meta-knowledge provided by a schema specification can help to convert data 
fromm one format into another, hence from one business process to another. Furthermore 
thee ability to map data easily fosters open standards and interoperability by accelerating 
development. . 

Whilee the discussion up to now has focused on the software development process 
off  a single product, schemas furthermore offer a benefit that goes beyond a single de-
velopmentt group: they also are straightforward design targets for software vendors in 
general.. The high degree of standardisation in the XML world allows service providers 
too publish programming language independent interfaces in a consistent format. The 
BizTalkk Framework, for example, provides a clear design target for tools and infrastruc-
turee for independent software vendors (IS Vs) who set out to build the next generations 
off  electronic commerce and application-integration products. Furthermore, schemas 
lowerr the entrance fee for standardisation efforts by enabling interested parties to con-
centratee on high-level features. The low-level machinery is provided by the already 
standardisedd XML tools. The ubiquity of XML-based electronic data exchange frame-
workss makes it easy to migrate existing sets of industry interchange standards to new 
oness and thereby strengthen the robustness and reliability of the software. 

Eventually,, consistency between implementations and versions is ensured through 
centralisedd services which are required to provide authoritative versions of the schemas 
andd global objects. Coming back to BizTalk, the framework allows either public or 
community-centredd publication at the authors' choice. This makes it easy to establish 
securityy and encapsulation levels so that objects and users can only access information 
relevantt to them. 

2.2.22 Document Type Definitions 

Documentt Type Definitions (DTDs) are the most basic form of constraints. They look 
likee Regular Right Part Grammars [LaL77], while they are actually a combination of 
bracketedd grammars [GH67] and Regular Right Part Grammars where the brackets are 
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<!ELEMENTT bibliograph y 
<!ELEMENTT articl e 
<!ATTLIS TT articl e 

<!ELEMENTT inproceeding s 
<!ELEMENTT edito r 
<!ELEMENTT autho r 
<!ELEMENTT titl e 
<!ELEMENTT yea r 
<!ELEMENTT firs t 
<!ELEMENTT las t 

(article ,,  inproceedings)* > 
(editor? ,,  author* ,  title ,  year) > 
keyy  CDATA #REQUIRED 
ratin gg CDATA #IMPLIED > 
(author* ,,  title ,  year) > 
(#PCDATA)> > 

(#PCDATAA |  (first ,  last)) > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 

Figuree 2.4: A DTD for the example document of Figure 2.1 

implied. . 

[47]]  chi ldren ::= (choice | seq) ( ' ?' | ' * ' | ' + ' )? 
[48]]  cp ::= (Name | choice | seq) ( ' ?' | ' * ' | ' + ' )? 
[49]]  choice ::= ' ( ' S? cp ( S? ' | ' S? cp )+ S? ' ) ' 
[58]]  seq : : = ' ( ' S? cp ( S? ' , ' S? cp )*  S? ' ) ' 
< ! - -- Name = tag or character data; S = whitespace --> 

Figuree 2.5: A snippet from the grammatical specification of DTDs 

DTDss are quite limited in their expressiveness. For elements, they allow the spec-
ificationn of which attributes they may carry and which elements are permissible as 
children.. This is done via a system of Backus-Naur like rules. Figure 2.4 shows a DTD 
thatt could be used to validate the example bibliography used throughout this chapter; 
theree are two basic types of rule: if they look like <! ELEMENT x Y>, they declare 
whichh sequences of tags Y are permissible as children of an element x. Figure 2.5 
showss a snippet from the XML standard and explains the structure of Y. It shows that 
thee basic structure of the right side of a production is a recursive nesting of alternatives 
(choices)) and sequences which ends in tags (names) as terminal symbols. Each level 
off  nesting may be attributed with a question mark denoting that there may either be 
onee or zero occurrences of the pattern; accordingly, a plus sign implies one or more 
occurrencess and a (Kleene) star zero or more. 

Forr attributes, DTDs only allow the specification of whether the attribute value may 
bee any given string, be chosen from a set of system-defined values or be supplied by 
thee reading application. Additionally, attributes can be declared required, optional or of 
fixedfixed content. DTDs also provide a simple notion of data type: the most important are 
entities,entities, identifiers and identifier references. An XML parser has to reject a document 
iff  it encounters an undeclared entity, a non-unique identifiers or a reference which does 
nott point to an identifier in the same document. 

2.233 XML Schema 

Althoughh DTDs have served well for twenty years as the primary mechanism of de-
scribingg structured information in the SGML and HTML communities, they are con-
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<elementt  narae='bibliography' type='Bibliography'/ > 
«ccomplexTypee name=' Bibliography ' > 

<elementt  name='article' 
type='ArticleType ' ' 
maxOccurs='unbounded'/> > 

<elementt  name='inproceedings' 
type='InproceedingsType' ' 
maxOccurs='unbounded'/> > 

</complexType> > 
</element> > 
<elementt  name='article' type='ArticleType'/ > 

<complexTypee name='ArticleType'> 
<attribut ee name='key' type='string ' use='required'/> 
<attribut ee name='rating' type='string ' 

use='optional'/> > 
<elementt  name='editor'  type='string ' minOccurs='Q'/> 
<elementt  name='title'  type='string'/ > 
<elementt  name='author' type='string ' rainOccurs='l'/> 
<elementt  name='year*  type='gYear'/> 

</complexType> > 
</element> > 
<elementt  name='inproceedings' type='Inproceedings */> 

<complexTypee name='InproceedingsType'> 
<elementt  name='title'  type='string'/ > 
<elementt  name='author' type='string ' minOccurs='1'/> 
<elementt  name='year' type='gYear'/> 

</complexType> > 
</element> > 

Figuree 2.6: An XML Schema for the example document 

sideredd too limited for many data-interchange applications. For example, DTDs can 
onlyy specify that elements are text strings, text strings with other child elements mixed 
togetherr or child elements without text. Furthermore, they are not formulated in XML 
syntaxx and provide only very limited support for types or namespaces. XML Schema 
triess to overcome some of the deficiencies, and, like DTDs, is being developed and 
standardisedd by the Wold Wide Web Consortium. 

Figuree 2.6 shows an XML Schema for the example document. Clearly, XML 
Schemaa is a more complex description language than DTDs and offers more control 
overr the document structure and text data by introducing types such as generic strin g 
butt also more specific ones like gYear  for Gregorian year. Since XML Schema is too 
complexx to give even an overview of all its features here, we just mention some general 
principless of the language. A readable schema primer can be found at [W3C01d]. 

Predefinedd Types. The standard provides a set of commonly used so-called simple 
typestypes and allows the definition of complex types which are composed of sim-
plee types. Regular expressions, list and set constructs even permit sophisticated 
structuress in text types. 

Typee Inheritance. XML Schema encourages the reuse of previously defined struc-
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hires,, no matter whether they are user-defined or pre-defined in the standard. 
Subtypess can add more elements to a supertype but also represent a subset of 
values.. Groups of attributes and elements can be named for later re-use. 

Controlledd Extensibility. There are mechanisms to define whether a subtype can be 
derivedd from a given type but also whether some type can be substituted by 
anotherr one. There is even the notion of abstract types that must be substituted 
andd of equivalence types. 

Documentation.. To allow for specification of both domain-specific and application-
specificc knowledge, XML Schema provides dedicated elements like applnfo, 
documentationn and annotation elements for annotating schemas for both hu-
mann readers and machines. 

Uniquenesss Constraints, Keys and References. It is also possible to declare unique-
nesss constraints on certain attributes of child elements. This mechanism enables 
keyss and references, too. 

Namespaces.. Sometimes it is desirable that documents conform to more than one 
schema.. To achieve this, XML Schema contains the necessary tools to enable 
fine-grainedfine-grained control over namespaces. 

Thee process of establishing whether a document conforms to a schema is called 
schemaschema validation. Note that even despite the terminology used, XML Schema is not 
soo much about defining data types like integers or zip codes and hence defining seman-
ticss but more about restricting documents so that they the set of permissible (parsed) 
characterr data in a content particle looks exactly like an integer or zip code. It does not 
assignn semantics to documents. Data types in the XML world are only introduced by 
queryy languages or when documents are processed with programming languages. 

2.2.44 Other  Schema Languages 

Theree are many other efforts to define schema languages. Some are not connected 
too XML Schema and DTDs, others try to complement or extend them. Within the 
aforementionedd BizTalk framework, the language XDR (XML-Data Reduced schemas) 
[LJEM+98]]  is used to describe data. SOX, short for Schema for Object-Oriented XML 
[DFH+99],, aims at improving the integration and accessibility of XML documents in 
object-orientedd programming languages. A unique effort is Schematron [JelOl]; its 
focall  point is validation of schema information rather than the definition of constraints. 
DSDD [KMSOO] is an effort to allow context-dependent descriptions of XML documents 
viaa constraints. They all differ in ease-of-use and expressiveness. Whereas DTDs 
aree the least expressive and useful constraint language, XDR and SOX substantially 
improvee on them. The three most expressive languages, however, are XML Schema, 
DSDDSD and Schematron. 

2.2.55 Inferrin g Constraints 

Ann interesting question is whether it is possible to infer the grammatical structure 
off  documents from one or more instances. As [Gol67] points out, this in general is 
nott possible. However, practitioners [FX93] sometimes are interested in exploiting 
document-specificc knowledge for storage and query optimisation without having ac-
cesss to the actual or implicit schema information. There are a number of systems that 
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tryy to recognise common patterns implementing different methods; [Lee96] gives an 
overvieww of data-mining techniques for this purpose. 

2.33 Processing XML Documents 
Theree are two major standardised way for users to get access to the content of XML 
documents:: event-based parsing APIs and tree-based APIs. While the former enable 
extremelyy resource-efficient processing of documents, the latter provide a natural view 
off  documents which is convenient when higher-level applications like query languages 
aree implemented. We will need the two later when we discuss efficient ways to bulkload 
XMLL documents and declarative ways to query them. 

2.3.11 Event-Based Parsing 

Ann event-based API reports parsing events, such as the start and end of elements, di-
rectlyy to a host application through callbacks of user-registered functions for the differ-
entt events, and does not usually build an internal parse tree. The Simple API for XML 
(SAX)) [MegOl] is the best known example of event-based parsing and is a de facto 
standard. . 

Thee first step of a SAX parser usually consists of splitting up the source document 
intoo tokens. The simple syntax of XML does not require a sophisticated lexer to do this. 
Thee most basic way to tokenise a document is to use the occurrences of the brackets < 
andd > as an orientation. For our example document in Figure 2.1, a tokenisation could 
producee the following stream: 

1. . 
2. . 
3. . 
4. . 
5. . 
6. . 
7. . 
8. . 
9. . 

IS . . 
11. . 
12. . 

''  '<bibliography> " 
"\ nn " 
"<articl ee key="BB88 " 

"\ n n 
"<author>' ' ' 
"Be nn Bit " 
"</author> " " 
"\ n n 
"<title> " " 
*'Ho ww T o Hack' ' 
"</title> " " 
••  •  • 

rating="excellent" > > 

Inn general, these token streams events are not immediately suited for digestion in 
databases.. For example, a SAX parser might choose to return ' 'Ben B i t ' ' as two 
tokenss ' 'Ben B " and " i t " . The author conjectures that this is to make parsing 
fasterr and easier. Additionally, SAX parsers de-entitise documents and also tokenise 
processingg instructions etc. Furthermore, the programmer has some control over low-
levell  features like character sets used in the document. Before parsing can begin, users 
havee to register callback functions with the parser. On encountering a token of a specific 
type,, say a start token, the parser calls the function the user previously registered for, 
inn this case, processing start tokens. 
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packagee org.w3c.dom; 

publi cc  interfac e Documen t  extend s Mod e { 
publi cc  DocumentTyp e getDoctypeO ; 
publi cc  DOMImplementatio n getlraplementationO ; 
publi cc  Elemen t  getDocumentElementO ; 
publi cc  Elemen t  createElement(Strin g tagName ) 

throw ss  DOMException ; 
publi cc  DocumentFragmen t  createDocumentFragmentC) ; 
publi cc  Tex t  c r  ea t  eTextNod e (Strin g data) ; 
publi cc  Comment  createComment(Strin g data) ; 
publi cc  CDATASectio n createCDATASection(Strin g data ) 

throw ss  DOMException ; 
publi cc  Processinglnstructio n 

createProcessingInstruction(Strin gg target , 
Strin gg data ) 

throw ss  DOMException ; 
publi cc  Att r  createAttribute(Strin g name ) 

throw ss  DOMException ; 
publi cc  EntityReferenc e 

createEntityReference(Strin gg name ) 
throw ss  DOMException ; 

publi cc  NodeLis t  getElementsByTagName(Strin g tagname) ; 
} } 

Figuree 2.7: Snippet from the DOM specification 

23.22 Tree Representations 

Tree-basedd APIs convert the document to an internal tree structure. Applications can 
thenn navigate through this tree structure via a standard interface. For most navigating 
applications,, the Document Object Model (DOM) [W3C98a] is the API of choice. 
Often,, tree-based APIs use schema information to spare the user from having to write 
codee that dispatches the program control flow according to the element type of the 
currentt node and, therefore, allow more declarative programming styles. 

Whilee the event-based and stream-oriented perspective of XML documents repre-
sentss the lowest logical layer in XML processing, tree representations provide more 
intuitivee views. Tree-based XML processors are usually built on top of stream-based 
processors.. The ultimate goal of the DOM standard is to provide a programmatic and 
language-neutrall  interface for XML and HTML, which means that the same interface 
cann be used to access documents from different programming languages. The DOM 
specificationn comes in three parts: Core, HTML, and XML. The first layer, the Core 
DOM,, provides base classes that can be used to represent parse trees of any structured 
documentt written in any markup language. Like stream-based representations, this 
layerr can represent any document in a generic way; the API it defines is minimal and 
compactt and used to navigate through and manipulate the document content geneti-
cally.. However, to support more specific and adaptive programming, the DOM comes 
inn more application-oriented interfaces: the HTML interface is orientated towards vi-
suall  representation and, for example, includes access to style sheets and events. The 

http://org.w3c.dom
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XMLL interface focuses on higher-level data-centric processing, which means that doc-
umentss are primarily considered data structures, and enables traversals on the parse 
tree;; furthermore, it defines an event model and support for namespaces along with 
otherr useful extensions. 

Too support the evolution of XML processing, the W3C wants the DOM to evolve 
onn several levels. The first level is the core as described in the last paragraph. Its main 
objectivee is to provide support for document navigation and manipulation. The second 
levell  additionally features a style sheet object model, and defines functionality for ma-
nipulatingg the style information which a user may provide to annotate a document or, 
forr example, for the visual representation of the document. It also enables traversals of 
thee parse tree, defines an event model and provides access to namespace information. 
Thee third level will address persistence issues like document loading and saving. As 
well,, it aims at validation of content models as defined in DTDs and XML schemas. 
Inn addition, it will also address document views and formatting, key events and event 
groups.. Future levels may concentrate on interactive features like interaction with a 
windoww system such as X-Windows and user input. There are also plans to include the 
queryy language XPath, and to address multi-threading, synchronisation, security, and 
repositoryy storage. Note that the DOM does not specify physical data structures; in-
stead,, an implementor is expected to use it as an interface to proprietary data structures. 

Too give an impression of the flavour of the DOM specification, Figure 2.7 shows 
aa small fraction of the Java version of the XML part of the DOM interface as it is 
foundd in [W3C98a]. Note that the interface Document contains XML-specific func-
tions,, e.g., one for the creation of attributes of syntax nodes, but that the arguments of 
thee function are generic, i.e., strings. It is possible to create a generic attribute but not 
too create a specialised key attribute as in the bibliography example. Schema languages 
cann be used to create more application-specific interfaces. 

2.3.33 Query Languages 
Comparedd to the lower-level APIs of the previous section, XML query languages are 
anotherr way to navigate through documents. They are usually declarative, i.e., users 
specifyy what information they want to extract from documents rather than how it should 
bee extracted algorithmically, which is basically what the DOM is supposed to support. 
Somee query languages were mentioned in the Introduction. For example, if a user 
wantss to have a list of all people who are listed as authors of articles in our example 
bibliography,, he could write in the query language XPath: 

document("bibl .xml")/bibl iography/art ic le/author/ textO O 

Thiss query reads as follows: In the document 'bib.xral' find and return all the 
textt strings at the end of the tag sequence bibliography, a r t i c le, author. Tag 
sequencess are also called path expressions. The expected result is the list 'Ben Bit ' , 
'Bobb Byte', 'Ken Key'. If the user is interested in all authors, no matter in what kind 
off  publication they are listed, he can write: 

documentt ("bibl iography.xml") / /author/ textO 

Thee two simple queries show the basic way to access information in XML docu-
ments:: the element hierarchies play a role similar to relations in query languages like 
SQLL [Ame86]. Path expressions are used to specify which parts of a document the 
queryy should return and store in the result variable. The second example demonstrates 
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howw wildcards ( ' / / ') can be used to denote any sequence of tags rather than a specific 
element.. Query languages and their execution on large collections of documents are 
dealtt with in more detail in later chapters. 

2.44 XML and Databases 

Thee explanations of the previous section were given in a document context. How do 
theyy transfer to the database world? What are the primitive operations a data manage-
mentt system should provide? And on what logical data model? [MurOl] argues that 
hedges,hedges, ordered sequences of ordered trees, are the appropriate atomic elements while 
[JLSK01]]  plea for trees being the appropriate abstraction. In the rest of this thesis the 
authorr will present his vision of XML and data management. 

Theree is a basic underlying assumption in nearly all work on mapping and query-
ingg XML in Databases. It is assumed that the tags and attributes of XML documents 
aree indeed content models, i.e., that they carry semantics that are close to the natural 
languagee equivalents of the tag names. Only then is it possible to equate entities as in 
E/RR models [ThaOO] and elements or attributes as in XML. XML and the surrounding 
frameworkk like DTDs, XML Schema, and the query languages have no way to enforce 
thiss assumption; nevertheless, if it is neglected, results may become unintuitive and 
systemss hard to maintain. 

2.55 Conclusion 

Inn its basic form, XML is just syntax: it describes a way to combine content particles 
intoo structured documents. In many applications, it is assumed that document designers 
usee the derivations, also called content models, that XML provides similarly to seman-
ticc modelling processes like E/R modelling. With more powerful modelling features 
forr content models like DTDs or schemas, the user can get closer to the systematic 
rigidityrigidity  of data models as deployed in database management systems. In exchange for 
thesee efforts, he gets more control over the semantic integrity of the data that are used 
inn a system; additionally, some semantic integrity checking can be automated. 

2.66 Bibliographical Remarks 

Predecessorss of XML are SGML, Bracketed Grammars, where each derivation rule 
applicationn step is marked ('tagged') [GH67] with unique symbols, and Regular Right 
Partt Grammars [LaL77] which allowed for the introduction of content models. The 
latterr two were combined in SGML [IS086, Gol90] and, in more strict form, into 
XML . . 

[LCOO]]  give an overview of six XML schema languages in a database setting. 
[MurOO]]  presents an excellent formalization of different XML schema languages. Four 
classess of tree languages are introduced to capture different semantic principles and 
makee their constraints expressible: local, single-type, restrained competition, regular. 
[DodOl]]  discusses when to use what kind of database product. 



Chapterr  3 

XMLL  Data Models and Physical 
Storage e 

Inn this chapter1, we go through some of the formal aspects of XML documents; in 
particular,, we look at how XML documents can be stored in database systems and 
whatt impact storage has on the way the documents are accessed. We first motivate that 
differentt views of XML documents help to make processing transparent depending on 
thee application scenario. For example, if a programmer accesses documents primarily 
throughh a parse-tree representation then a tree-based model like the DOM mentioned in 
previouss chapters probably fits his needs best. We then discuss a particular data model, 
Monett XML, in detail and compare it to other approaches. 

3.11 Introductio n 
XMLL has penetrated virtually all areas of Internet-related application programming and 
becomee the most widely used data exchange framework in a plethora of application ar-
eas.. It assumes the role of the de facto standard data exchange format in Web database 
environments.. This means that XML documents have to be accessed in a variety of 
contextss each with its own requirements and idiosyncrasies. On the database side, 
modellingg issues arise from the discrepancy between semi-structured data on the one 
handd side and fully structured database schemas on the other side. Database researchers 
havee provided valuable insights to bring these two areas together. The solutions pro-
posedd include not only XML domain specific developments but also techniques that 
buildd on object-oriented and relational database technology. 

Too make XML the language of all Web databases, performance issues are a crucial 
pointt when mission critical solutions are to be deployed for e-business applications. 
Thiss means that database support for XML processing can only find the widespread 
usee that researchers and businesses anticipate if, on the one hand, storage and retrieval 
off  documents and their contents satisfy the demands of impatient surfers as well as, 
onn the other hand, live up to data interchange challenges and query intensive process-
ing.. It is therefore necessary to cross the border between established standards on die 
declarativee and conceptual level like the DOM [W3C98b] and efficientt query execution 
strategies,, which may require data structures on the physical level that deviate greatly 

'Part ss of this chapter  were published in [SKWWOOa, SKWWOOb] 
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fromm those on the declarative level. Starting from the syntax tree representation of a 
document,, this chapter presents data models that are based on various interpretations 
off  the document tree. For a particular model, Monet XML, we discuss a number of 
technicall  issues in detail, while we only have the space for an overview and categori-
sationn of other approaches. All models we present have their inherent advantages and 
disadvantages.. If, for example, a particular model is geared towards efficient naviga-
tionn through the document tree, then certain types of associative queries may perform 
badlyy because they degenerate into random access patterns with high data volume, for 
whichh this particular architecture may not be optimal. In this example, the converse 
alsoo holds: associative mappings, which are aimed at efficient bulk retrieval, tend to 
bringg about rather high document reconstruction costs and thus make navigational ac-
cesss expensive. 

Performancee however is only one aspect of processing: implementation effort of-
tenn is as important. Many mappings of XML documents to relational databases are 
relativelyy easy to implement on top of existing systems. Additionally, extensible query 
languagess like SQL already exist in these systems and can be adopted for querying the 
databasee instances which the mappings create; this way it is not necessary to build a 
neww query processor from scratch. User Defined Functions (UDFs) can help to bridge 
thee gap between the relational model and XML. This way, query results can be con-
vertedd from tables to documents, thus integrating RDBMSs neatly into the XML world 
withoutt bringing about the costs of researching and designing an all-XML solution 
fromm top to bottom. 

Too sum up, when an XML solution is to be implemented, there are several aspects 
too be considered with regards to the data model: Overall performance, when critical, 
mayy call for special purpose solutions which require high engineering efforts as long 
ass there are no universally accepted standard application scenarios. The fact however, 
thatt XML technology makes communication in and between software systems more 
robustt may make up for the additional costs it causes in one particular component. 
Implementationn effort can vary greatly depending on whether a system is built from 
scratchh or whether an already existing storage engine is extended. Additional aspects 
concerningg the cost of XML systems will be covered in Chapter 5 which presents the 
XMarkk benchmark for XML processing systems. 

3.22 Views of XML Documents 

Inn this section we present the most common views of XML documents. They usu-
allyy bring about a particular implementation strategy with regards to storage and query 
processing.. In the sequel, we discuss the following three types of models: associa-
tivetive models, also known as relational models, define the document structure by the 
propertiess of each component and possibly group the components physically by their 
properties;; in object-based models the basic entities are the nodes in the parse-tree 
representationn of documents, whereas native models emphasise the textual nature of 
XML .. However, we start our overview with the most basic kind of model, which does 
nott rely on database technology. 

3.2.11 File System-Like Models 

Thee simplest type of model is file system-like storage, i.e., the main entity is a complete 
document;; internal structure does not play a role. These models may either be imple-
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tagg ID (attribute) 

bibliography y 

institute e 

author r 

book k 

article e 

Figuree 3.1: Associative models 

meritedd on top of real file systems, such as one the filesystems available on UNIX, 
orr inside databases where documents are stored as Binary Large Objects (BLOBs). 
However,, query languages in these models usually do not have access to the internal 
structuree of a document without first constructing a parse tree; this results in two oper-
ations,, store and recall, which can be supported very efficiently - at the cost however 
thatt other operations which require access to the internal structure of documents may 
becomee prohibitively expensive. For example, consider a database that consists of doc-
umentss like those of Figure 2.2; then, selecting documents by keywords that occur 
enclosedd in <author> tags not only requires a scan over the whole database but also 
thee construction of the parse trees of possibly every single document. 

3.2.22 Associative Models 

Thee basic idea of these models is to associate a set of properties with every node in the 
syntaxx tree. The individual properties vary from model to model; however, the set of 
possiblee properties is usually limited. This makes it feasible to cluster properties of the 
samee kind and thus optimise access to syntax nodes by their properties. For example, 
aa typical associative query is 'return the OIDs of all nodes that carry <author> tags.' 

Theree are sensible associations other than a node's tag name. As indicated in Fig-
uree 3.1 the tree structure of documents induces certain properties like parent of or child 
of,of, which will play an important role later when we discuss Monet XML in detail: ev-
eryery node has an ancestor, even the root element has an ancestor in the sense that it 
belongss to a document. Another important property is the node's rank, i.e., a number 
representingg the node's absolute position in a document or the position relative to its 
siblings.. But we can also define document-dependent properties, e.g., whether a nodes 
carriess a document-provided ID or to what namespace the node belongs. In general, 
iff  a document is accompanied by a DTD, required attributes and children make up for 
thee structured part of the document. However, the detailed lay-out of the properties 
dependss on the actual mapping scheme used for a database instance; in many cases it 
iss influenced by the characteristics of the underlying storage engine and the application 
scenario. . 

3.2.33 Object-Based Models 

Object-basedObject-based models offer a particularly intuitive view on XML documents, especially 
iff  the primary access method is navigational access along the parse tree structure. A 
typicall  interface was presented in Figure 2.7 in the previous section. The many parse 
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parsee tree 

pagess on disk 

Figuree 3.2: A native mapping schematically 

treess the reader finds in this thesis are all representative for the object-oriented view on 
XMLL documents. 

Theree are many flavours of object-oriented models in both the document processing 
andd database community. While the aforementioned DOM specification [W3C98a] 
iss an example of an interface for generic markup languages, [FE01] present a way 
too access XML data in ODMG and OQL scenarios [Obj02]. [RenOl] makes use of 
schemaa information and proposes a way to generate a set of Java class definitions which 
aree then used to access a syntax tree; thus, they open up document semantics to the 
userr of the Java programming language. Object-based models have a rich heritage 
especiallyy in office document processing. For example, [BRT88] present a data model 
andd algebra to bring as much flexibility as possible to office automation systems, a 
commonn theme in document processing (see [BRG88, BR85] and [AH86] for a more 
theoreticall  presentation). 

3.2.44 Native Models 

Withh native mappings we describe physical data models that do not fit  well into the 
existingg methodologies for describing data deployed in database management systems. 
Veryy often, this is because these mappings value the textual aspects of XML more than 
thee structural parts. 

Mostt native models draw a great deal of ideas from object-oriented and relational 
technology.. Unfortunately, complete descriptions of the inner workings of most na-
tivee repositories are not made publicly available and are considered trade secrets; the 
researchh community can only make educated guesses from the performance character-
isticss and physical requirements of the systems. We therefore think that it is sensible to 
choosee a representative example for which a detailed description is available and give 
aa brief overview. In the following, we give a brief outline of the storage engine of the 
NATIXX system; an overview of the complete system architecture is given in [KMOOa], 
andd a more detailed presentation is available in [KM99]. 

Whilee the higher-level query languages of NATIX conform to the standards pre-
sentedd in the previous chapters, the storage engine features novel ideas which cannot 
bee subsumed by the concepts that we already introduced. The physical storage is page-
oriented.. Documents are distributed over pages according to their size and additional 
user-- or application-provided fragmentation criteria. Each page contains one or more 
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(partial)) document trees. If a document is to be loaded into the database and does not 
fitfit  onto a single page, it is split at an edge in the parse tree, turning it into two linked 
sub-documents.. If the database administrator knows the query profile in advance, he 
cann specify additional fragmentation criteria before the bulkload, so that less run-time 
fragmentationn is necessary man would normally occur if the current data lay-out does 
nott match the query profile: If a query binds variables to parts of the documents whose 
structuree is not accessible then the relevant sub-documents are parsed and fragmented 
att query execution time. Furthermore, the flexible fragmentation criteria allow for 
domain-specificc fine-grained locking and concurrency control mechanisms. The adap-
tivee and hybrid fragmentation strategy, which in principle works without human inter-
ventionn or preparation, is what made its authors call NATIX a 'native' system. 

3.33 Monet XML 
Wee now discuss a storage mapping that does a complete fragmentation and clustering 
off  the input document. It is named 'Monet XML' after our home-grown database en-
ginee and primary experimentation platform Monet. The main idea behind the mapping 
iss to break up the parse tree into binary associations; thus it qualifies as an associative 
model.. We will show that this way, associations that are frequently accessed in many 
queriess like parent-child relationships, attributes, or topological orders can be intu-
itivelyy described, space efficiently stored and effectively queried. In contrast to general 
graphh databases which were extended with XML functionality like Lore [AQM+97], 
wee exploit the basic tree structure of XML elements and incorporate information about 
thee association's position within the syntax tree relative to the root into our data model. 
Referencess such as IDREFs that escape the tree structure are taken care of by views 
onn the tree structure. Associations that provide semantically related information are 
storedd together and thus clustered in the binary relations of the database. Along with 
thee decomposition schema we also present a method to translate queries formulated 
onn paths of the syntax tree into expressions of an algebra for vertically fragmented 
schemas,, which is described in detail in [BK99], which is also the primary reference 
forr the Monet Database Kernel. 

Thee approach used in Monet XML is distinguished by two features. Firstly, the 
decompositionn method is independent of the presence of DTDs, but rather explores the 
structuree of the document at parse time. Additionally, schema information is gathered 
automaticallyy and made available after the decomposition is stored in a database. Sec-
ondly,, Monet XML tries to minimise the volume of data irrelevant to a query that has 
too be processed during querying. Storing associations according to their context in the 
syntaxx tree provides tables that contain semantically closely related information. As 
aa result, data relevant to a given query can be accessed directly as a separate table, 
avoidingg large and expensive scans over irrelevant data and thus lowering the costs of 
associativee queries with path expressions. Especially the need for hierarchical projec-
tionss and semijoins vanishes completely. 

Thee high degree of fragmentation introduced by the mapping might fuel reserva-
tionss since it is likely to incur increased efforts to reconstruct the original document, or 
partss of it. This is true to the degree that the Monet XML mapping favours associative 
queriess with few predicates and littl e output volume. During the implementation and 
evaluationn of the mapping, various techniques have been explored to accelerate queries 
involvingg reconstruction of (large) parts of the original document, which indeed were 
disappointingg in performance at first. This was successful in the sense that we were able 
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too improve greatly on the original, naive algorithms we prototyped [SKWWOOa]. Nev-
ertheless,, as discussed in Chapter 5, the reconstruction performance of Monet XML is 
inherentlyy inferior to that of mapping schemes designed with competitive reconstruc-
tionn behaviour in mind. In general however, as the little quantitative assessment that 
concludess this section shows, the number of additional joins to recover relationships 
alongg which the document was fragmented is fully made up for as they usually involve 
onlyy littl e data volume, which indeed was the original design goal. 

3.44 Data Model and Algebra 

Thee most common view on raw XML documents, i.e., we don't have domain knowl-
edgee about the content, is that through syntax trees. With string and int denoting sets 
off  character strings and integers and oid being the set of unique object identifiers, we 
cann define an XML document formally: 

Definitionn 3. An XML document d = (V, E,r, label'E, labelA, rank) is a rooted tree 
withh nodes V and edges E Q V xV and a distinguished node r e V, the root node. 
Thee function labelE : V -> string assigns labels to nodes, i.e., elements; labelA : 
VV -» string -» string assigns pairs of strings, attributes and their values, to nodes. 
Characterr Data (CDATA) are modelled as a special 'string' attribute of cdata nodes, 
rankrank : V -> int establishes a ranking between sibling nodes. For elements without any 
attributess labels maps to the empty set. 

Inn comparison to Definition 1 this definition is geared towards physical data mod-
elss and query execution by, for example, making rank information explicit in the model 
itself.. Figure 2.1 showed an XML document which describes a fragment of a bibliog-
raphy;; the corresponding syntax tree for the first two entries is displayed in Figure 3.4. 
Thee representation is largely self-explanatory, the t>, denote object identifiers (OIDs) 
whosee assignment is arbitrary, e.g., depth-first traversal order as in the figure. We ap-
plyy the common simplification not to differentiate between PCDATA and CDATA, nor 
doo we take rich datatypes into account. In contrast to many object-based models, we 
assignn OIDs only to nodes representing XML elements and not to those representing 
XMLL attributes. 

Theree are other data models such as [ABS99] where XML syntax trees are laid out 
differently:: whereas our data model is a node-centric model, i.e., labelE and labelA are 
functionss with domain V, [ABS99] chose to centre their definitions around the edge 
setset E. We deviated from this view for a number of reasons. Firstly, using V as the 
primaryy point of reference enables smoother transitions between the object-based and 
associativee view of documents; this, secondly, again results in cleaner code when the 
conceptss are implemented and different views have to be supported. Lastly, it makes 
itt more natural to define additional functions with semantics like 'this node carries 
ann attribute of type x\ which are important in both associative and object-based data 
mappings. . 

3.4.11 Preliminaries 

Beforee we discuss techniques how to store a syntax graph as a database instance, we 
introducee the concepts of associations and path summaries. They identify spots of 
interestt and constitute the basis for the Monet XML Model. In the sequel, a centred 
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Figuree 3.3: Syntax tree of example document 

dott (•) serves as a placeholder for an element of a union or sum type that can be derived 
fromm the context. 

Definitionn 4. A pair A(o, •) e oid x (oid U int U string) is called an association. A is 
alsoo called the type of the association and can be thought of as a label attached to (o, •). 

Thee different data types used for associations describe different parts of the tree: 
associationss of type oid x oid represent edges, i.e., parent-child relationships. Attribute 
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valuess (including character data, which are represented by vertices witfi label 'string', 
thatt start from 'cdata' labelled nodes - this is possible since cdata nodes by definition 
can'tt carry other attributes) are modelled by associations of type oid x string, while 
associationss of type oid x int are used to preserve the topology of a document in the 
database,, i.e., the rank information. 

Definitionn 5. A path in the syntax tree is a sequence of vertex or edge labels starting 
att the root. For a node o in the syntax tree, we use path(o) to denote the path to o. 

Ass an example, consider the node with OID 03 in Figure 3.4; its path is bibli-
ography/article/author.ography/article/author. The corresponding character data string "Ben Bit" has path 
bibliography/article/author/cdatalstringj,bibliography/article/author/cdatalstringj, where 'a/b' denotes that a is the parent of 
bb and a[c] denotes that c is an attribute of a. Note that there is one special attribute, 
thee rank, i.e., the relative or absolute position of a syntax node in the textual repre-
sentationn of the document; we write p[rank] to denote the path describing the rank, 
whichh is a numerical value. Ranks were left out in Figure 3.4 to keep the presentation 
smoothh and since they are implicit between sibling nodes; for example, node on has 
rankk bibliography/article/author[rank] = 3 assuming that the first sibling o8 carries the 
rankk 1. 

Soo paths describe the schematic position of the element in the graph relative to the 
roott node; we also call path(o) the type of the association {•, o). The set of all paths 
inn a document is called the document's path summary. Note uiat there is a mapping 
fromm the set of OIDs to the path summary that determines the type of each association. 
Thereforee we can write <-,o> as an abbreviation for A(-,o) since A = path(o), i.e., A 
iss implied. Later we need some tools to manipulate paths: if p is a path and e is 
ann element name then pje denotes the concatenation of p and e; likewise, if a is an 
attributee name then p[a]  is the concatenation of p and a. We can also define functions 
thatt usually operate on lists for paths: if p = /, / . . . //„_, /ƒ„ is a path, then last(p) = ln 

andd second-last(p) = /„_,, no matter whether /„ is an attribute or an element. Note 
thatt only the last member of a path last(p) can be an attribute; all other members are 
elementss since XML attributes are strings without structure or sub-elements. 

Definitionn 6. A regular path expression is a path expression extended with thee symbol 
' / / '' which denotes not only a parent-child relationship (like 7') but the more general 
ancestorancestor relationship. 

Forr example, in Figure 3.4 the regular path expression bibliography/fcdata denotes 
thee set of all cdata nodes, which is {o4, o6,09, o\\, 013, o^}. 

3.4.22 The Monet XML Model 

Ass we pointed out in the beginning, the question central to querying XML documents 
iss how to store the syntax tree as a database instance that provides efficient retrieval 
capabilities.. Given Definition 3 the tree could be stored using a single database table 
forr the parent-child relations (similar to the work [vZAW99]), another one for the ele
ments'' labels and so on. Though space efficient, such a decomposition makes querying 
expensivee by enforcing scans over large amounts of data irrelevant to a path expres
sionn being evaluated, since structurally unrelated data are possibly stored in the same 
tables.. Even if the query consists of a few joins only, large data volumes may have to 
bee processed; [FK99] present an extended discussion of storage schemes of this kind. 
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Figuree 3.4: Monet transform M, of the example document 

Wee pursue a rather different approach using the structures defined above, i.e., stor-
ingg all associations of the same type in the same binary relation. A relation that con-
tainss the tuple {•, o) is named path(o), and, conversely, the information that a tuple 
containss is stored in exactly one relation so that no information is duplicated. This idea 
resultss in the following definition: 

Definitionn 7. Given an XML document d> the Monet transform is a quadruple Mt(d) = 
(r,E,A,T)where e 

EE is the set of binary relations that contain all associations between nodes; 

AA is the set of binary relations that contain all associations between nodes and their 
attributee values, including character data; 
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TT  is the set of binary relations that contain all pairs of nodes and their rank; 

rr remains the root of the document. 

Encodingg the path to a component into the name of the relation achieves a signifi-
cantlyy higher degree of semantic fragmentation for non-trivially structured documents 
thann would be implied by a strategy that follows the fragmentation criteria of plain 
dataa guides as implemented in the Lore system and proposed by [GW97]. In other 
words,, we use path to group semantically related associations into the same relation. 
Ass a direct consequence of the decomposition schema, we do not need to introduce 
novell  features on the storage level to cope with irregularities induced by the semi-
structuredd nature of XML, which are typically taken care of by NULLs or overflow 
tabless [DFS99]. Moreover, it should be noted, that the complete decomposition can 
bee implemented so that it is linear in the size of the document with respect to time 
complexityy of the algorithm. Concerning memory requirements, it is in 0(h), h being 
thee maximum depth of the syntax tree, in addition to the space the binary relations in 
thee database storage engine occupy, i.e., it is not necessary to materialise the complete 
syntaxx tree. Table 3.4 shows the Monet transform of the example document. A more 
detailedd implementation-centric discussion of the mapping is presented in the follow-
ingg chapter. The following proposition shows that the Monet mapping does not drop 
informationn that is present in the source document. 

Propositionn 8. The above mapping is lossless, i.e., for an XML document d there 
existss an inverse mapping M~l such that d and M~l(Mt(d)) are isomorphic. 

Wee present a straightforward proof of this proposition by giving the definitions of 
M~M~ll and Mt. 
Constructivee Proof of Proposition 8. Definition 7 introduces the Monet transform 
MMtt(d)(d) = (r,E,A,T) of a document d. For a document d the sets E,A and T are 
computedd as follows: 

forfor elements: 

E== (J path(Oi)ls(oi,Oj), 

forfor attributes (including text): 

A == (J path(Oi)[s\]{Oi,s2), 
{o„S\,s{o„S\,s22)€label)€labelA A 

forfor ranking integers: 

TT = M path(oi)[rank](oj, /)), 
(oj,ï)€rank (oj,ï)€rank 

wheree E and labels are combined into one set 

XEXE = {(o\,02,labelE(p2)\(p\,O2) e E), 

labellabelAA is interpreted as a set c oid x string x string as well as rank c oid x int. 
Too see that this mapping is lossless we give the inverse mapping. Given an in-

stancee of the Monet XML model Mt(d) we can reconstruct the original rooted tree 
dd = (V, E, r7, labelE, labelA, rank) in the following way (R denotes the set of all rela-
tionss in a database instance): 
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1.. V = {oi\(3R € R)(3oj e oid): R(oi,Oj)}, 

2.. E = {(Oi,Oj)\(3R € R) : R{oiyOj)), 

3.. r1 = r, 

4.. labelE = {(o„  s)\(3R € R)(3o;- € oid)(3s e string) : R{oito}) A 
second-last{R)second-last{R) = 5}, 

5.. /ÖMA = {(Oi, 5i, s2)\(3A € A) : Afa, s2)
A last(A) =  si)> 

6.. rank = {(0, 01(37 € T): T(o, i)}. 

Thiss concludes the proof. 

3.433 Object-Based Perspective 
Inn addition to the relational perspective we adhered to so far, the Monet transform 
alsoo enables an object-based perspective, where an object is seen as a node in the syn-
taxx tree, which is often more intuitive to the user and is adopted by standards like 
thee DOM [W3C98b]. Particularly in high-level query languages, approaches that bear 
strongg similarities with object-based techniques have emerged. Given the Monet trans-
form,, we havee the necessary tools at hand to logically reconcile die relational perspec-
tivee with the object-based view. 

Itt is natural to re-assemble an object witii OID o from those associations whose 
firstfirst component is o: e.g., the node with OID o2 is easily converted into object{o2) = 
{key(o2,"BB8&"),author(o{key(o2,"BB8&"),author(o22,o$),title(o2,o,o$),title(o2,o55)},)}, an instance of a suitably defined class 
articlearticle with members key, author and title. However, XML is regarded as an incar-
nationn of the semi-structured paradigm. One consequence of this is that we cannot 
expectt all instances of one type to share the same structure. In die example, the second 
publicationn has an editor element whereas the first does not. We therefore distinguish 
betweenn two kinds of associations: (strong) associations and weak associations. Strong 
associationss constitute the structured part of XML - they are present in every instance 
off  a type; weak associations account for the semi-structured part: they may or may not 
appearr in a given instance. Objects o2 and 07 reflect this: 07 has an editor member 
whereass o2 has not. So editor is a weak association of article objects. We can now 
definee the following: 

Definitionn 9. An object corresponding to a node o in the syntax tree is a set of strong 
andd weak associations {A\(o, o\),A2(o, o2),...}. 

Inn the presence of a DTD, strong and weak associations can be defined slightly 
differentlyy by looking at the right-hand side of an element declaration: Kleene stars, 
Kleenee pluses, question marks and alternatives can be seen as indicators that the re-
spectivee element is a weak association. We again note that although it is possible to 
navigatee through a document in an object-based manner, Monet XML does not support 
thiss well. For example, if we want to reconstruct an object o of type path(o) we have 
too check all strong and weak associations of o for the presence of an attribute of o, 
thus,, being required to do much more work man necessary in an object-based system 
whichh provides a data type association list for attribute storage; of course, it is difficult 
too optimise such a data type for associative retrieval. The next question we address 
directlyy arises from the modelling of objects: How can we re-formulate queries from 
ann object-based setting to queries in relational Monet XML? 
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3.4.44 Execution Model and Algebra 

Thee unified view provided by the Monet XML model extends directly to querying. For 
thee relational layer, a multitude of operators implementing the relational algebra, in-
cludingg specialities intrinsic to vertical fragmented schemas, have been proposed in the 
literature.. Hence, we omit a discussion of technical issues concerning bare, relational 
queryy processing in the context of vertical fragmentation and refer the interested reader 
too [BK99] for a comprehensive overview. 

Moree interesting is the actual translation of an OQL-like query to match the facil-
itiess of the underlying query execution engine. We only outline the translation by an 
examplee query. The process bears strong resemblance to mapping techniques devel-
opedd to implement object-based query interfaces on relational databases; thus, we can 
resortt to the wealth of techniques developed in that field. See [BCOO] for a comparative 
analysiss of different query languages for XML. 

Considerr the following query which selects those of Ben Bit's publications whose 
titless contain the word 'Hack'; the semantics of the statements are similar to [BT99]: 

selectt  p 
fromm bibliography/article p, 

p/author/cdata[string]p/author/cdata[string] a, 
p/title/cdata[string]p/title/cdata[string] t 

wheree a = "Ben Bit" 
andd t like "Hack"; 

Thee query consists of two blocks, a specification of the variables involved, which 
translatess to computing the proper binary relations, and constraints that filter the tuples 
off  interest. For resolving path expressions, we need to distinguish two types of vari-
abless in the from clause: variables that specify sets, p in the example represents a set 
off  OIDs, and variables, which specify associations (here of type oid x string), a and t. 

Wee collapse each path expression that is not available in the database by joining the 
binaryy relations along the path specification. This establishes an association between 
thee first and last element of the path. Finally, we take the intersection of the elements 
specified.. Matching the variables against the running example, the from clause speci-
fiess the following elements: 

PP = {02,07}, 

assoc(pfa)assoc(pfa) = {(o2,"Ben Bit"), (07, "Bob Byte"), 

(o7)) "Ken Key")}, 
assoc(pft)assoc(pft) = {(o2, "How To Hack"), 

(07,, "Hacking & RSI")} 

Queriess containing regular path expressions, i.e., paths with wildcards, directly 
benefitt from the availability of the path summary. Standard methods for the evaluation 
off  regular expressions can be applied to the path summary and enable the immediate 
determinationn of the candidate relations. We will cover the evaluation of regular path 
expressionss in thee following chapter in greater detail. 

Thee evaluation of the where clause is not of particular interest in this context. 
Thoughh processing of binary tables differs from the conventional relational model in 
severall  aspects, but these differences have no direct impact on our method; we again 
referr to [BK99] for details. 
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<!ELEMENTT bibliography (ar t ic le* ]» 
<!ELEMENTT a r t i c le (ed i tor?, author*, t i t l e )> 
<!ATTLISTT a r t i c le key (DATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENTT edi tor (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENTT author (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENTT t i t l e (#PCDATA)> 

Figuree 3.5: DTD for example document 

3.4.55 Optimisation with DTDs 
Ass XML documents are not required to conform to DTDs we generally do not as-
sumee that they do. However, in this section we show that our data model is flexible 
enoughh to take advantage of additional domain-knowledge in the form of DTDs or 
XMLL Schema specifications. Again, the first-class paths in Monet XML are the focal 
featuree necessary for a seamless integration. We present an approach that is similar in 
spiritt to [STH+99]. 

Forr motivation, consider again the example document in Figure 2.1 and 3.4, and 
alsoo suppose we are given the DTD in Figure 3.5. The DTD inter alia says that each 
publicationn may only have a singlee tide element. Given this rule, we can collapse each 
pathh from the publication nodes to the character data of title elements without losing 
information;; thus, 

{{  bibliography I article I title{{o2,05), (07,014)}, 

bibliographybibliography I article I title I cdata{(os, 05), (014, 015)}, 

bibliographyI'article/'title/'cdata[string]{(obibliographyI'article/'title/'cdata[string]{(o66,, "How to Hack"), 

<oi5,, "Hacking & RSI"» } 

mayy be reduced to 

{{  bibliography f article I title{{oi, 05), {07,014)}, 

bibliography/article/title[string](o5,bibliography/article/title[string](o5, "How to Hack"), 

<o14,, "Hacking & RSI")}} . 

Thatt is, we take advantage of DTDs by identifying and subsequently collapsing 
11 : 1 relationships to reduce storage requirements and the number of joins in query 
processing.. The result of hierarchically joining the associations takes the place of the 
originall  data. Some of tiiese 1 : 1 relationships can be inferred from a DTD, others 
requiree domain-specific knowledge: our common sense knowledge of bibliographies 
tellss us that in bibliographies the only elements whose order is important are author 
andd editor elements. Thus, we may, on the one hand, drop all rank relations that do not 
belongg to author or editor tags and furthermore reduce the before mentioned path to: 

{{  bibliography/article[title]{(o2, "How to Hack"), <o7, "Hacking & RSI") }. 

Thee detailed algorithm now looks as follows: We go through the path summary 
and,, for every path pi/... fpn/l/r,n > 0 with children, and the corresponding rule 
II  —> R, where r occurs in R, in the DTD we do the following: 
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Quer y y 

Ql l 
Q2 2 
Q3 3 
Q4 4 
Q5 5 
Q6 6 
Q7 7 
Q8 8 
Q9 9 
Q10 0 

XPat hh expressio n 

/PLA Y Y 
/PLAY/AC T T 
/PLAY/AC TT [inde x ( )  =2 ] 
/PLAY/AC TT [-3 ] 
/PLAY/ACT/TITL E E 
//SCENE/TITL E E 
/PLAY/ACT//TITL E E 
//ACT//TITL E E 
/PLAY/ACT/SCENE/SPEECHH [SPEAKER= 
//ACT/ //  [SPEECH/SPEAKER='  CURIO'  ] 

'CURIO' ] ] 

Tablee 3.1: Ql through Q10 in [SYU99] 

1.. If R contains alternatives, Kleene stars or Kleene pluses then no optimisation is 
possiblee because ranking information would (possibly) get lost. 

2.. Otherwise there is redundancy, and we can materialise the joins of pi/... /p„/l 
withh all the children of pi/... /pn/l/r,  mark pi/... /pn/l/r  as virtual and re-
movee from the database pi/... /pn/l/r  and its children. 

Notee that we apply this optimisation technique not to the DTDs themselves, al-
thoughh this would be possible too, to derive a storage schema but rather simplify the 
pathss present in the actual document instance. We do not derive a storage schema from 
thee DTDs. 

Comingg back to the issue of implementation effort we addressed in the previous 
chapter:: it should be assessed whether these kinds of optimisations justify the increased 
complexityy in the query processor. Depending on the input documents we observed 
gainss in query execution speeds between 2% and 25% for the queries listed in thee fol-
lowingg section and, naturally, decreases in the database sizes. However the complexity 
andd therefore maintainability of the path evaluation engine increased considerably. 

AA final remark on the effect of fragmentation with a 'real world' DTD. Figure A.l 
inn the Appendix shows the graph structure implied by the element relationships of 
thee DTD of the XMark benchmark document (see Chapter 5 and [SKF+00]). The 
effectt of straightening out the graph structure into a tree structure by making use of 
thee path summary of the database instance in displayed in Figure A.2 in the Appendix. 
Thee simplicity of the tree structure in the latter figure has a direct impact on query 
performance,, which is improved on by having simpler selection predicates and smaller 
dataa volumes, and the software complexity of the query processor, which is reduced 
considerably. . 

3.55 Quantitative Assessment 

Inn this section we, give performance impressions which show that our technique scales 
withh respect to size of the resulting database, as well as how they behave in query-
ingg and browsing a database. As application domains we chose readily available 
XMLL document collections: the ACM SIGMOD Anthology [Ley99], Webster's Dic-
tionaryy [DycOO], and Shakespeare's plays [BosOO]. 
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IA A 
2A A 
IB B 
2B B 

Ql l 
1.2 2 
150 0 

--
--

Q2 2 
5.6 6 
180 0 
4.4 4 
30 0 

Q3 3 
6.8 8 
160 0 
5.6 6 
10 0 

Q4 4 
8.0 0 
180 0 
6.8 8 
30 0 

Q5 5 
4.4 4 
190 0 
3.2 2 
40 0 

Q6 6 
4.9 9 
340 0 
3.7 7 
190 0 

Q7 7 
5.0 0 
350 0 
3.8 8 
200 0 

Q8 8 
5.0 0 
370 0 
3.8 8 
220 0 

Q9 9 
8.8 8 

1300 0 
7.6 6 

1150 0 

Q10 0 
12.7 7 
1040 0 
11.5 5 
890 0 

Tablee 3.2: Comparison of response times in ms for query set given in [SYU99] and 
replicatedd in Table 3.1. The first and the third line feature Monet XML's execution 
times;; the second and the fourth those reported in [SYU99] 
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Sizee of database in number of publications 

Figuree 3.6: Scaling of document 

Wee implemented Monet XML within the Monet database server, as described in 
[BK99].. The measurements were carried out on a Silicon Graphics 1400 Server with 1 
GBB main memory, running at 550 MHz. For comparisons with related work, we used 
aa Sun UltraSPARC-Hi with 360 MHz clock speed and 256 MB main memory running 
SunOSS 5.8. 

Databasee Size 

Thee resulting sizes of the decomposition scheme are a critical issue. Theoretically, 
thee size of the path summary can be linear in the size of the document as the worst 
casee - if the document is completely wn-structured. However, in practical applications, 
wee typically find large structured portions within each document so that the size of the 
pathh summary and therefore the number of relations remains small. Table 3.3 shows the 

Documents s 
ACMM Anthology 
Shakespeare e 
Webster r 

sizee in XML 
46.66 MB 
7.99 MB 

56.11 MB 

sizee in Monet XML 
44.22 MB 
8.22 MB 

95.66 MB 

#Tables s 
187 7 
95 5 

2587 7 

Loading g 
30.44 s 
4.55 s 

56.66 s 

Tablee 3.3: Sizes of document collections in XML and Monet XML format 
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Figuree 3.7: Cumulative distribution of the relation sizes of the Webster Dictionary and 
Shakespeare'ss Plays 
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databasee sizes for our examples in comparison with the size of the original XML code. 
Thee third column contains the number of tables, i.e., the size of the path summary. The 
lastt column shows the total time needed to parse, decompose and store the documents. 

Itt leaps out that the Monet XML version of the ACM Anthology is of smaller size 
thann the original document once the bulkload has been committed. This reduction is 
duee to the 'automatic' compression inherent in the Monet transform, where tag names 
aree stored only once as meta information, and the removal of redundantly occurring 
characterr data done automatically in the Monet kernel. For example there are only 
feww different publishers compared to the number of entries in general. In the decom-
position,, full entries of these fields can be replaced with references. We can expect 
similarr effects to occur with other decomposition schemas such as the ones cited in the 
introductionn to this chapter. 

Figuree 3.7 exhibits some characteristics of real-world XML documents: on display 
aree the cumulative distribution of decreasingly sorted relation sizes of the Monet trans-
form.. For orientation, 95% lines indicate where most of the data are clustered. It turns 
outt that only a small portion of the database tends to contain most of the information; 
thee distribution of the histogram of the relation sizes itself is double-exponential. 

Scaling g 

Inn order to inspect the scaling behaviour of our technique we varied the size of the 
underlyingg document. In doing so, we took care to maintain the ratio of different 
elementss and attributes of the original document We scaled the ACM Anthology from 
300 to 3 • 106 publications which corresponds to XML source sizes between 10 KB and 
1GB.. The database sizes and the insertion times scaled linear in the size of the XML 
document. . 

Querying g 

Too test for query performance under scaling we ran four queries consisting of path ex
pressionss of length one through four for various sizes of the Anthology. As Figure 3.6 
shows,, the response times for each query, given as a function of the size of the doc
ument,, is linear in the size of the database. Only for small sizes of the database, the 
responsee time is dominated by the overhead of the database system. Notice that both 
axess are logarithmic. 

Att the time we conducted these experiments, only a few of the performance anal
ysess published offered the possibility to reproduce and compare results, which made 
meaningfull comparison difficult at that time. The results we used to compare Monet 
XMLL against were reported in [SYU99] who implemented their algorithms as a front-
endd to Postgres. In [SYU99], the authors propose a set of ten queries using Shake
speare'ss plays [BosOO] as an application domain. We refer to their approach as SYU 
inn the following. In Table 3.2 we contrasted response times of Monet XML with SYU 
obtainedd from experiments on the above mentioned Sun Workstation. 

Thee figures display a substantial difference in response time showing that Monet 
XMLL outruns the competitor by up to two orders of magnitude (rows 1A,2A). The 
timess for SYU include a translation of XQL to SQL that is handled outside the database 
server.. To allow for this difference, we additionally computed the response times rel
ativee to query 1 for both systems separately, assuming that preprocessing costs have a 
constantt contribution. These figures exhibit actual query processing time only (rows 
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SELECTT e3.doID, e3.pos 
FROMM Element e l, Path pi, Text t2, 

Pathh p2, Element e3, Path p3 
WHEREE pl.pathexp LIKE 'Vbook' 
ANDD p2.pa thexp LIKE 'Vbook/summary/keyword' 
ANDD p3.pathexp LIKE 'Vbook/author/family' 
ANDD el.pathID = pl.pathID 
ANDD t 2 . v a l ue = 'XML * 
ANDD t2.pathID = p2.pathID 
ANDD e3.pathID = p3.pathID 
ANDD el .pos.contain( t2.pos) 
ANDD el.docID = t2.docID 
ANDD el .pos.contain(t3.pos) 
ANDD el.docID = e3.docID 
ORDERR BY e3.docID, e3.pos 

Figuree 3.8: SQL version of Q2 in [SYU99] 

1B,2B).. Monet XML shows an increase of processing time by less than 12 ms whereas 
SS YU is up to 1150 ms slower than its fastest response time. 

Ann analysis of the figures exhibits the advantages of the Monet model. While S YU 
storee basically all data on a single heap and have to scan these data repeatedly, the 
Monett transform yields substantially smaller data volumes. In some extreme cases, the 
queryy result is directly available in Monet XML without any processing and only needs 
too be traversed and output. Another noticeable difference concerns the complexity of 
queries:: the straightforward semantics of the Monet XML model result in relatively 
simplee queries; conversely, the compiled SQL statements that SYU present are quite 
complex.. Figure 3.8 illustrates this for Q2. 

Thee comparison with Lore [MAG+97b] exhibited essentially the same trends on 
smalll  document instances. However, we were not able to bulkload and query larger 
documentss like the ACM Anthology as Lore requested more than the available 1 GB 
mainn memory. In contrast, using Monet XML we engineered a system functionally 
equivalentt to the Web-accessible DBLP server [Ley99] that operated in less than 130 
MBB of main memory. 

Browsingg a Database 

Ourr final experiments aim at assessing the systems' capabilities with respect to brows-
ing.. As an example consider a typical query as it is run on the ACM Anthology server 
severall  thousand times a day: 'Retrieve all conference publications for a given author.' 
Clearly,, the size of the output may vary drastically and it is of particular interest for a 
browsingg session that response times are kept low independent of the size of the answer. 

Figuree 3.9 shows both the total response time including textual rendering and re-
sponsee time of the repository. As expected, the time for rendering the output increases 
significantlyy yet is linear in the result size. However, the response time of the repository 
increasess at a significantly lower rate. This is due to the reconstruction of the associ-
ationss in the form of joins rather than chasing individual chains of pointers. Even for 
authorss with a large number of publications the overall response time is well under 
onee tenth of a second, which makes interactive browsing affordable. Also note that the 
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lowerr line in Figure 3.9 could also be interpreted as the cost of constructing a view 
whilee the upper line additionally includes rendering the view to textual XML. 

Thee results presented demonstrate the performance potential of our approach which 
deployss full vertical fragmentation. The overall low response times show that reducing 
thee data volume involved in isolated database operations at the expense of additional 
joinss pays off very well in our scenario - not only in terms of overall performance but 
alsoo when scaling is an issue. 

3.66 Conclusion 

Inn this section we first briefly summarise the impact that the choice of data model has on 
thee overall architecture of a software system. In Monet XML, we assumed that object 
identifierss are only used to identify the object and do not carry additional semantics. 
Thee main reason for this was that we did not want to interfere with Monet's transaction 
system.. We could, however, have chosen to encode the rank of a node into its OID, 
whichh would have forced us to lock large parts of a database if we want to update a 
document.. Similar reasoning holds for other semantics like type information. 

Wee have already seen that the data volume produced by different mappings during 
queryy execution can greatly impact performance. Furthermore the complexity of the 
mappingg can have repercussions on the engineering complexity of the query processor 
andd optimiser. A related point is that not every mapping can be bulkloaded on-line; for 
somee strategies off-line preprocessing of, for example, a DTD is necessary. 

Soo we presented a data model for efficient processing of XML documents. Our 
experiencess show that it is worth taking the plunge and fully decompose XML doc
umentss into binary associations. The experimental results obtained with a prototype 
implementationn based on Monet underline the viability of our approach: the effort to 
reducee data volume quickly pays off as gains in efficiency. Overall, our approach com
biness the elegance of clear semantics with a highly efficient execution model by means 
off a simple and effective mapping between XML documents and a relational schema. 
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Figuree 3.9: Response time vs. result size 
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3.77 Bibliographical Remarks 
Theree exist a number of different approaches to viewing structured documents. A rela-
tivelyy early model, Groves, although never really formalised to the best of our knowl-
edge,, bears strong similarities to the association model that Monet XML deploys. Al-
thoughh the etymology is unknown, is a posteriori interpreted as 'Graph Representation 
off  Property Values.' Informally, see [CovOl] for an overview of groves for practition-
ers.. The site also contains interesting information on the history of marking up data 
structuress in documents. According to [F. 00] groves were introduced (1) to guarantee 
implementationn independence of higher order concepts, (2) to provide a formal data 
modell  for SGML/XML, (3) to facilitate standard addressing and a simple query lan-
guage,, and, (4) to ensure scalability of application by abstracting from the syntax tree 
vieww of documents. Groves play an important role in defining views of documents 
andd specifying semantics [Pre99]. For direct use in databases however they seem too 
generall  in their definition and too specific in their application. 

Byy now, a plethora of literature is available now on architecture for processing 
semi-structuredd data and XML documents. [AQM+97] present the database system 
Loree which aims at semi-structured data in general and XML in particular; a theoretical 
basiss for querying general graph structures is presented in [BDHS96], The first work 
thee author is aware of on processing XML data in relational systems is [FK99] who 
presentt an analysis of many different mapping strategies. [DFS99] present a method 
forr extracting the regular parts of documents and storing them in tables; irregularities 
aree stored in what they call overflow tables. The XML extensions of Lore are described 
inn [GW97]. Unlike Lore, [KMOOb, STH+99] and the aforementioned [SYU99] all 
makee use of either relational or object-relational technology to store documents. The 
semanticc homogeneity of Monet can also be characterised by the notion of competing 
non-terminalsnon-terminals [MurOO], which it is designed to avoid. 

Partss of this chapter were published in [SKWWOOa] and later in [SKWWOOb], of 
whichh it is an extended version. 



Chapterr  4 

Queryingg XML Data 

Inn this chapter1, we discuss issues around opening up the contents of XML documents 
too users by means of query languages. We start out by looking at how XML documents 
cann be bulkloaded efficiently and show that we again can take advantage of the tree 
structuree of documents to gain speed. We then look at how relational query algebras 
cann be extended to support regular path expressions; a solution that makes full use 
off  Monet XML will be presented. Then, we study a new query operator, the meet, 
thatt allows users to query XML documents even if they are not familiar with the tag 
structuree in the database. Eventually, we discuss an extension to the relational algebra 
andd SQL language which is not only useful for querying XML but also in a broader 
context. . 

4.11 Bulkloading XML 

Thee popularity of XML as a exchange and storage format brings about large amounts 
off  documents to be stored, maintained and analysed - a challenge that traditionally has 
beenn tackled with Database Management Systems. To open up the content of XML 
documentss to analysis with declarative query languages, efficient bulk loading tech-
niquess are a prerequisite. Database technology has traditionally been offering support 
forr these tasks but yet falls short of providing efficient automation techniques for the 
challengess that large collections of XML data raise. In this section, we discuss bulk-
loadingg techniques for Monet XML as a storage back-end; since many applications 
relyy on relational databases, which are designed towards large data volumes, our results 
carryy over to a larger context. Furthermore, we also present a bulk deletion technique, 
putt it into an application context and look at a case study when to use edit-scripts to 
navigatee through and make changes to a document tree by chasing references and when 
too use bulk deletion, a technique we can expect to work better when we want to update 
largee data volumes. We then conclude this section with a performance study. 

4.1.11 Introductio n 

Still,, there is a lack of large scale native XML query engines that go beyond search 
enginee functionality so that the massive amounts of XML data produced by today's 
applicationss escape attempts of disclosure for analysis and maintenance. While it is 

ii  Parts of this chapter were published in [SWK99, WSK99, SKW01, SK02, WSv+02, WGLGS02] 
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certainlyy possible to convert XML data to other formats for which solutions exists, 
fromm a software engineering point of view it would be preferable to go for 'all XML' 
solutions.. A viable approach to achieving this goal is to adapt relational database tech-
nologyy to store and maintain XML documents as proposed in the previous chapter or, 
forr example, in [DFS99, FK99] and nicely demonstrated in [STH+99, KMOOb]. The 
advantagee of this approach is that the XML repository inherits all the power of mature 
relationall  technology like indexes, transaction management etc. As a first step towards 
thiss goal researchers and industry have been extending query languages like SQL with 
XMLL specific constructs [SKS+01] that make it possible to deploy XML-based data 
managementt in mission critical scenarios. However these solutions still assume a tra-
ditionall  data model and make it more difficult than necessary to use XML in all layers 
off  a software system. 

Traditionally,, database technology has been offering support for processing large 
amountss of data. Whereas there has already been considerable research into query 
languagess and logical data models for XML data - early references are [BDHS96, 
AQM+97]]  -, there have only been few proposals to meet the challenge of scaling 
XMLL databases up to production levels as achieved by relational engines and, thus, 
too gain acceptance among practitioners. Naturally, XML warehouses, /.<?., collections 
off  XML documents gathered from remote sources, inherit the power of relational ware-
housess [Rou97] but they also face the same challenges; for example, update and con-
sistencyy problems of materialised replicated and aggregated views over source data 
needd to solved. The first step of populating a warehouse based, for example, on Monet 
XMLL is to find a framework that builds on well-understood relational database tech-
nologyy and enables efficient management of large XML repositories. To get the most 
off  relational database systems, we should do away with pointer-chasing tree traversing 
operationss and replace them with set-oriented operations whenever possible 

Unfortunately,, many applications are designed to generate updates in the form 
off  edit scripts; detailed descriptions of these scripts are published in [CGM97] and 
[CRGMW96].. They have been long known in text databases and are similar in be-
haviourr to DOM traversals, of which they can be viewed an abstraction; edit scripts 
clearlyy disadvantage relational technology due to their excessive use of pointer-chasing 
algorithmss which generate more or less random seek operations on the database in-
stance.. We investigate the use of these scripts and propose alternative strategies for 
casess when they perform poorly. In the performance evaluation, we find that for our 
samplee queries the use of edit-scripts is only sensible if they update a rather small frac-
tionn of the database only; once a certain threshold is exceeded, the replacement of a 
completee database segment is preferable. We discuss this threshold and try to quantify 
thee trade-off for our example document database. 

4.1.22 Application Scenario 

Thee application scenario which motivates our research consists of a set of XML data 
sourcess that monitor multimedia data sources and analyse their content; they feed the 
protocolss of the analyses into a central data warehouse. The XML data sources are fea-
turee detectors as developed in the Digital Media Warehouse (DMW) project [WSv+02]; 
thee following subsection will give an overview of Feature Grammars, the declarative 
specificationn language used to define the behaviour of the feature detector. The ware-
housee now provides the following services to gather and maintain the output of the 
detectors: : 
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Figuree 4.1: Application Scenario 

<imagee key="18934" source="/cdrom/imagesl/23493.jpeg"> 
<date>> 99981853® </date> 
<colours> > 

<histogram>> 8.399 8.277 8.344 </histogram> 
<saturation>> 8.398 </saturation> 
<version>> 8.8 </version> 

</colours> > 
</image> > 

Figuree 4.2: Example document 

(1)) insertion of a document, i.e., a data source transmits a single protocol of an 
analysiss to the warehouse; 

(2)) insertion of sets of documents which are the result of bulk analyses executed by 
thee data sources; 

(3)) deletion of documents and sets of documents happens when a document has 
becomee invalid or stale, for example because duplicate analyses or erroneous 
insertion,, which happen frequently, need to be corrected; and finally, 

(4)) execution of edit scripts that are transmitted from the sources and either system-
aticallyy correct errors in already inserted documents or update a single document; 
forr example, a posteriori normalisation of feature values is required frequently. 

Whilee (1) can be reduced to (2) since both require the same database actions and 
hencee is not treated separately here, there is an obvious trade-off between a combination 
off  (2) and (3) and the use of edit-scripts (4): it is possible to update the warehouse with 
deletionss of parts of the stored document and re-insertions of an externally generated 
documentss which contain the updates. More precisely, the question we deal with in 
thiss section is: When is it cheaper to delete invalid data and re-insert a new consistent 
versionn than to use an edit script to 'patch' the warehouse? 

Figuree 4.2 shows an XML fragment which is taken from the application scenario 
describedd above; for orientation, Figure 4.3 displays the corresponding tree (arrows 
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key y 
ŝ ^ 18934 

image e »  /cdrom/images1/23493.jpe g 
source e 

datee colors 

9990105300 histogram saturation version 

II  I  I 
0.3999 0.227 0.344 0.390 0.8 

Figuree 4.3: Syntax tree 

againn indicate XML attribute relationships, straight lines XML element relationships). 
Thee semantics of the document are as follows: the image taken from the file located 
att /cdrom/imagesl/23493.jpeg is assigned a key and contains the date of analysis, in 
thiss case given according to UNIX system time in seconds since 1st January 1970 and 
informationn on the colour distribution in the image. Enclosed in <histogram>> tags is 
thee distribution of red, green and blue values; furthermore, the colour saturation and 
thee version of the detector are given. 

4.1.33 Excursion: Feature Grammars 

Thiss subsection serves as an aside to provide more context to the application scenario 
usedd throughout this section and the framework in which the research was carried out. 
Thee example in Figure 4.2 is a simplified version of documents produced and in use 
inn the Feature Detector Engine of the Acoi project [KNW98, SWK99], which is the 
subjectt of this overview. Detailed descriptions of various aspects of the system can be 
foundd in [WSv+02]. 

Acoii  is a framework that enables the declarative specification of multimedia search 
engines.. Features Grammars are the linguistic tool to define the behaviour and interplay 
off  the various system components, which are displayed in Figure 4.4. They are used 
throughoutt the three levels of the system: on the conceptual level they export a domain-
specificc description of the contents of the database. Users can consult it to find out 
whetherr the contents of the database match their interests and identify portions which 
theyy might want to query. The logical level consists of the definition of both how the 
systemm interacts with the user when he issues a query and how the system goes about 
buildingg the index, for example, by following links on a web page or working its way 
throughh a collection of images or MIDI files. The physical level, to which the contents 
off  this thesis apply as well, eventually contains a database instance of the descriptions 
generatedd by the specification on the logical level. 

Howw these descriptions are generated is outlined in the sequel. Figure 4.5 shows a 
Featuree Grammar (again simplified to suit our presentation) that describes images; the 
basicc idea is now to use the parse tree that is implicitly or explicitly constructed when 
aa Feature Grammar is evaluated against an image as a description of the document's 
contentt and to store it for later querying. The structure of a Feature Grammar resembles 
Yaccc [Joh78] grammars: a declaration section is followed by a rule section, where the 
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Figuree 4.4: Acoi system architecture 

right-handd sides of rules are allowed to use regular expressions; in this sense they are 
relatedd to Regular Right-Part Grammars [LaL77]. The grammar reads as follows: the 
symboll  from which parsing is started is called image. Five detectors are used in the 
grammar:: colours delivers colour information like the aforementioned histogram of 
thee Red, Green, Blue values in the image and the saturation. To execute the detector 
aa MATLA B [HL97] routine is called; more types of detectors like decision rules or a 
back-propagationn neural network are possible. In the case of the co lours detector 
onlyy analyses by version 0.8 or more recent versions of the detector are considered for 
queries;; older versions stored inside the database either require that a new analysis is 
initiatedd by the Feature Detector Scheduler or the item is not included in the set of 
possiblee answer candidates at query time. The remaining declarations read as follows: 
thee data type ur l is imported from the www package and the bitmap type from the 
imagee package. The terminal source is of type u r l , similarly sa turat ion and sk in 
aree of type float and bitmap, respectively. The unit which comprises the components 
describedd in this paragraph is called Feature Detector Engine (see Figure 4.4). 

Thee focal point of the concept of detector is that they are allowed to write to the 
inputt tape from which they read their input data as well as access during the parsing 
processs those parts of the parse tree that have already been constructed. In the example, 
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%star t t 

%detecto r r 
Xdetecto r r 
%detecto r r 
%detecto r r 
%detecto r r 

Aversio nn ®. 8 

%atom m 
%atom m 

%atomm ur l 
%atomm fi t 
%atomm bitma p 

imag ee : 
colour s s 
histogra mm : 
clas ss  : 
clas ss  : 

image ; ; 

matlab::colours(source) ; ; 
decrul::graphic(source) ; ; 

decrul::photo(source) ; ; 
skin(source) ; ; 
bpnn: ::  fac e (skin )  ; 

colours ; ; 

www::url ; ; 
image::bitmap ; ; 

source ; ; 
saturation ; ; 
skin ; ; 

sourc ee colour s class? ; 
histogra mm saturation ; 
fit* ; ; 
graphic ; ; 
phot oo (ski n face)? ; 

Figuree 4.5: A Feature Grammar corresponding to our example 

whenn the source symbol is encountered, raw bitmap data are downloaded from the 
givenn URI and written to the input tape where they are consumed by the colours 
detectorr and the detectors which classify the image into graphics, photos or portraits, 
whichh consist of skin and face. 

Iff  the required detectors are at hand, Feature Grammars allow a straightforward 
integrationn of all system components so that it is straightforward to construct a search 
enginee for a specific domain. The system components in Figure 4.4 that we have not 
mentionedd so far enable incremental maintenance of the warehouse (Feature Detector 
Scheduler)) and provide a query interface (Feature Query Engine). The physical level, 
denotedd meta-data, stores a representation of the parse trees persistently. Note that the 
extensibilityy of XML goes nicely together with the dynamic extensibility of Feature 
Grammars. . 

4.1.44 Populating the XML Warehouse 

Ass pointed out in Chapter 2, there are two standardised ways of accessing XML doc-
uments.. On the one hand, the low-level event-based API, called SAX [MegOl], where 
ann XML document is tokenised into start tags, end tags, character data etc. and user-
suppliedd functions are called on encountering each type of token. The advantage of 
thee SAX parsers is they only require minimal resources to work efficiently. On the 
otherr hand, the high-level DOM interface provides a standard interface to parse trees 
off  complete documents. In terms of resources, the memory consumption of DOM 
treess is much higher, linear in the size of the document with usually a rather large 
constantt for administrative data structures; thus, it may happen that large documents 
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11 <iraage key="18934" 
source="/cdrora/imagesl/23493.jpeg"> > 

22 <imagexdate > 
33 <imagexdate> "  99981853 8 " 
44 <ima g ex/da t  e > 
55 <imagexcolors > 
66 <imagexcolorsxhistograni > 
77 <imagexcolorsxhistogram>" 8.399 8.277 8.344 " 
88 <imagexcolors></histogram > 
99 <imagexcolorsxsaturation > 

100 <imagexcolorsxsaturation> "  8.39 8 " 
111 <imagexcolorsx/saturation > 
122 <imagexcolorsxversion > 
133 <imagexcolorsxversion> "  8. 8 " 
144 <imagexcolorsx/version > 
155 <imagex/colors > 
166 </intage > 

Figuree 4.6: Path sequences in the example document (tokens which only consist of 
whitespacee have been omitted) 

exceedd the size of available main memory. It is therefore desirable to use a parsing 
methodd that builds on SAX parsing to enable processing of documents whose size is 
greaterr than the available main memory. The bulk load method presented in this sec-
tionn has only slightly higher memory requirements than SAX - OQieight of document) 
vs.vs. constant memory - but still keeps track of all the contextual information it needs to 
constructt a Monet XML instance. This is achieved by materialising only those parts 
off  the parse tree which are relevant in the current context: using the definitions of 
thee last section, for a node with OID o only those nodes that lie on the path from 
thee root to o are kept in memory. Later we present an optimised bulk load method 
thatt is even faster however at the cost of slightly higher memory consumption, namely 
OinumberOinumber of paths in document). 

Sincee Monet XML stores complete paths, the bulk load routine has to track those 
paths.. This is done with a stack: whenever we encounter a start tag we push the tag 
namee on the stack and generate insertion code for die tag, its rank, and the association 
listt of attributes. If the stack contains just one element we have just encountered the 
documentt root. When we encounter an end tag we simply pop the stack. We need not 
checkk for die well-formedness constraint mat die end tag encountered carries the same 
tagg mat is the top element of the stack since the XML parser itself is supposed to reject 
suchh a document before notifying die user of die tag. For presentation purposes we 
don'tt use die callback mechanism that most SAX parsers use as an interface since con-
troll  flow is dien hidden inside a diird-party piece of software. Rather, we use the more 
traditionall  token-based view, which is known from software tools like Lex [LMB92] 
andd Yacc [Joh78]]  where a lexical analyser chops me input stream up into tokens which 
aree men consumed by a parser. 

AA simplified insertion algoridim in displayed in Figure 4.8; note that quite a few 
detailss are missing such as treatment of entities, namespaces, attributes, processing 
instructionss etc. to simplify the presentation. The remaining code simply generates 
OIDss for every tag whenever a tag which is not an end tag is encountered; to remem-
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R1:: /image R3: /image[source] R5: /image/date/PCDATA 
R2:: /imagefkey] R4: /image/date 

Figuree 4.7: Schema tree of example document 

berr parent-child relationships these OIDs are also stored on the stack. This way, we 
aree able to record all path instances in the documents without having to maintain a 
syntaxx tree in main memory - an advantage that lets us process very large amounts of 
documentss in relatively littl e main memory. Run against the example document, the 
insertionn algorithm produces the following sequence of insert statements; insert(R, t) is 
thee function that adds a tuple to a database instance; R is a reference to a relation and t 
iss a tuple of the appropriate type: 

1.. insert(sys, {o\, image)) 

2.2. insert(R(image[key]\{ou"18934")) 

3.. insert(R(image[source]), (o\, "/cdrom/imagesl/23493.jpeg")) 

4.. insert(R{image I date), (01,02)) 

5.. insert(R(image/date/pcdata),{o2,"999010530")) 

6.. ... 

Notee that this sequence of insert statements requires us to hash the complete path 
too a relation name for every statement. By exploiting the hierarchical structure of the 
schemaa tree we can do much better by organising the path summary as a schema tree 
insteadd of using a simple stack. This way we can map paths to relations much more 
efficiently.. Each node in the schema tree represents a database relation and contains 
aa tag name and reference to the relation. The schema tree of the example document 
iss displayed in Figure 4.7. Recall that Figure 4.6 shows the path sequences generated 
byy combining the SAX events of the parser and a stack. We now can do away with 
muchh of the hashing by storing the part of the hierarchical context, which is invariant 
forr every path, in the schema tree: when we encounter a start tag, we look at the sons 
off  the current context. There are now cases: (1) we find a son that represents the tag, 
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typee stackuelement = 
oidoid::  oid; 
tagtag : string; 

end d 

functionn relation(stadfc s): Relation 
returnn relation representing concatenation of all tags on stack 

end d 

functionn bulkload(sfac£ st int r ): void 
lett  t = readJokenQ 
switchh type{t) 

casee start Joken: 
iff  stack-depth = 1 then 

registerregister Jt?0f(f) 
pushpush (s, stackjelement{newjoid, t.tag)) 

end d 
else e 

pushpush (s, stackjelement(newuoid, t.tag)) 
insertinsert (relation(s), second(s).oid,first(s).oid) 

end d 
end d 
casee end Joken: 

poppop (s) 
end d 
casee characterjdata : 

pws/ii  (s, stackjelement{new-oid, cdata)) 
insertinsert (relation(s\ second(s).oidtfirst(s).oid) 
insertinsert (relation(s),first(s).oid, text(t)) 
poppop (s) 

end d 
end d 

end d 

Figuree 4.8: Simplified bulkload algorithm 
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or,, (2) there is no son that represents the tag. In the first case, we simply push the son 
onn the stack, thus making it the current context, and store the OIDs in the relation that 
iss associated with the son. If we don't find a child node that represents the tag, then the 
pathh does not yett exist in the database. In this case, we create a node and the respective 
relationn and continue processing with the newly created node as in (1). If we encounter 
ann end tag we 'pop' the stack twice, i.e., pop both the start and corresponding end 
tag.. The performance analysis at the end of this paper quantifies the improvement this 
simplee trick brings about. 

Wee note that we can easily extend the bulkload procedure to record extents of ele-
mentss as introduced by [ZND+01], Le., the textual position of a start tag and its corre-
spondingg end tag. This is done most easily by storing the end positions in a separate 
relation;; less space consuming would be to insert the start tags when their correspond-
ingg end tag is reached and to keep the necessary information on the stack. We can also 
usee the extent mechanism to implement a multi-attribute schema for documents which 
comee along with a DTD by reserving slots for every 1 : 1 parent-child relationship 
specifiedd in the DTD and flushing tuples once the end of their extent is reached. This 
ideaa combines the algorithms presented in [STH+99] and the notion of path summaries, 
whichh are not present in that work. 

4.1.55 Maintainin g the Database 

Oncee data reside in a database, maintenance of these data becomes an important issue. 
Inn our scenario, we distinguish between two different maintenance tasks: First, the 
updatee of existing data via edit-scnpts for propagating changes of source data to the 
warehouse,, and, second, the deletion and insertion of complete versions of documents 
whichh may have become stale or need to be added to the warehouse. 

Thee concept of edit scripts to update hierarchically structured data is both intuitive 
andd easy to implement on modem database systems; it is defined in [CRGMW96, 
CGM97];; the scripts comprise four basic operations which in practise are combined 
withh expressions in XML query languages such as XPath or XQuery to navigate to the 
nodess that are to be updated: 

1.. insert(n, ƒ, k) add a leaf n as ktii son to node ƒ, 

2.2. deletein) remove a leaf n, 

3.. update{n, v) change a value of node n to v, 

4.. move(n, m, k) a node n into the position of the kth son of m. 

Wee also view these operations as representatives for traversals that are defined in 
thee DOM standard [W3C98a]. Note that [CRGMW96] do not assume the presence of 
objectt identifiers; in our case, these identifiers are provided by either the database or 
thee source data (or both) so that we can make use of this feature at no cost. Following 
ourr example, an edit script could insert additional subtrees that describe textures in the 
imagess or delete items that appear twice in the database. Typically, an edit script first 
pinss the location of nodes to be changed; this is done by navigating through the syntax 
treee as object identifiers in the database are often not accessible to other applications. 
Oncee the location is found, the script then applies update, delete, and insert opera-
tions.. Conceptually, an edit script may do two kinds of changes: systematic and local 
changes.. Systematic changes may become necessary if a faulty application produced 
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razorr  (OID wots) 
oi,...,ooi,...,onn:=:=  offspring-relations(rvots) 
foreachh o € {o\y...,o„}  do 

iff  {offspringip)  0) do 
razor(o) ) 

end d 
end d 
delete(oi,...,, on, roots) 

end d 

Figuree 4.9: Bulk deletion algorithm 

dataa with errors that are spread over the whole database; in this case, the edit script 
traversess large parts of die syntax graph and applies changes. In die relational context 
off  our work, this may be an expensive restructuring process. On the other hand, if 
changess are only local, the script just visits a small number of nodes and patches them. 
Thiss should not be a resource-intensive problem, neidier in relational, object nor native 
systems. . 

Sincee tiiis is not the place to discuss edit scripts in depth, we hence refer the reader 
too die above citations. However, we demonstrate tfieir use widi an example similar 
too that used in die performance discussion. Consider again Figure 4.2. A systematic 
changee would, for example, require us to change all dates from Unix system time, 
i.e.,i.e., seconds since January 1 1970, to a more human readable format. The way we go 
aboutt creating die appropriate edit script is die following: We look up all associations 
whichh assign a value to an attribute date. Then, for all diese nodes, we calculate die new 
datee and replace die old one. Techniques for constructing automata that do me traversal 
cann be found, e.g., in [NS99]. Once such an automaton finds a node n mat needs to be 
updated,, it executes an update(n, new date format) statement. On die physical data 
modell  Monet XML dus is translated into a command tiiat replaces die value of die 
respectivee association. 

Thee point that is important for us is that edit scripts traverse parts of the XML 
syntaxx graph and manipulate individual nodes. This is in stark contrast to the second 
methodd mentioned above, bulk deletion and re-insertion, where we delete a complete 
segmentt of die database and re-insert a corrected version. In die example scenario, tiiis 
meanss tiiat an individual detector re-sends die corrected version of a previously sub-
mittedd analysis instead of a patching edit script. Generally, die underlying assumption 
iss tiiat die aforementioned data sources provide die capability of sending bom die edit-
scriptt and a complete updated document; however, tiiis assumption holds for many 
practicall  applications as well as for our example: a detector may either send an edit 
scriptt or re-transmit a corrected version of the complete document. Additionally, all 
dataa items have a unique identifier which tiien can be used as an orientation to replace 
diee automaton tiiat guides die edit script by algebraic joins which were been shown to 
havee a more efficient execution model [SKWWOOa]. 

Thee algebraic algoridim that deletes a complete database segment witii root r is 
displayedd in Figure 4.9. Note mat this algorithm is efficient because it visits every node 
oncee in a breadm-first search like manner, imitating a single scan over me relevant 
partss of the document (for simplicity, we left out die deletion of rank information). The 
complementaryy question, how to translate an edit script into algebraic insert and delete 
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Figuree 4.10: (incremental) Bulkload performance 

operations,, is rather straightforward: the trick is to dump those parts of the database 
thatt are to be inserted or updated into relations and then add those to the database. 

Still,, we need to discuss when it is advantageous to use bulk deletion combined 
withh re-insertion and when to use edit scripts. The next section looks quantitatively at 
whenn to go for what. 

4.1.66 Quantitative Analysis 

Thiss section presents performance impressions of a data warehouse containing actual 
featuress more elaborate but similar to the ones used in the example. We assume that the 
dataa warehouse uses Monet XML as the physical storage model; thus, our results may 
needd slight modifications if applied to systems that use other data models. However, 
wee believe that relational database management systems should behave in a similar 
mannerr as our implementation on top of the relational Monet database kernel [BK99]. 

Figuree 4.10 displays the relationship between database size and insertion speed. 
Thee figure contrasts the naive approach with the optimisation using the schema tree. 
Ass one might expect the insertion into an empty database is faster than into an already 
denselyy populated one if no intelligent caching is used. As the database gets larger, 
insertionn speed converges to a ratio of about 390 KB/sec, where the constraining cost 
factorr is indeed excessive string hashing. If schema trees are used, bulk load speed 
moree that triples, showing the potential of this technique. Note that neither bulk load 
methodd blocks the database; both operate interactively and do not interfere with the 
transactionn system. In terms of overall performance, it is interesting to remember that 
pathh caching makes insertion performance independent of the depth of the tree whereas 
inn the case of the naive approach performance degrades the deeper the tree is. Addi
tionallyy it is worth noting that only a small portion of the overall insertion time is spent 
onn actually parsing the document, namely 3%; the remaining time consists of database 
internall operations only. 

Bulkk deletion is assessed in Figure 4.11. The algorithm presented in Section 4.1.5 
iss run against the database created during the previous experiment. For each run, seg
mentss of around 55 MB are deleted. Note that the insertion performance in Figure 4.10 
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includess converting the textual representation of a document to executable database 
statementss and, thus, random memory accesses (which can be alleviated with schema 
tree-basee path caching), whereas deletion can be done as sequential scans. 

Eventually,, with respect to when to choose which technique, the two Unes in Fig-
uree 4.12 show that once more than approximately 220 entries are changed by the edit 
script,, one should consider reverting to bulk operations for performance reasons. The 
diresholdd of 220 entries is surprisingly low; however, one should keep in mind that rela-
tionall  databases are not optimised for pointer-chasing operations. We also remark that 
thee threshold also depends on the characteristics of the XML document, especially on 
thee ratio between text and markup. Nevertheless, it does not vary greatly for different 
typess of documents. 

4.22 A Query Algebra 

Inn this section, we discuss how documents stored in Monet XML can be queried with 
thee relational algebra such as discussed in [AHV95] and put in the Monet context in 
[BK99].. While basic queries can be expressed by assigning the usual SQL bag seman-
ticss to the association tables that were generated by the Monet XML bulkload procedure 
describedd in the previous section, probably the most salient feature of XML query lan-
guages,, regular path expressions, is not expressible this way. To overcome this lack of 
expressivenesss we present a preprocessing technique which translates regular path ex-
pressionss into the plain relation algebra given the path summary of a database instance 
andd thus makes it possible to use existing query optimisers and execution engines on 
XMLL queries without extensions. By building on the relational algebra, we primarily 
aimm at bulk retrieval but other types of queries are supported as well. Another de-
signn advantage is that we inherit the simplicity and minimality of the relational algebra 
alongg with its rule set for query transformation. 
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Figuree 4.11: Bulk deletion 
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Figuree 4.12: Edit scripts versus bulk deletion and insertion 

4.2.11 Features of XML Query Languages 

Althoughh this thesis is not the place to discuss in detail the requirements and features 
off  XML query languages, it is still useful to look at what makes them different from 
SQLL [Ame86], which is the standard interface to query processors based on the re-
lationall  algebra. Then we analyse the requirements to identify how the algebra we 
presentt can be extended to act as a fully functional query language. 

[CFMROla]]  define some general requirements of XML query languages. These 
requirementss reflect the tendency to extend the role of query languages beyond what 
theyy have been in past settings. For example, relational databases are queried through 
SQLL or Query By Example (QBE) interfaces, both of which are made for human users. 
Thee role of XML as a machine readable data interchange format also necessitates a 
machine-readablee version of the query language. Therefore, it makes sense to define 
moree than one syntax for the logical query model to support both machine-read and 
human-readablee formats. Furthermore, to deserve the designation query language an 
XMLL query language has to be declarative; this means that it should describe queries 
onn the logical level rather than by algebraically enforcing a particular strategy of eval-
uatingg the query. 

Onn the technical level, a query language should be independent of protocols so that 
queriess do not depend on the physical infrastructure of the World Wide Web or the 
databasee server. Since so much effort has been made to provide and standardise lowest 
commonn denominators like URIs, on which XML and its infrastructure depend, it is 
nott desirable for the query language to depend on more than these lowest common 
denominators. . 

Sincee one important use of query languages is the role of embedded languages in 
programm code, an XML query language should provide a set of standard error condi-
tionss like exceptions to signal to the host application that expressions cannot be pro-
cessed.. This could be due to syntactical or logical errors in the expression or the un-
availabilityy or failure of external resources such as network or external functions. 

Additionally,, an XML query language should be extensible in the sense that it is 
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Figuree 4.13: Data Flow 

openn for additional functionality that goes beyond querying. Updates and transactions 
aree critical for many applications but still not part of any standard. Since some XML 
dataa models can define infinite document instances, fixed point computations are useful 
forr these cases; however a query language is only required to be defined for finite 
instances. . 

Althoughh XQuery seems to be the current frame of reference in XML querying, a 
numberr of alternative approaches are available and may catch on in the future. There-
fore,, we do not pretend to present an algebra that is capable of serving as a basis for 
ann implementation of XQuery. Rather we try to focus on the features that separate 
XMLL query languages from relational query languages and show how to implement 
thee former with a basic relational algebra and the additional information provided by 
thee Monet XML mapping. This means that the algebra which we present in the next 
subsectionn has two important properties: First, it is closed under composition, i.e., the 
resultt of a sub-query can be bound to a variable in the enclosing query. Second, it is 
set-oriented,, i.e., it aims at processing of large data volumes. 

4.2.22 Overview of the Algebra 

Thiss subsection gives an overview of the query algebra mainly by explaining its syn-
tax.. Figure 4.14 gives a listing of the grammar productions. The algebra is a simple 
extensionn of basic relational algebras [AHV95] with function application, intersection 
andd path expressions. 

Thee semantics of most of the operations are standard and straightforward. Like 
manyy algebras in the database world, the functions are either singleton or binary. The 
selectionn operator <r p(R) filters out those tuples in a relation R for which the predicate 
pp does not hold. The projection operator 7ZA(R) only keeps the attributes contained in 
thee set A from the tuples in the relation R. The binary operators U, n and xp are the 
well-knownn union, intersection and equi-join operators, where p again is a predicate; 
mapp ƒ (/?) applies the side-effect free function ƒ to all tuples in R. It will mainly be used 
too convert tuples to XML notation and to cast the type of attributes. The salient feature 
off  the algebra is the production pathexpr, which can be interpreted as follows: while 
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Figuree 4.14: Operators of the algebra 

thee other operators work in the document tree in a horizontal manner, path expressions 
helpp to query the tree vertically, i.e., along the tag hierarchies. Note that the set of 
operationss we presented is not minimal. This means that it is possible to express certain 
operatorss by combinations of other operators. Also note that the algebra does not allow 
expressionss to be substituted by database relations; this is done automatically by the 
queryy compiler. The only way to navigate through the hierarchies of documents is by 
meanss of path expressions. 

Examplee 10. Consider the example document of the previous section in Figure 4.2, 
whosee schema tree is displayed in Figure 4.7. Suppose we want to extract all his-
togramss and the key of the corresponding image. The following expression could be 
usedd to do just that: 

image([key]image([key] ><hd=hd (colour/histogram/cdata[string])) 

Thiss translates to the plain algebra in a straightforward manner: 

Rll  i^ww (R2 xhd=hd (R6 tx[l=hd  R7 xtl=kd R8)) 

Thee structure of the plain algebra expression resembles that of the original query. 
Forr orientation, note the following way of reading the original query: In the database, 
navigatenavigate to all nodes which carry an image tag. There join the key attribute with the 
stringstring found at the end of the paths along the tags colour and histogram. We only need 
twoo different kinds of join attributes in the query. If we follow a hierarchical path, we 
joinn parent-child relations on the OIDs that refer to each other, this is denoted by <xti=hd 
followingg Monet speak. If we want to combine objects with a common ancestor we 
usee the (semi-)join ><hd=hd< 

Wee now turn our attention to regular path expressions and how they can be replaced 
withh operators from the plain relational algebra. 

4.22 J Compilation of Regular  Path Expressions 

Whilee Regular Path Expressions (RPEs) are one of the most powerful features of XML 
queryy languages, there is still research going on how to evaluate them efficiently in 
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generall  settings. We now present a two-step evaluation scheme that (1) enables efficient 
executionn of a restricted class of RPEs in the relational algebra and (2) opens up this 
classs of RPEs to query optimisation. 

Oncee a query front-end produces an algebraised version of the input query, query 
executionn consists of the steps outlined in Figure 4.15: during preprocessing all wild-
cardss in regular path expressions are eliminated and replaced with join and union opera-
tions;; the query can then be handed on to a conventional query optimiser and execution 
engine.. In the preprocessing step, we eliminate wildcards in regular path expressions 
byy keeping track of the current context of a query node and replacing a wildcard with 
thee paths that match the wildcard in the current context. The following algorithm elim-
inatess all wildcards in path expressions from the input tree. 

Examplee 11. This example query is an extension of the previous one. Now we are not 
onlyy interested in the colour histogram but also in all string data below the colour node: 

image{[key]image{[key] xhd=hd (colour//cdata[string])) 

Usingg the algorithm in Figure 4.16 this translates to: 

Rll  ><ti=hd  (R2 ><hd=hd (R6 x„ =hd R7 x,l=hd R8 
UU R6 xll=hd R9 xr i=M RIO 
UU R6 xtl=hd Ri l <* tl=hd R12)) 

Inn this example, the regular path expression colour//cdata\string\ extends to the 
threee paths 

1.. colour/histogram/cdata[string], 

2.2. colour/saturation/cdata[string], and 

3.. colour/version/cdata[string]. 

Notee that once a path expression evaluates to more than one path, all its child path 
expressionss possibly also evaluate to more than one path. 

Duringg the translation, new union statements are only introduced if not all paths 
aree fully specified or otherwise non-unique. After the elimination of path expressions, 
thee query is optimised for efficient execution. Since our algebra is essentially a rela-
tionall  algebra extended with path expressions, relational optimisation techniques can 
bee applied. Note also that the presence of path expressions makes query optimisation 
feasiblee for a larger class of queries than a plain translation of path expressions into 

algebrisedd query preprocessing optimisation 

* -- execution /Ov v £A £A — ^ --

Figuree 4.15: Phases of query compilation 
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proceduree eliminate (context c, expr e): expr 
iff  e is pathexpr then 

replacereplace e with union of all matching relations according to c 
thethe new context c is concatenation ofc and e 

end d 
else e 

thethe new context c is concatenation ofc and e 
end d 
V'childd e f of e : eliminate ct e> 

end d 

Figuree 4.16: Algorithm to eliminate regular path expressions schematically 
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Figuree 4.17: Data flow in XQuery (adapted from [CFR+01]) 

joins,, which would be functionally equivalent. This is because large numbers of joins 
tendd to enlarge the number of optimisation and reordering opportunities beyond what 
currentt optimisers are capable of handling. 

Figuree 4.17 shows the data flow in an XQuery processor as anticipated by the de-
signerss of the language. In such an engine, path expression come in two flavours: just 
ass we found it useful to introduce strong and weak associations, we also distinguish 
betweenn strong and weak path expressions. Whereas strong path expressions are eval-
uatedd with join semantics, weak path expressions bear outer join semantics. For the 
purposee of this algebra, path expressions in the first phase of query execution are all 
strong,, whereas those in the second part are all weak. Note that this restriction does 
nott reduce the expressiveness of the algebra. 
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4.33 The Meet Operator 
Thee preceding section presented queries in algebraic form; in general, formulating such 
queriess requires a fair amount of familiarity with the underlying database structure. 
However,, due to the ubiquity and popularity of XML, users often are in the following 
situation:: they want to query XML documents which contain potentially interesting 
informationn but they are unaware of the markup structure that is used. For example, it 
iss easy to guess the contents of an XML bibliography file whereas the markup depends 
onn the methodological, cultural and personal background of the author(s). Nonetheless, 
itt is this hierarchical structure that forms the basis of XML query languages. 

Inn this section, we equip users with a powerful tool, the meet operator, which ex-
ploitss the tree structure of XML documents and lets them query databases with whose 
contentt they are familiar, but without requiring knowledge of tags and hierarchies. The 
approachh is based on computing the lowest common ancestor of nodes in the XML 
syntaxx tree: e.g., given two strings, we are looking for nodes whose offspring contains 
thesee two strings. The novelty of this approach is that the result type is unknown at 
queryy formulation time and dependent on the database instance. If the two strings are 
ann author's name and a year, mainly publications of the author in this year are returned. 
Iff  the two strings are numbers the result mostly consists of publications that have the 
numberss as year or page numbers. Because the result type of a query is not specified by 
thee user we refer to the lowest common ancestor as nearest concept. For illustration we 
alsoo present a running example taken from the bibliography domain, and demonstrate 
thatt the operator can be implemented efficiently. 

4.3.11 Introductio n 

Ass laid out in the Introduction to this thesis, XML takes the idea of markup further than 
HTML:: it is not used for visual representation of data, but for encoding semantics in 
documentss which makes not only a document's content particles but also the tags and 
thee hierarchies they form an interesting target for query languages. In contrast to other 
hierarchicall  data models (see [AHV95]) like the complex data models or the object-
orientedd models, XML is an incarnation of the semistructured paradigm, which means 
thatt the database schema that results from the mapping of a document to a database 
instancee tends to be large and irregular. It may not be immediately clear which parts 
off  the database obey which part of the schema. All this hinders ad hoc users and non 
domainn experts in posing meaningful queries, as state-of-the-art query languages likely 
doo not fully capture the loose schema of many XML data and require the specification 
off  schema templates. 

Basicallyy all XML query languages and especially those that we introduced in this 
thesiss support some flavour of schema wildcards and, thus, relieve the user of the bur-
denn of having to specify the complete paths to the data. Good and early examples for 
thiss strategy are XML-QL [DFF+98], XQL [RLS98] and Quilt [CRFOOa]. The com-
monestt way to accomplish this is to allow the specification of sets of paths with path 
expressionss that are evaluated against the actual database. However there are cases 
whenn path expressions do not provide the power necessary to retrieve the intended re-
sults.. Consider the following situation taken from the area of bibliographic databases: 
AA user wants to know what 'Ben Bit' edited or published in '1999', i.e., find the rel-
evantt publication record(s) in an XML bibliography, but hasn't got any knowledge of 
thee schema of the XML file sketched in Figure 4.18. Therefore the user may try the 
followingg query: 
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bibliography,, o , 

I I 
institute,, o2 

author,, o4 title,, Og 

key y 
article,, ol3 a- "BK99" 

year,, o,, author, ou year, o,6 title, o r 8 

cdata,, o,c 

cdata,, o6 cdata, o8 I string 

II string I string "How to Hack"  "1999"  "Bo b Byte ' 

"Ben ""  "Bit " 

cdata,, o12 cdata, o , 5 

stringg I string 

cdata,, o17 cdata, o1g 

II string I string 

"1999""  "Hackin g & RSI" 

Figuree 4.18: Syntax tree of example document 

FORR $ t  I N documentC'database.xml" ) 
WHEREE $ t  CONTAINS 'Bit ' 
ANDD $ t  CONTAINS '1999 ' 
RETURNN <result > 

$t t 
</result > > 

Thee query binds $t to all nodes in the syntax tree in Figure 4.18 and filters those 
nodess whose offspring contains as character data the string 'Bit' and '1999'. Evaluated 
againstt the example document shown in Figure 4.18 the answer looks like (the OIDS 
off  the nodes in the database that correspond to the result record are given in brackets): 

<answer > > 
<result > > 

<articl ee key='BB99' > 
</result > > 
<result > > 

<institute >> . . 
</result > > 
<result > > 

<bibliography > > 
</result > > 
<result > > 

<bibliography > > 
</result > > 

</answer > > 

.<art ic le> > 

</ inst i tute> > 

</bibliography> > 

</bibliography> > 

(03) ) 

(02) ) 

(01) ) 

(01) ) 

Althoughh the answer contains the desired result, it suffers from a serious drawback: 
wee are only interested in a subset of the answers the database generates. Some not so 
interestingg answer elements are implied by the path from the first node that is bound 
too $f, to the root node: they are ancestor nodes of this first node (e.g., the i ns t i t u te 
andd the first bibliography elements in the answer set are implied by the a r t i c le 
element).. Even worse, in larger databases the computation might cause a combinatorial 
explosionn of the result size. 
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Onee solution to the problem is to refine the query. In general, this involves a fair 
amountt of domain knowledge that cannot be expected of ad hoc users. Thus it would be 
desirablee to give users the opportunity to query the database without requiring domain 
knowledge.. To achieve this we define a special operator, the meet operator, which 
givess the user more control over the results generated by such queries. For two nodes 
inn the syntax tree 0\ and 02 the meet operator meet(p\,02) simply returns the lowest 
commonn ancestor of nodes o\ and 02, which we call the nearest concept of o\ and 02 
too indicate that the type, i.e., element name or tag, of the result is not specified by the 
userr but data-dependent on the stored document trees. Informally, this node implies all 
otherr possible answers. By suitably extending this operator to work on sets of nodes 
andd adding it as a declarative construct to our query language we give the user an 
opportunityy for explorative querying even if he or she has only littl e or no knowledge 
off  the database schema and content As [Abi97, GM99] point out, there is always the 
notionn of a schema in semi-structured or XML databases, but it may be large, unknown 
orr implicit and thereforee opaque to the user. 

Whilee the semantics of the operator for two objects are intuitive, it is less clear 
whatt happens when there are more than two nodes. This is the case if it is applied to 
thee result of a full-text search. If we apply the original motivation to such an input we 
wil ll  end up with a combinatorial explosion of the result size. Therefore we will also 
presentt a generalisation of thee operator thatt is tailored towards large amounts of nodes: 
itit  delivers both intuitive results and has an efficient execution model. 

Thee rest of this section is structured as follows: in 4.3.2 we formalise the notion of 
meett for various inputs and also present algorithms. Subsection 4.3.3 expands on these 
ideas.. Then we assess the performance of the algorithms presented and conclude with 
somee general remarks. 

4.3.22 Nearest Concept Search 
Wee now formalise the semantics of the meet operator in terms of thee data model of the 
previouss section. We start from the simple case of finding the meet, denoted meetp, of 
aa pair of nodes to the more sophisticated case of applying the meet to a set of objects 
suchh as the results of a full-text search. 

Thee Meet-Operator 

Too simplify the discussion, we abstract from the example query given in the introduc-
tionn for the time being and limit ourselves to the basic question: Given two nodes o\ 
andd 02 in the syntax tree, how can we calculate meetp(o\t02). Later, we come back to 
thee initial question and extend on it. 

Wee now formalise and generalise the ideas sketched in the introductory example. 
First,, we borrow some notation to denote offspring relationships in the schema and in 
thee database instance. 

Definitionn 12. We denote the fist of object identifiers encountered on the path from the 
documentt root to a node o in the syntax tree with context(o). 

Forr example, in Figure 4.18 context^) = [01,02,03,04]. Additionally, we can now 
definee the relationship < between contexts. 

Definitionn 13. We now write context{o\) < context^) if context(o2) is a prefix of 
context{o\)context{o\) (including the equality of context(o\) and context^)). Analogously, we 
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writepath(o\)) < path{o2) if path(o2) is a prefix of path(o\) (again including the equal-
ityy of pathipi) and path(o2)), where path is defined as in Chapter 3. 

Thee basic difference between contextip) and path(o) is that the latter only provides 
schemaa information (the tag sequences) whereas the former includes parts of the actual 
databasee instance; another dissimilarity is that in a given association <o, •), pathip) 
comess for free by looking at the name of the relation; on the other hand, deriving 
contextip)contextip) in general requires joins to be computed. We now use context to interrelate 
anyy two objects in a document tree: 

Definitionn 14. Let o\, o2 and 03 be objects in an XML syntax tree. Then o3 = 

meetp{o\meetp{o\,, o2) iff 

1.. context{o\) < context^), 

2.. context{o{} < contextip^) and 
3.. $o4 : contextip^) < context(oj) A context{o{) < context^) A context(o2) < 

contextip^). contextip^). 

Notee that meetp does not depend on the order of its arguments. Eventually, we 
identifyy the following semantics with the meetp: The nearest concept of objects o\ and 
0202 ispath(meetp(o\, 02)). 

Examplee 15. We now have a look at some examples to demonstrate how to use and 
interprett the meet operator. 

1.. Suppose we do a full-text search for "Ben" and "Bit" on the example document. 
Thee resulting associations are a\ = j4<c»6,"Ben") and a2 = 5(o8,"Bit") (we 
abbreviatee the relation names with A and B; the full names are easily recovered 
byy looking them up in Figure 4.18). After calculating meetp(au a2) - 04 we find 
thatt the two associations constitute an author's name. 

2.. Furthermore, a full-text search for "Bob" and "Byte" returns the associations 
a\a\ = A(oi5, "Bob Byte") and a2 = A(o\5, "Bob Byte"). In this case, we find that 
triviallyy meetp(a\,a2) = 015, which is the very character node that the full-text 
searchh returned. Fortunately, the hierarchical information included in the Monet 
XMLL model immediately exhibits that the character data node is a son of an 
authorr node. 

3.. When searching for "Bit" and "1999" the full-text search returns the associations 
a\a\ = A(o8, "Bit"), a2 = B{ox2y "1999") and a3 =  B(ÖI7 ,"1999") . Similarly, 
meetp(ameetp(aititaa22)) = 03 reveals that Mr "Bit" published an article in "1999"; however, 
meet(a\meet(a\,, meet{a2,03)) = o2 only reveals that the three associations are located in 
thee bibliography of an institute. We therefore will discuss variants of the meet 
operatorr to produce more intuitive results and filter out trivial or counter-intuitive 
ones. . 

Wee now consider a variety of interpretations that can be applied to query results ob
tainedd with the meet operator in general. These possible views make the meet a useful 
constructt in many different application domains. The following enumeration deals with 
twoo argument objects only, but the reasoning extends to a larger set of objects as well. 
Notee that we assume o = meetp{o\, 02)» i-e., that o is the result of a query meetp{o\,o2) 
andd therefore that contextip) is a prefix of both context(ox) and context^): 
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functionmeetpp (oido\,oid o-i): oid 
iff  o\ = #2 then return o\ 
else e 

case e 
path(o\)path(o\) <path(p2)  return meetP(parent(oi),02) 
path(o2)path(o2) <path(o\) : return meetp(oi,parent^)) 
default::  return meetp(parent(oi),parent(o2)) 

end d 
end d 

end d 

Figuree 4.19: Function meetp for a pair of OIDs 

1.. context(meetp(o\, 02)) is the longest common prefix of the two contexts of o\ and 
02,02, context(o\) and context^). 

2.2. context(o\) - contextip) and context^) - context(p) describe the context of o\ 
andd G»2 with respect to o. Depending on the overall schema, this may describe 
aa part of or is a relationship or a sequence thereof. (For two paths p\ and p2, pi 
prefixx of P2, P2 - Pi denotes the elements of p2 that are not included in p\.) 

3.. context(pi) - contextip) as well as context^) - context(o) describe the different 
contextss we see while traversing from o\ to 02 or vice versa. Trivially, this is also 
thee shortest path from o\ to 02. 

4.. We can also interpret the path(meet(0\,O2)) as the smallest enclosing context of 
thee input objects. 

5.. Finally, meetp(o\, 02) is the first node on context (pi) and context^) that contains 
bothh o\ and 02, i.e., the nearest concept of both nodes. 

Computation n 

Inn this section we present the basic algorithms to compute meetp and two useful gen-
eralisations.. Note that all algorithms in this section take advantage of the physical 
propertiess of our data model Monet XML. The prefix order among the paths is used 
too steer the search for the lowest common ancestor so that superfluous look-ups are 
avoided. . 

Thee algorithm displayed in Figure 4.19 computes meetpipuoi) for two objects and 
wil ll  be used as a building block for more general cases. The function parentip) returns 
thee parent association of the node or association o, basically a hash look-up. A remark 
onn the case clause: we avoid unnecessary look-ups by comparing patHp\) and pathipi) 
too find the meet of these two objects as fast as possible and to steer the search direction 
off  the algorithm. As pointed out in Chapters 3 and 4 this information is provided with 
onlyy littl e additional cost at bulk load time. 

Thee previous algorithm operated on two object identifiers. The next step we take 
iss to generalise meetp to work with sets of OIDs 0\ and O2 where all associations 
inn Oj are of the same type, i.e., there is a path p in the path summary that Vo e 
O;O; : path{p) = p. With this set-up, we may generalise the previous algorithm to 
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proceduree meet5 (OID 0\,OID 02) : OID 
forr  i = 1 to 2 

r:={o\r:={o\  Aj=K.. n̂>2 0i(o,Oj)) 
addd to result r 
0,, := 0, - r 

end d 
iff  Oi = 0 or  02 = 0 then return 
// := 0\ n 02 
iff  / £ 0 then add to result / 
0 i : = 0,, - / 
022 := 02 - / 
case e 

path(Oi)path(Oi) < path(02): add to result meets (parenf(0i), O2) 
path(0path(022)) < path(0\): add to result meets(0i,parent(Ot)) 
default::  add to result meetsiparent(0\),parewr(02)) 

end d 
end d 

Figuree 4.20: Procedure meets for two sets of OIDs 

whatt is displayed in Figure 4.20. This time, the function parent(Ou02) is a short-
cutcut for join(0\y 02% a binary join on associations A\(01,02) and A2(o2,o^) so that 
join(A\{o\,join(A\{o\, 02)^2(02,03,)) = A<oi,03> (the inner columns are projected out, leaving 
aa binary relation - association in our terminology; see [BK99] for an overview of the 
Monett algebra, which underUes our algorithm). Note that we avoid a combinatoric 
explosionn of the result size as meets computes minimal meets, i.e., as soon as the first 
meett of o\,o2, • • • e 0\ U 02 is found subsequent meets are not considered anymore 
becausee the elements are removed from the input sets. This generalises the minimality 
criterionn (3) of Definition 14 to sets of objects while still being invariant of the input 
order.. Also note that we slightly extended the definition of meet: we now call a node 
meett if it is the lowest common ancestor of at least two other nodes. A salient fea
turee of this and the following algorithm is that they make heavy use of the relational 
operationss of the underlying database engine. In the analysis we will see they indeed 
performm favourably. 

Wee now present the most general algorithm of this paper: it calculates the meet of 
ann arbitrary input set of nodes grouped into relations r\,..., rn according to the type of 
associationn they represent. This approach proves useful when we want to combine the 
resultss of full-text queries, which may be distributed over a large number of relations, 
i.e.,i.e., we extract from the results of the full-text query starting points from where the 
userr can start displaying and browsing the database. The algorithm is displayed in 
Figuree 4.21. 

Inn contrast to the previous algorithm, we cannot simply exploit the function < to 
comparee the paths to steer the search, because then the algorithm would become depen
dentt on the input order, as the algorithm does not know which subtrees of the document 
instancee are being searched at a particular moment. Therefore, we rather roll up the 
tree-shapedd schema from the bottom by iteratively contracting the offspring of nodes 
whosee only offspring are leaves until we reach the root or the empty set. This way, all 
nodess that are meets of other nodes are minimal by construction; they are output and 
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proceduree meet ({n,..., r„})  : OID 
iff  (n = 0) or (n = 1 and N = 1) then return 
forr i*  = 1 to n 

r:={o\r:={o\  Aj=h...aoz2n{o,Oj)} 
nn := r, - r 
addd to result r 

end d 
lett n be a relation all of whose children are leaves 
w.. 1. o. g. let r\,..., n (n > I > 1) be the children of n 
(r i , . . .,, r/) := (parenting... ,parent(r{)) 
p:=n p:=n 
meetsmeets := 0 
forr / = 2 to / 

hitshits := pC\rt 
rtrt  := semijoin{ri, hits) 
meetsmeets :- meets U hits 
pp :=  pU(r, -hits) 

end d 
addd to result hits 
removee empty r,-
meet(ri,...,rm) ) 

end d 

Figuree 4.21: Procedure meet for arbitrary sets of objects 

nott considered anymore, thus, avoiding a combinatorial explosion of the result set and 
dependencee on the input order. 

Comingg back to the example query, we see that after reformulating the query with 
thee meet operator die cardinality of the answer set reduces (from now on, we interpret 
thee meet operator as an aggregation operation): 

MEETT (FOR $tl IN document("database.xml"), 
$t22 IN document("database.xml") 

WHEREE $ t l / tex tO=*Bi t' 
ANDD $t2/ textO='1999' 
RETURNN $ t l , $t2) 

Evaluatedd against the example document we now obtain the following result, a true 
subsett of what the solution presented in the introduction with regular path expressions 
returned: : 

<answer> > 
<result>> a r t i c le </result> (03) 

</answer> > 

Thee generated answer now resembles our initial intuition and with some domain 
knowledgee gained by looking at an appropriate visualisation of the answer the user can 
interprett the result as follows: Mr. Bit wrote an article in 1999. 
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Sincee the XML standard provides IDs and IDREFs, documents may make use of 
referencess and potentially break the tree structure defined by the element relationships. 
Thee algorithms we presented only cover element relationships as we believe that they 
oftenn carry very natural semantics and because the design of the meet algorithms re-
mainss clear and intuitive while execution times enable interactive querying. If we 
interprett the meet operator as some variant of nearest neighbour search, we might find 
generalisationss on graph structures that prove useful in certain application domains. 
However,, the fact that we then have to take care of circular structures may add signifi-
cantt complexity to our algorithms. 

Finally,, we remark that the meet operator is not expressible in the relational algebra: 
Wee need stratified datalog" [AHV95] to calculate it since the computation involves 
bothh a fixed point and a minimality criterion. 

43.33 Extensions and Applications 

Inn large databases our algorithms may still deliver too many unintuitive results. In 
thiss section we propose variations of the meet operator to gain more control over what 
thee operator returns. In particular, we propose to extend the meet operator with two 
parameters:: (1) a maximum distance that says how many edges may lie between two 
inputt objects, and (2) restrictions of the type of results, i.e., if o is a result candidate we 
restrictt pathip) to be outside a certain set of paths R; ïïpathip) € R we discard o: 

meetmeetRR{r\{r\ ,...,,..., rn) = {o \ o € meet(ru..., rn) and patUp) £ R} 

Forr example, by setting R to {bibliography} we can filter out uninteresting matches, 
i.e.,i.e., where the meet corresponds to the document root, in large bibliographies. This 
variantt is also used in the case study in Section 4.3.4. 

Anotherr interesting application of the operator is distance calculation: since, in the 
meett algorithm, each join between two relations can also interpreted as a moving one 
edgee closer to the root, i.e., a traversal of length one, the number of joins executed 
whilee calculating meetP(o\,02) for two nodes o\ and o2 corresponds to the number of 
edgess on the shortest path from o\ to o2. So we can define: 

d(o\,d(o\, o2) = number of joins when calculating meetp(oi,o2). 

Buildingg on this we can define another restricted version that is occasionally useful 
too block undesired matches: 

k-meetAouojJk-meetAouojJ11-- **<*<*i.*2 > > *. 
\meetp(oi,\meetp(oi, o2) otherwise, 

Thee number of joins is also a simple yet both effective and intuitive heuristic for 
establishingg a ranking between the result OIDs: the smaller d(o\,o2) the closer the 
elementss are together in the document tree. In many applications, this can be used as a 
measuree of how related the nodes are. 

Wee believe that it is worthwhile to apply additional heuristics like distances in the 
sourcee file or even more complicated information retrieval techniques to improve the 
rankingg of the answer set. In particular, thesauri are a promising tool to help a user find 
interestingg results, especially to broaden a search that returned too few answers. 

Additionally,, we mention a convenient application of the meet operator: staying in 
thee bibliography domain, we may want to know whether a certain bibliographical item 
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Figuree 4.22: Combining meet and full text search (normalised) 

thatt we found in one bibliography also lives in another bibliography; however, we have 
noo idea how the relevant information is marked up. So a good approach is to combine 
thee meet operator with full text search similar to the introductory example and use the 
resultss as a starting point for displaying and browsing. 

4.3.44 Performance 

Wee now assess some performance characteristics of two versions the meet operator: 
meetpmeetp and meet. We will see that the costs of these operators are negligible if they are 
usedd in combination with a relatively selective full text search and that me set-oriented 
versionn of the operator scales well, i.e., linearly, with respect to the cardinality of the 
inputt sets. 

Wee implemented the meet operator like most of the algorithms presented in the 
firstfirst four chapters of this thesis on top of the Monet XML module within the Monet 
databasee server. The measurements were carried out on a Silicon Graphics 1400 Server 
withh 1 GB main memory, running at 550 MHz. Two XML sources were used: a file of 
aboutt 200 MB with descriptions of multimedia data items, extracted by feature detec-
torss [SWK99], and the DBLP bibliography, which is available on the Internet [Ley99]. 
Forr the first experiment the total main memory requirements of the database server 
weree about 120 MB, the second experiment could be run in 100 MB. Note that only a 
fractionn of the main memory was needed to compute the meet; most of it was necessary 
forr our main memory DBMS to load relations and perform operations on them. 

Figuree 4.22 shows the run-time behaviour of a typical query such as the one pre-
sentedd in the introduction; however the underlying database is a file of descriptions of 
multi-mediaa data items. In the plot, we normalised the duration of the full-text search 
too an average value as its execution varies greatly in relation to the littl e time the com-
putationn of the meet consumes. The figure shows two things: First, the execution time 
iss dominated by the full-text search, which takes 1207 ms as opposed to the 2 ms the 
computationn of the meet of objects with distance two. Secondly, the meet scales well 
withh respect to distance of the objects. Therefore it can serve as a sensible and valu-
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Figuree 4.23:: Performance graph of Case Study 

ablee add-on to an already existing search engine for semi-structured or XML data that 
comess at littl e cost. 

Casee Study 

Wee now take a look at a meet query run against the XML version of the on-line DBLP 
bibliographyy [Ley99]. We prepared the bibliography by bulk loading it into Monet 
XMLL as described earlier in this chapter. We now want to list all publications in the 
Proceedingss of the IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE) of a 
certainn year. To achieve this, we do a full-text search for the strings "ICDE" and the 
yearr and calculate the meets of the results according to algorithm meetR with the docu-
mentt root excluded from the set of possible results. To demonstrate that the algorithms 
scaless we iteratively extend the search interval from 1999 back to 1984 (note that there 
wass no ICDE in 1985, hence the small step at about 1100 on the x-axis), which gives 
uss control over the size of the result set. The results resemble to a large degree our in-
tuitionn and consist mostly of the ICDE publications of the respective year (there were 
justt two false positives). The graph in Figure 4.23 shows the time elapsed for calcu-
latingg the meet, e.g., for a result set of 1000 publications the computation takes about 
threee seconds (the time the full-text search takes is not included in this figure). Note 
thatt the input sets are fairly large: they contain all associations whose string com-
ponentt contains the year, i.e., all publications in the bibliography between 1984 and 
19999 are involved which is the bulk of the publications recorded in the bibliography. 
Thiss demonstrates that the algorithm scales well to large datasets and is suitable for 
interactivee querying. 

Wee finally remark that the performance behaviour of the meet may differ on differ-
entt underlying physical data models: not all XML-to-database mappings preserve as 
muchh information as the Monet model. However, we expect queries with small result 
setss to perform favourably on many relational models since they are usually optimised 
forr the kind of join operations that dominate performance. 

2000 400 600 800 1000 1200 
cardinalityy of output set 
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4.44 User-Defined Query Equivalences for  SQL 
Thiss section takes the idea of using relational engines for querying XML data one step 
further.. Since there are different physical representations for the same XML document 
-- all good for different scenarios - it may well be sensible to store a document in more 
thann one format and leave the choice to the query optimiser on which representation 
too execute a query. This section presents a mechanism to exploit domain knowledge 
aboutt the physical properties of die data lay-out and inform a query optimiser about 
alternativee strategies without having to extend it widi new rules and operators. The 
resultingg scheme is not only sensible for XML processing but also for a number of 
otherr applications such as Data Warehousing and Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS).. Hence we draw the examples in this section from a large variety of application 
areas. . 

State-of-the-artt query optimisers consider a rich set of alternative execution plans 
forr a query, and pick one of them based on its estimated execution cost. The alter-
nativess are generated using algebraic equivalence rules implemented in the optimiser. 
Thee rules follow from algebraic properties of relational operators and, additionally, 
oftenn exploit constraints defined in the database schema. In many applications, how-
ever,, the database instance obeys constraints that cannot be effectively declared using 
currentt constraint mechanisms. Yet the application writer knows about them and main-
tainss them; hence, they could be exploited by the query optimiser during the generation 
off  alternatives. For example, in spatial applications, a query that selects rows based on 
thee predicate PolygonOverlap(T.p,<target>) may be speeded up significantly by intro-
ducingg an extra join with a table TB containing bounding-box information for polygons 
T.p.T.p. However, the extra join may also reduce performance if on the other hand the 
queryy contains otfier predicates that are easy to evaluate: for example, if another predi-
catee tests for equality on a key of T, then the extra join is likely to introduce additional 
overhead.. Current query optimisers are unable to make the above cost-based decision 
becausee this query equivalence is unknown to them. 

Inn the rest of this section, we present a small but powerful extension to the SQL 
languagee or relational algebra that allows application writers to declare two query ex-
pressionss to be equivalent. This mechanism allows the generation of alternatives in 
thee query optimiser to be freely extended by applications. We describe the implemen-
tationn of this extension in Microsoft SQL Server to show how to fully exploit user-
definedd equivalences. Our framework seamlessly integrates with the cost-based selec-
tionn mechanism and thus guarantees that the optimal plan from the extended search 
spacee is chosen. 

4.4.11 Introductio n 

Equivalencess of relational expressions are basic to the design and operation of query 
optimisers.. Earlier research on optimisers showed that join reordering and pushing 
downn selects {i.e., exploiting algebraic properties of join and select) could bring order-
of-magnitudee performance improvements over naive execution of queries [SAD+79] 
andd effectively made it possible to use high-level declarative query languages such as 
SQLL in practise. Since then, other useful equivalences have been identified and opened 
upp new ways to execute and optimise queries. There is a vast amount of literature 
onn equivalences for relational expressions, dealing with operators such as semijoin, 
outerjoin,, and group-by; for treatises of this kind, see [BC81], [CS94, YL95] or, more 
recentlyy written, [GLR97, RLL+01] to name just a few. In each case, the equivalent ex-
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result(customerrating,, product, sales) 

tableCrPS(customerrating,, product, store, sales) tableCrPD(customerrating, product, date, sales) 

tableC(customer,, sales, customerrating) 

t t 
detail(customer,, date, product,...) 

Figuree 4.24: Relationships between tables and query in example scenario 

pressionss again can lead to order-of-magnitude performance improvements for specific 
queriess and data distributions. Modern query optimisers know how to exploit the con-
straintss declared in the schema definition and how to reap benefit algebraic rewriting 
propertiess of the underlying primitive operations; so even more equivalent alternative 
executionn plans can be explored and a possibly more favourable plan be picked among 
them.. Typically, 'check' constraints are used to, for example, restrict domain values 
off  attributes, define column uniqueness, and declare foreign-key relationships. During 
optimisation,, they can be used to detect empty subexpressions, simplify and reorder 
groupingg operations and eliminate unnecessary joins as described in [SSM96, YL95]. 

Inn addition to the standard repertoire of the optimiser, application designers of-
tenn are aware of and maintain equivalences that cannot be effectively declared to a 
DBMSS using current constraint mechanisms. For example, consider an OLAP en-
ginee that uses a relational DBMS to store results of partial aggregations from sales 
data,, a standard scenario in Data Warehousing. The source data are stored in a ta-
blee detai 1 (amount, customer, date, product, s t o r e , . . . ); derived are the tables 
sketchedd in Figure 4.24. Each customer is assigned a rating based on his total pur-
chases.. In the following, we list tables which are needed by users and which the OLAP 
enginee might choose to materialise: 

1.. Total sales per customer: 

tableCCcustomer,sales,customerrating)= = 
se lectt customer,sum(aniount), 

customerratingg (sumCamount)) 
fromm de ta il 
groupp by customer 

2.. Total sales per customer rating, product, store and sales: 

tableCrPSCcustomerrating,product,store,sales) = = 
selec tt  customerrating,product,store,sum(amount ) 
fro mm detai l  d  joi n table C t C 

onn d.custome r  =  tC.custome r 
grou pp b y customerrating,product,stor e 
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3.. Total sales per customer rating, product and date: 

talbeCrPDCcustomerrating.product,date,sales)= = 
se lectt customer-rating, product, date, sum(amount) 
fromm deta il d jo i n tableC 

onn tC d.customer = tC.customer 
groupp by customerrating,product,date 

Iff  a user wants to retrieve the total sales per product and customer rating, either of 
thee summary tables, tableCrPS or tableCrPD, could be used to answer the query, as 
sketchedd in Figure 4.24. But which strategy should be chosen depends on the actual 
characteristicss of the database instance, namely the data distribution and the indexes 
available. . 

Onee approach is to make the dependencies explicit to the database system by ma-
terialisingg them with views. With a proper re-formulation of the input query, which 
shouldd use the summary table, the query optimiser could decide which strategy by 
usingg the built-in cost models. However, it is in general not desirable to rely on the 
availabilityy of the de ta il table since many application scenarios cannot guarantee that 
thee database is kept on-line and up-to-date at all times. But this would be necessary 
becausee users need it to formulate queries and because the DBMS uses it to main-
tainn the aggregations in the summary tables. Practically, it is compulsory to materialise 
tableCC since otherwise stacked group-by operations for construction and maintenance 
off  tableCrPS and tableCrPD are required; unfortunately, these types of views are 
generallyy not supported by mainstream database systems. To sum up, we are forced to 
storee the part of the database which is framed in Figure 4.24. But these restrictions are 
ratherr artificial as they are imposed by the lackk of functionality of the underlying stor-
agee system and since they increase the storage and processing overhead of the OLAP 
systemm because data are stored which are in fact not needed by the application. 

Iff  the OLAP engine chooses, as an alternative strategy, not to store the deta il ta-
ble,, not enough information is available to communicate the data and query dependen-
ciess to the DBMS. Now suppose a situation which is typical for OLAP scenarios: we 
havee to send multiple equivalent queries to the DBMS. We could go about this by us-
ingg a heuristic to choose between the alternatives; if we use a sophisticated heuristic we 
shouldd keep track of useful statistical characteristics of the data and index information. 
Unfortunately,, this duplicates functionality which is already implemented in the query 
optimiser.. Alternatively, we might submit some or all of the alternatives to the DBMS, 
requestt not the execution of the queries but rather cost estimation and eventually have 
thee query with the lowest cost executed. Again, we would duplicate functionality for 
thiss approach that is already implemented in the optimiser of the DBMS, namely plan 
selectionn and query reordering, the very core functionality of an optimiser. Unfortu-
nately,, the very fact that the queries are equivalent is not available to the optimiser. 

Wee propose now the use of a new SQL construct, CHOOSE, to declare equivalence 
betweenn expressions. Syntactically, CHOOSE is similar to UNION or UNION ALL; se-
mantically,, its result is execution of any one its branches. The intended implementation 
off  this operator is to have the cost-based optimiser choose the alternative with the least 
expectedd cost. In the implementation, which we describe in Section 3.4.5, the user-
definedd equivalence is seamlessly integrated into the generation of alternatives, along 
withh all readily available equivalences built-in in the optimiser as outlined above. Cost-
basedd selection is then applied on the extended search space. 
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Forr our OLAP example above, the total sales per product and customer ranking can 
bee denned by the following view: 

definee viewCrP(customer-rating,product,sales) as 
selectt customerrating,product, sum(sales) 
fromm tableCrPS 
groupp by customerrating 
CHOOSE E 
selectt customerrating.product,sum(sales) 
fromm tableCrPD 
groupp by customerrating 

Suchh a view is especially useful in larger queries when it is convenient to leave it 
too the query processor to select the proper (partial) execution plan. For example, the 
followingg query requests the total sales for each customer rating and for a particular 
product: : 

selec tt  customerrating,sum(sales ) 
fro mm viewCrP D 
wher ee product='product#1026 ' 

Thee query processor should now push down the selection through the alternatives 
andd then choose the best alternatives according to which indexes are available. It would 
requiree a huge unnecessary development and probably also research effort to engineer 
thiss functionality outside the DBMS - let alone that we would only duplicate function-
alityy already available inside the DBMS. By allowing the propagation of equivalences 
off  expressions from the application to the query optimiser, a useful primitive is added 
forr application-specific extensibility of optimisers which seamlessly integrates with the 
usuall  optimisation infrastructure. 

Wee expect CHOOSE to be most useful for applications which support a complex 
domainn or implement an additional level of semantics on top of the DBMS. The ap-
plicationn would set up a number of tables, constraints, and triggers in the relational 
DBMS,, and present an application-specific model to the user. Then it synthesises SQL 
fromm users' queries and updates. Some simple examples from this class of application 
aree the following: 

•• An OLAP engine supports a model of 'cubes' with detail data and dimensions. It 
mayy choose what partial results to pre-compute and store in the database. Each 
userr query then can be mapped to different pre-aggregations, as shown in our 
earlierr example. Details on an OLAP engine can be found in [IseOO]. 

•• A Geographical Information System presents geometric data and operations to 
users.users. For implementation on a relational DBMS, it may use extensibility mech
anismss to define domain-specific predicates such as PolygonOverlap. It may cre
atee additional tables with information synthesised from geometric objects such 
ass bounding boxes, grid overlap, or Z-curve intersections to try to speed up query 
timee for some queries. In general, the decision to use these additional tables (ef
fectivelyy an extra join in the query), should be done in a cost-based way. The 
CHOOSEE operator can be used to declare the equivalence and let the query opti
miserr choose an efficient plan. For details on creating these auxiliary tables, and 
thee precise mapping to SQL we refer to [FFSOO]. 
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•• Semistructured data such as XML can be mapped to relational tables in dif
ferentt ways. Each mapping has its own benefits and disadvantages in terms 
off query performance. Maintaining some redundant structures allows for effi
cientt processing of a larger class of queries than any single mapping can, if the 
CHOOSEE operator is available. Some of the many XML mappings are presented 
inn [STH+99, SKWWOOa]. In Section 4.4.4 we present a detailed example of the 
usee of CHOOSE on XML querying. 

4.4.22 The CHOOSE Operator 

Too integrate the CHOOSE operator into an existing query engine we now look at how 
too extend SQL [IS099] with the necessary syntactic constructs. This turns out to be 
easyy since we can use the same grammar production as well-knownn set operations like 
UNIONN or INTERSECT. Using the ANSI terminology of the SQL standard, the addition 
off a single production suffices: 

<non-joinn query expression) ::= 
(non-joinn query term) 
|| (query expression body) CHOOSE (query term) 

Theree are a number of implicit semantic constraints that the abstract syntax tree of 
aa SQL query has to abide by but that cannot be checked on the grammatical level. In 
thee case of CHOOSE the following constraints have to be checked to fit the operator 
intoo the existing language framework of SQL: 

1.. CHOOSE has lower precedence than any other operator including set operators. 

2.. All inputs have to be UNION-compatible, which means that the number and type 
off columns of the tables involved must match. 

3.. Implicit conversion of types to achieve compatibility is applied when necessary. 

4.. The column names of the result table are taken from the first input. 

5.. CHOOSE may be used in view definitions. 

Thesee requirements coincide with those for the set operations UNION, INTERSECT, 
andd EXCEPT. Therefore, the integration of CHOOSE into the language processing com
ponentt of existing systems requires only moderate modifications and extensions to 
thee infrastructure already in place. From an algebraic point of view, CHOOSE can 
bee viewed as a binary operator which non-deterministically evaluates to one of its ar
gumentss and for which the laws of commutativity, associativity and distributivity hold 
(inn the sequel, the E, denote arbitrary relational algebra expressions): 

1.. Commutativity: 
CHOOSER,, E2) « CHOOSE(£2,£i) 

2.. Associativity: 
CHOOSE(£i,, CHOOSE(£2, E3)) <=> CHOOSE(CHOOSE(£:i, E2), E3) 

3.. Distributivity: other operators distribute over CHOOSE 
/(CHOOSER,, £2),£3) «* CHOOSE(/(£i,£3), f(E2,E2)) 
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Makingg use of these rules, we can rewrite any query containing CHOOSE as a 
non-deterministicc choice of n queries which do not contain CHOOSE, Le., for each ex-
pressionn E containing k CHOOSE operators there exists an equivalent expression of the 
formm CHOOSE(CHOOSE(- - - CHOOSER, E2) • • • , £„_,), £„) such that no E( contains 
CHOOSE.. Furthermore, the number of expressions n is bound by k + 1 < n < 2*. To 
seee why this is, consider a query with k CHOOSE operators. Using the commutativity, 
associativityy and distributivity rules, the CHOOSE operators can be factored out and 
thee query be transformed to the above expression. Note, that the number of CHOOSE 
operatorss might significantly increase compared to k since repeated application of the 
distributivityy law duplicates CHOOSEs in the subexpression £3. As to the bounds of 
nn we apply simple combinatorial counting arguments: Every CHOOSE can evaluate to 
eitherr of its two arguments. Hence, there are at most 2k possible configurations. For 
thee lower bound, consider the case where all CHOOSE are subsequently applied. Con
sequently,, all CHOOSE but the first add one configuration which in turn establishes the 
lowerr bound. The following example illustrates the transformation process: 

Examplee 16. The expression CHOOSE(A, B) x CHOOSE(C, D) can be transformed in 
thee following way: 

•• CHOOSE(A, B) x CHOOSE(C, D) 

•• CHOOSER x CHOOSE(C, D), B x CHOOSE(C, £>)) (distributivity) 

•• CHOOSE(CHOOSE(C, D) x A), CHOOSE(C, D) x B) (commutativity) 

•• CHOOSE(CHOOSE(C x. A, D, x A), CHOOSE(C, D) x B)) (distributivity) 

•• CHOOSE(CHOOSE(C x A, D x A), CHOOSE(C xB.Dx B)) (distributivity) 

•• CHOOSE(CHOOSE(CHOOSE(C x A,D x A),C x B),D x B) (associativity) 

Heree the maximum bound n = 2k is reached. 

4.4.33 Algebraic Optimisation of User-defined Query Equivalences 

Althoughh the CHOOSE operator is in the first place a syntax extension which does 
nott depend on any particularities of the query processor, the architecture of the query 
optimiserr has significant influence on the integration of this operator into the infras
tructuree already in place. The most straightforward approach to optimising a query 
withh CHOOSE is to re-formulate it as up to 2* different queries without CHOOSE by 
enumeratingg all alternatives as specified by the user. The resulting queries are then 
optimisedd separately and the best plan is then chosen for execution. Evidently, the time 
spentt in optimisation may be increased by an enormous factor rendering this approach 
infeasiblee even for queries of only moderate complexity.. We therefore need a way that 
makess better use of the available resources. Thus, in this section we discuss how to 
integratee CHOOSE into query optimisation without significant overhead or interference 
withh the existing infrastructure. The key to achieving this goal is algebraic optimisa
tion.. In an algebraic optimiser framework, queries are represented by operators of an 
extendedd relational algebra. All optimisation is carried out on the basis of inference 
ruless which describe how a single operator or group of operators can be transformed 
intoo a semantically equivalent operator or operator group. The solution we develop 
heree is based on the well-known Cascades optimiser framework [Gra95] used in com
merciall products like Microsoft SQL Server [DelOO]. To understand this approach, it 
iss necessary to survey the architecture and its key components briefly. 
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Figuree 4.25: Copy-in of initial plan 

Preliminaries s 

AA  query plan is an n-ary tree whose nodes correspond to operators of an extended 
relationall  algebra. The tree structure determines the order in which the operators are 
executed.. As a consequence, each operator represents a sub-goal of the plan, that is, 
thee partial query plan which is rooted in it. 

Duringg the optimisation process a cost function is used to estimate the costs of a 
(partial)) query plan, usually an estimate for the relative or absolute time needed to 
executee this plan. The optimiser considers partial plans - i.e., generates alternative but 
semanticallyy equivalent plans and, using the cost function, determines the costs of the 
alternativee plans. If a new alternative is a candidate for an optimal sub-plan it is stored 
inn a lookup table for further reference. 

Thee MEM O Structure 

Thee core data structure of the optimiser is the above mentioned lookup table known 
ass MEMO Structure. We will describe the framework in only as much depth as is 
necessaryy to understand the implications for the use of CHOOSE and refer the inter-
estedd reader to [GM93, Gra95] and [WGLOO]. The MEMO Structure holds all partial 
planss which are considered during the optimisation process. Since every operator cor-
respondss to the sub-goal of the plan rooted by it, we can identify an operator with a 
partiall  plan. The MEMO is organised in groups. Each group contains all operators, and 
thuss implicitly the partial plans, which implement equivalent sub-goals, i.e., the plans 
whichh carry the same logical properties. 

Copy-Inn Phase 

Initially,, the SQL query is algebraised, which means that an initial canonical evaluation 
plann is produced. In general, the initial plan is sub-optimal. When setting up the 
optimiser,, the initial plan is copied into the MEMO structure. Every operator of the plan 
iss assigned to a new group. Note that for the sake of presentation simplicity, we omit 
thee cases where a plan contains several common sub-expressions. The references to the 
childrenn of an operator are substituted by references to the respective groups. Hence, 
ann operator, once copied into the MEMO, no longer refers to individual operators as 
childrenn but all alternative sub-plans represented by its children's groups. The group 
whichh accommodates the root of the initial plan is distinguished and we will refer to it 
ass the root group. In Figure 4.25, the copy-in of a plan involving two joins is shown. 
Thee table on the right indicates the MEMO where numbers used in conjunction with 
operatorss refer to groups, e.g., Group 3 contains the join of Groups 1 and 2, which 
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Group p 
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Figuree 4.26: Populated MEMO structure after optimisation 

meanss any operator of Groups 1 and, respectively, 2 (and the subtrees rooted in them) 
cann be used in this join. 

Optimisation n 

Duringg the actual optimisation process, transformation rules are applied to the opera-
torss in the MEMO. A transformation may match a sub-plan of arbitrary size rooted in 
thee operator. The outcome of an application can be (1) a single operator which goes 
too the same group as the original, or (2) a sub-plan which spans several groups. New 
groupss are created whenever necessary. Great care has to been taken to ensure that 
thee transformations span the entire search space, i.e., repeated application of available 
transformationss ensures that all plans of the search space are considered. Figure 4.26 
showss a snapshot of the MEMO after various join orders have been explored. 

Eachh operator in the MEMO is assigned a cost value which not only reflects the 
individuall  operator's cost but comprises the costs of the least costly sub-plan rooted 
inn this operator. This minimality of costs is guaranteed by looking up the lowest cost 
valuee for each group and using this value when computing the costs for the parent 
groups.. The exploration is steered by certain strategies which try to apply the most 
promisingg transformations first but essentially enumerate the entire search space. By 
investigatingg the most promising alternatives first, upper bounds on the overall costs of 
thee plan can be obtained and used to prune the search space. 

Copy-Outt  Phase 

Thee principle to record the least costly operator per group, which is used for deter-
miningg the cost value of subsequent operators, guarantees that the operator with lowest 
costss assigned in the root group represents the best plan found so far. During the 
copy-outt phase, we simply traverse the MEMO structure and start with the least costly 
operatorr of the root group following the references to its children groups. This way, we 
obtainn the most cost effective plan and then return it. 

Queryy Plans with CHOOSE 

Thee CHOOSE operator abstracts the fundamental property of the MEMO to groups of 
operators,, which means that roots of equivalent query trees belong to the same group. 
Considerr an initial plan as shown in Figure 4.27. During the algebraisation of the 
plan,, the compatibility of the individual branches of the CHOOSE is checked by the 
SQLL language processor. All operators are copied into the MEMO as outlined above. 
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Figuree 4.27: Input plan containing CHOOSE and corresponding initial MEMO struc-
ture. . 
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Figuree 4.28: Populated MEMO for plan with CHOOSE operator after optimisation 

Insteadd of copying the CHOOSE operator into the MEMO, its children are assigned to 
thee same group (Group 3 in Figure 4.27). The subsequent join - copied into the Root 
groupp which referenced the CHOOSE in the initial plan - now references the groups 
off  the children of CHOOSE. Note that the initial MEMO is very similar to the one 
displayedd in Figure 4.25. 

Afterr the copy-in phase, all further optimisation is unaffected by the usage of 
CHOOSEE operators, which have now disappeared. The alternative partial query plans 
originatingg from the CHOOSE are indistinguishable from equivalent operators the op-
timiserr generated by applying inference rules. Note that since the CHOOSE operator 
getss eliminated before the actual optimisation begins, no extensions to the optimiser 
logicc are necessary. To underline the seamlessness of integrating the CHOOSE into 
thiss kind of algebraic framework, we also present the populated MEMO after different 
joinn orders have been explored, analogously to above. Figure 4.28 shows hardly any 
differencee to the previous one except that there's one additional operator in Group 3. 

Moreover,, our approach also integrates with the cost-based selection mechanism of 
thee optimiser framework which guarantees to choose the optimal plan according to the 
costt function used. 

4.4.44 A Case Study with XML 

Ass indicated in the introduction to this section, we anticipate a number of scenar-
ioss where overall query performance can benefit greatly from user-defined equiva-
lences.. Besides the aforementioned scenario of managing spatial data, applications 
whichh query XML documents stored in a relational database management system can 
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draww benefit from the CHOOSE operator as will be shown in the sequel. 

Withh the advent of XML and a whole service infrastructure based on it as a com-
municationn format, the need for effective ways of storing and querying XML have 
becomee evident as has been shown in the previous chapters and pointed out, for ex-
ample,, in [SSK+01] and other works we already mentioned. Using relational database 
technologyy as a foundation has obvious advantages: relational database technology has 
beenn developed over an extensive period of about thirty years addressing all critical is-
suess in data management. Particularly query optimisation and execution matured with 
respectt to ever increasing performance requirements. Hence, it seems rather natural 
thatt implementing an XML store by using and extending a relational database engine 
hass been investigated in a series of research prototypes. It became clear that extending 
aa relational database system with XML functionality is not a straightforward task: a 
numberr of pitfalls, mainly due to the mismatch between structured and semi-structured 
data,, became apparent. 

Thee mapping of semi-structured data to relational concepts is pivotal to the prob-
lem.. Expressing schemas where large numbers of attributes are merely optional may 
leadd to grotesque artifacts like very sparsely populated tables; the situation may be 
evenn exacerbated if an a priori  unknown schema has to be accounted for. A multitude 
off  mapping techniques addressing various derivatives of these problems has been de-
velopedd over the past few years. Mapping techniques range from fully generic graph 
models,, which can cope with any kind of XML document, to schemes which rely on 
schemaa information given as a DTD or even XSD and which try to exploit this extra in-
formationn as best they can to derive a compact storage format. Besides that, rigid map-
pingss which do not allow for any flexibility  but rather describe a data transformation 
mechanismm can be found in most commercial database systems [DelOO]. Eventually, 
itt turns out that no mapping is consistently superior to all alternative mappings with 
respectt to query performance. The choice of the appropriate mapping is at first sight 
applicationn specific: XML data which is actually relational data but published as XML 
wouldd best be stored using the original underlying relational schema; for a general pur-
posee XML store, on the other hand, only generic mappings can be deployed. However, 
mostt application domains are neither of exactly the one or the other kind - rather, they 
encompasss both aspects and feature structured and unstructured parts even in the same 
physicall  document. Although different data layouts in terms of relational schemas are 
feasiblee in these situations, and the decision when to choose which mapping cannot be 
madee in a straightforward manner. 

Thoughh the mappings reconcile structured and semi-structured data with respect to 
storingg of data, in terms of query performance a new challenge is encountered. All 
mappingss exhibit certain strengths and weaknesses, and thus result in suitable to un-
acceptablee query performance even within one application domain using one input 
document. . 

Ass a consequence, the suitability of a mapping cannot be decided statically on a 
per-applicationn or on a per-data instance; rather, a decision is to be made with respect 
too a particular query set, too. In many situations application developers find themselves 
inn the situation where multiple mappings, employed simultaneously, could help over-
comee performance problems of individual mappings. In the following, we show how 
thee CHOOSE operator can be used in this very situation to combine any number of 
mappingss and let the query optimiser decide when to use which mapping. 
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<ite mm id="item7122<97" > 
<title>Pi ee Grinder</title > 
<date>2««l/ll/« 22 14:35:Q9</date > 
<price>199.8ö</price > > 
<manual > > 

<section > > 
<subsection > > 

<paragraph > > 
Installatio nn tips.. . 

</paragraph > > 
</subsection > > 
<subsection > > 

<paragraph > > 
De-installatio nn tips.. . 

</paragraph > > 
</subsection > > 

</section > > 
<section > > 

Cleanin gg instructions.. . 
</section > > 

</manual > > 
</item > > 

Figuree 4.29: Snippet of XML document modelling product catalogue 
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titl e e 
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pric e e 
manual l 
sectio n n 
subsectio n n 
paragrap h h 

( id ,, t i t l e , date?, price?, 
descript ion^ ^ 

(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 
(#PCDATA?,section*)> > 
(#PCDATA?,subsection*)> > 
(#PCDATA?,paragraph*)> > 
(#PCDATA)> > 

Figuree 4.30: A DTD for the example XML document 
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Applicationn Scenario 

Thee framework within which we evaluate the applicability of CHOOSE is modelled 
afterr a typical e-business application: an on-line product catalogue. For clarity's sake, 
wee use a relatively simple version of a real document: the central entity, the item, has a 
smalll  number of attributes associated with it which account for the structured part of the 
document;; the accompanying Manual with its textual components is the unstructured 
part.. In actual application scenarios the number of elements related to an item might 
bee much larger; however, no essential aspects relevant to our purposes are added by the 
additionall  elements. 

Figuree 4.30 shows a DTD which describes our document. The item's sub-elements 
aree singletons though not all mandatory, i.e., there is a 1 : 1 relationship between them 
andd the item; date and price may not be present in all items. The Manual consists of 
section,, subsection, and paragraph elements which have 1 : n relationships with their 
ancestors.. Figure 4.29 shows a snippet of the document. 

Inn our experiments, we studied two well-known approaches for mapping an XML 
documentt to relational tables and compared them to a combination of both that makes 
usee of the CHOOSE operator. We only describe the techniques at a level of detail which 
iss essential to understand our experiments. For a detailed discussion of the methods 
sec,e.g.,sec,e.g., [ZND+01], or consult the overview given in the previous chapter. 

Thee first mapping is an adaptation of [STH+99] and relies on schema information 
aboutt the document in the form of a DTD. The idea behind this technique, which we 
referr to as Mining in the following, is to identify structured components in the schema 
whichh are then mapped to tables in the database. To that end, we construct a graph 
whosee nodes correspond to the elements specified in the DTD. Edges denote the sub-
elementt relationships and are annotated with the type of the relationship (1 : 1 or 1 : n). 
Wee fragment the graph along the 1 : n relationships and map each fragment, which 
thenn only consists of 1 : 1 relationships to a table. In our example, all attributes other 
thann Manual and its sub-elements can be inlined into an item table. Elements with 1 : n 
relationshipss to their parents are assigned to separate tables. The links too their ancestors 
aree established by referential integrity constraints on the id columns. Ignoring updates 
forr the time being, the id column can be used as order column by encoding the rank 
intoo the OID as described in the previous chapter. Since all sub-elements of Manual 
mayy have arbitrary incidence, Sections, Subsections, and Paragraphs will be assigned 
separatee tables. Note that it is possible to inline 1 : n relationships also if the maximum 
valuee for n is known. However, inlining them is only useful if n is always close to its 
maximumm in order to avoid sparsely populated columns. The resulting schema for this 
mappingg is: 

Itemss  : Itemld, Id, Title, Date, Price 

Manuall  : Manualld, Itemld 

Sectio nn  : Sectionld, Manualld, Text 

Subsectio nn  : Subsectionld, Sectionld, Text 

Paragrap hh  : Paragraphld, Subsectionld, Text 

Thee second mapping is known as the node table approach. All elements are uniformly 
mappedd to one single table with the following schema: 

Nodetabl ee : Startld, Endld, Parentld, Type, Value 

StartldStartld and Endld provide an id and encode the extent of an element, i.e., deter-
minee the positions of start and end tags in the source document. Parentld encodes the 
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treee structure of the document while Type determines whether a tuple represents an 
XMLL element, an XML attribute, or character data. The values of elements, attributes, 
andd character data is stored in the Value column. 

Queries s 

Twoo typical and straightforward queries users might want to run against the above 
documentt are queries to access the attributes or to view the manual of a given item. In 
XQuery,, these queries can be written as: 

Queryy 1. 

FORR Site m I N document("catalog.xml")/ite m 
RETURN N 

<iteminfo > > 
<date >> Sitem/date/text O </date> , 
<title >> $item/title/text( )  </title> , 
<price >> Sitem/price/text O </price > 

</itemin£o > > 

Queryy 1 extracts the data-centric part of item records and assembles date, title into 
price.price. Query 2 simply recalls the entire manual of an item with id '712207'. 

Queryy 2. 

FORR $ite m I N document("catalog.xml")//ite m 
WHEREE $item/id/text()="7122G7 " 
RETURN N 

<itemmanual > > 
<manual >> Sitem/manua l  </manual > 

</itemmanual > > 

Queriess of both these types, besides being already quite useful as stand-alone 
queries,, have a certain building block character since they describe the evaluation of 
pathh expressions [CFMROlb]. As a third query, we combined the previous two to sim-
ulatee scenarios where assembling of both shallow and deep structures is necessary. In 
orderr to keep the example simple we just used the two previous queries and concate-
natedd them using different document instances. 

4.4.55 Query Performance 

Wee translated the above XQuery expressions to SQL. For Query 1 the SQL counterpart 
lookss like this: 

SELECTT XMLAGGC*) 
FROMM item s 

whenn using the inlining schema, and like this 

SELECTT XMLAGGC*) 
FROMM nodetabl e item ,  nodetabl e date , 

nodetabl ee title ,  nodetabl e pric e 
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WHEREE item.type = 'item' AND date.type = 'da te' 
ANDD t i t l e . t y pe = ' t i t l e ' AND pr ice. type = 'p r i ce' 
ANDD date.p id = item, i d 
ANDD t i t l e . p id = item.id 
ANDD pr ice .p id = item.id 
ORDERR BY i tem.id 

forr the node table approach. 
Thee aggregate function XMLAGGC*) converts the output of the query to internal 

XML ,, a representation the query processor can more efficiently handle than plain, 
marked-upp text. In commercial products, this aggregate usually requires a somewhat 
moree elaborate notation. For brevity, we go with the above short-hand, as it does not 
addd to our discussion. Moreover, the aggregate needs to be adapted for each of the 
mappings. . 

Wee reformulated Query 2 as 

SELECTT XMLAGGC*) 
FROMM items, manual m, sect ion s, 

subsectionn sb, paragraph p 
WHEREE items, id = m.itemid 
ANDD m.id = s.manualid 
ANDD s. id = sb.sect ionid 
ANDD sb. id = p.subsectionid 
ANDD i tems. id = 7122S7 
ORDERR BY i tems. id, m.id, s . id, sb. id, p . id 

forr the inlining mapping. For the node table, Query 2 looks like this: 

SELECTT XMLAGGC*) 
FROMM nodetabl e item ,  nodetabl e t 
WHEREE item.typ e =  'item '  AND item.i d =  71220 7 
ANDD t.i d >  item.i d AND t.i d <  item.i d 
ANDD t.typ e I N 

C'manual ' , ' sect ion ' , 'subsect ion ' , 'paragraph ') ) 
ORDERR BY t . i d 

Forr both queries the SQL text for the CHOOSE combination of both mappings is 

<SQLL fo r  inlining > CHOOSE <SQL fo r  nod e table > 

Wee synthetically generated an XML document using a modified version of the soft-
waree developed in the XML Benchmark Project [SKF+00], which is also introduced in 
thee following section. On average, a manual contained 10 sections, 10 subsections, and 
100 paragraphs. Each item is slightly larger than 1MB. In total, the database contained 
5000 items making for a total amount of data of 600MB. For both mappings we created 
indexess as appropriate. 

Figuree 4.31 shows a comparison of the query times for all three approaches. All 
timess are given relative to the fastest of the three. 

Queryy 1. As the inlining model performs only a simple table scan it easily trounces 
thee node table approach which requires three joins to execute the query. With a 
largerr number of attributes the performance gap would increase. Combined with 
thee CHOOSE, the inlining is identified as the more cost effective. The overhead 
inn optimisation when comparing it to inlining is negligible. 
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Figuree 4.31: Query performance of individual mappings and mappings combined with 
CHOOSE E 

Queryy 2. With this query, we find the trend of the previous one reversed: inlining takes 
aboutt forty times longer than in the node table approach. Here, inlining requires 
fourr joins to assemble the whole manual; in me case of a node table, the query 
boilss down to a simple range query which benefits from an index. Again, using 
CHOOSEE chooses the cheaper of the two, the node table in this case. 

Queryy 3. This query underlines the advantages of CHOOSE when used deep in a query 
-- as opposed to the previous queries, here, CHOOSE does not combine complete 
queriess but sub-queries of a larger query. As a result, the optimised CHOOSE 
plann contains both an inlining and a node table part, combining the best per-
formancee of both approaches. We see a difference between CHOOSE and the 
runner-upp of almost a factor 5. 

Givenn the building block character of queries, one can expect the many non-trivial 
XMLL queries to be of the type of Query 3 in practise. It should be noted that the 
casee study is not meant to promote some way of storing XML in relational databases. 
XMLL processing is only used as an illustrative and relevant example to motivate the 
advantagess of user-defined equivalences with CHOOSE in advanced query processing. 

4.4.66 Further Application Scenarios 

Ass we have seen, the CHOOSE operator is very powerful in semi-structured or XML 
databases.. In effect, the CHOOSE operator enables a new type of data independence, 
differentt from both physical and logical data independence. It permits multiple, possi-
blyy redundant representations of information, and selects the most promising one. This 
iss different from physical data independence as the alternative representations are not 
indexess but tables in their own right, and it is different from logical data independence 
ass it does not express a change in format or perspective but expresses a choice among 
alternativee execution plans. 

Inn this section, we consider some other application domains in which the CHOOSE 
operatorr adds considerable expressive power, optimisation opportunities, and execu-
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tionn performance. We will consider domains of growing importance for relational 
databases:: on-line analytical processing (OLAP), temporal databases, spatial databases 
andd caching. 

OLA P P 

Manyy OLAP tools rely on relational database systems as backends for data storage 
too achieve availability, scalability, etc. Thesee tools achieve interactive performance by 
storingg not only detail data but also aggregations, often multiple aggregation levels 
inn multiple dimensions, typically each level in a different table. When processing an 
OLAPP request, the tool generates an appropriate SQL query against one of the tables, 
usuallyy the smallest one by record count or byte count. However, query performance of 
relationall  systems depends more on appropriate indexes than on the size of the stored 
sourcee data. Unfortunately, OLAP products either must re-implement the query rewrite 
capabilitiess and execution cost functions of each database system they support and, 
evenn worse, multiple releases of each product or they must rely on extremely simplified 
assumptions,, e.g., that access cost is proportional to size. They usually do the latter, 
becausee the former is not commercially viable. 

Somee cases in which the CHOOSE operator would naturally be useful have already 
beenn implemented natively, with a fair amount of effort, in modern database query 
processors.. Those include straightforward aggregation and inner join expressions, sup-
portedd as materialised or indexed views by database products from all large database 
vendors.. However, only a limited set of views can be materialised or indexed: outer 
joins,, set operations, nested queries, transitive closure, roll-up and cube, as well as 
recentt language additions such as rank and top are not supported yet. Nonetheless, 
pre-computingg or caching will be useful for all these types of queries, and application 
designerss or tools do so in many cases. In those cases, the CHOOSE operator is a natu-
rall  solution and a perfect fit, because it results in query performance equal to that of a 
materialisedd or indexed view. 

Itt can be argued that if equivalence truly exists, the alternative data sources indeed 
aree materialised views of each other or of a third, more detailed data source. This 
mayy be true; however, implementing materialised view functionality for all thinkable 
vieww definitions will take a long time. Moreover, view materialisation functionality 
inn database management systems will always rely on precise equivalence, whereas in 
somee data analysis situations and statistical studies, approximate equivalence is suf-
ficientt and can be asserted only by the data or application architect or even the end 
user.. Thus, we believe a syntactic mechanism such as the CHOOSE operator in a view 
definitionn or query will always be required as a complement to materialised view func-
tionalityy implemented in database management systems today or in the foreseeable 
future. . 

OLAPP tools often use standard naming conventions for tables representing different 
aggregationn levels. In that case, it is possible to formulate CHOOSE queries that refer-
encee tables that currently do not exist. The database query processor could be extended 
too process any CHOOSE query that includes at least one branch that binds correctly to 
existingg tables, columns, and data, and executes the least expensive among those. Of 
course,, in general, the idea of running requests that reference undefined objects, and 
evenn presuming something about their contents and semantics should these objects ever 
bee defined in the future, is rather frightening. Thus, we are not proposing this extension 
otherr than for future research, e.g., into securing or locking part of the namespace such 
thatt only thee OLAP tool could ever create such tables. 
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Spatiall  Queries 

Manyy common implementation techniques for spatial queries on relational database 
systemss use bounding boxes at multiple resolutions. When determining which geo-
graphicc features, for example, overlap with an area of interest, say a river basin, pre-
processingg steps based on bounding rectangles are used. These preprocessing steps 
cann readily be expressed in SQL and executed efficiently using standard indexing tech-
niques.. After this pre-selection, an accurate and often computationally expensive pred-
icatee determines the final query result. The pre-selection is usually expressed in SQL 
ass one or more joins with one or more tables containing bounding boxes. 

If,, however, there are other predicates in the query, and in particular if these other 
predicatess are very restrictive yet relatively inexpensive to evaluate, the entire mech-
anismm of joining with the table of bounding boxes may well be ineffective yet quite 
expensive.. However, a query optimiser cannot automatically drop those joins, and will 
includee them in the execution plan. With the CHOOSE operator queries can be writ-
tenn so that additional predicates become optional and are subject to the optimiser's 
cost-basedd selection mechanism. 

Distributedd Queries, Replica, and Caches 

Nowadays,, when specialised appliance servers are networked to provide Web services, 
dataa are often cached on demand at various locations and database servers with dis-
tributedd query processing capabilities are often used as local caches. When queries 
aree processed in such caches, the required data collection or table may or may not be 
present.. Today, referenced data must be present or a query cannot be compiled and 
executed.. We proposed to employ the CHOOSE operator in a further variant: Let it 
bee sufficient that any one of the branches can be compiled, and let the query optimiser 
choosee among those branches. For example, the two branches of a CHOOSE operator 
mightt refer to a local copy and a remote copy of the same data. If both copies exist 
andd are accessible, the local copy is likely to be less expensive and will therefore be 
chosen.. If the local copy does not exist and only the remote copy can be queried, the 
optimiserr will correctly process the query. If a local copy exists but the remote server 
iss temporarily disconnected, the optimiser will also process the query correctly. 

Iff  the query processor is able to estimate costs accurately even for distributed 
queries,, it is also possible to choose among multiple alternative remote sources. Source 
dataa might be unavailable due to many reasons, e.g., temporary deletion as in the case 
off  caches, off-line database maintenance, network issues such as router failure or delib-
eratee disconnect during a security breach, planned or unplanned server downtime, etc. 
Again,, by formulating a query or a view using the CHOOSE operator, the application 
orr data architect can specify query equivalence. 

Withoutt further extensions, the optimiser can process only queries when fewer than 
alll  copies are available, but not updates. In general, updates of views with a CHOOSE 
operatorr can be processed correctly by updating all branches with the same delta, 
i.e.,i.e., the same insertion and deletion sets. If one of the branches cannot be updated, 
e.g.,e.g., because it is too complex due to a many-to-many join, the update request of the 
entiree CHOOSE expression must be rejected. 

Limitation ss of the CHOOSE Operator 

Beforee we conclude this chapter, we have a look at the limitations that the use of the 
CHOOSEE operator has. Semantic query optimisation techniques to which the operator 
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belongs,, often violate the principle of physical data independence, i.e., they tend to ex-
ploitt information that is not expressible in the framework of the relational data model. 
Hence,, special care has to be taken when data are migrated to a different schema or 
queriess rewritten; it is very easy in these cases to overlook and disregard dependencies, 
whichh eventually leads to wrong query results. However, remember that most SQL 
queriess are not written by humans but rather generated by Graphics User Interfaces, 
Computer-Aidedd Software Engineering (CASE) tools or middleware applications -
inn short, in a closed world. In these scenarios, it should be possible to integrate de-
pendencyy evolution into the design process and hence to control the dependencies as 
systemss develop. 

Quitee obviously, views employing a CHOOSE operator can be updated, presum-
ingg they do not contain any of the other traditional constructs that prevent updates. 
Ann update simply updates all branches of the view, very similar to optimised multi-
indexx update plans that update one index at a time and to execution plans for cascading 
referentiall  constraints that propagate updates to one table at a time. Perhaps more inter-
estingly,, the semantics of CHOOSE operators can be extended to permit branches that 
cannott be executed at all, e.g., because referenced tables do not exist. It is not clear, 
however,, how these two extensions can be combined in a safe way. Thus, the use of 
CHOOSEE can also affect the transactional behaviour of a DBMS. 

4.55 Conclusion 

Thiss chapter covered four different topics in XML querying: we started off by looking 
att how we can bulkload source documents efficiently into a DBMS and presented a 
wayy of querying them with the relational algebra combined with a preprocessing step. 
Whereass a query algebra requires domain knowledge for query formulation, the meet 
operatorr allows even novice users without domain knowledge to work with document 
databases.. Eventually the CHOOSE operator was presented as a tool for advanced query 
optimisationn by exploiting domain knowledge. 

Inn particular, the meet operator lets users query XML databases with whose con-
tentt they are familiar with but whose schema or structure they are unaware of. We have 
shownn that it neatly fits current XML data models and that query languages can be eas-
ilyy extended to incorporate the additional functionality. Furthermore, we demonstrated 
thatt the algorithms yield useful results on real world data and also scale well, thus en-
ablingg interactive ad hoc querying. The novelty of our work is that the result type of 
thee query is not specified by the user but dependent on the database instance queried. 
Thereforee we referred to meet queries as nearest concept queries. 

Promisingg future research topics in this area include further investigations into ex-
pandingg the applications of the meet operator with respect to information retrieval tech-
niques;; some aspects are already present in this paper like ranking and restrictions. A 
naturall  extension of the work presented here would also be to look at how to incorpo-
ratee views and IDREFs, which may break the tree structure of the database, into the 
searchh process. A case study in the bibliography domain demonstrate the usefulness of 
thee meet with a practical example. 

Withh the CHOOSE operator, we introduced a small syntactic extension to the SQL 
language.. The proposed syntax for the CHOOSE operation is based on relational alge-
braa table expressions, similar to other SQL extensions such as outer joins that dont fit  as 
predicatess in the WHERE clause. Syntactically, it is very similar too a UNION operator as 
it,, too, combines two union compatible table expressions, *.<?., tables with compatible 
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columnn sets. Despite its syntactic simplicity, the CHOOSE operator gives tremendous 
powerr to the application designer, tool developer or middleware application. In some 
cases,, equivalent effects can be achieved using materialised or indexed views, which 
aree often already implemented in the database system. In other cases, equivalent ef-
fectss could be achieved if the implemented support for materialised views were more 
powerful.. In many other cases, however, the equivalences known to the application 
designerr or data architect cannot be expressed in SQL, meaning that they cannot be 
supportedd by any materialised views. This is the real advantage of our proposal: giving 
applicationn designers the power to declare what information is equivalent. The power 
off  the proposed extension was illustrated in several application domains, including on-
linee analytical processing, spatial databases, and databases for semi-structured data or 
XML .. Experiments with some typical representations of XML data demonstrated the 
advantagee that can be achieved by employing the CHOOSE operator to extend the set 
off  possible query execution plans. In spite of the power and the breadth of application 
domains,, it is truly straightforward to implement the CHOOSE operator in modern, ex-
tensiblee query optimisers. It is a core property of closed algebras that operations can 
bee assembled into arbitrarily complex expressions, because constants and operator re-
sultss have fundamentally the same type - relations our case. Therefore, algebraic query 
processingg technology is inherently extensible. The described implementation of the 
CHOOSEE extension is but one proof of that. There are a number of extensions beyond 
thee CHOOSE operator hinted at here. 

Partss of this chapter were previously published or are under review. The bulkload-
ingg techniques were first discussed in [SK02], and the meet operator in [SKW01]. A 
paperr describing the CHOOSE operator is under review [WGLGS02]; parts of this work 
weree done while the author was visiting Microsoft Corporation. 

4.66 Bibliographical Remarks 
Theree have been a number of works on evaluating queries on streams of XML docu-
mentss whose results carry over to bulkloading documents since the latter can be seen 
ass a special kind of query; see [AFOO] and [ILWOO] for details on this idea. The author 
iss not aware of any other work describing intricacies and optimisation of bulkloading 
structuredd documents to date. 

Thee literature on querying XML can be divided into two groups: querying XML 
viewss derived from conventional data models such as relational, object-relational or 
object-basedd models, and native support for XML query languages. [SSB+00] show 
howw to treat and query relational sources as XML documents; [SchOl] present an in-
terestingg native XML mapping based on text arrays to query XML documents. 

Withh respect to the meet operator, there have been a number of attempts to make 
queryingg XML documents or semi-structured data easier for users. In [FKMOO] the 
authorss enrich XML-QL with keyword search on subtrees of certain tags. The DBMS 
Loree [MAG+97a] also supports keyword and distance search. The difference to our 
workk is that the result types have to be made explicit in the queries, which is what 
thee meet operator avoids and hence allows simpler query formulation. Furthermore, 
byy restricting the result types, the operator can be used to implement keyword search 
ass a special case. In [GSVGM98] the authors present algorithms for proximity search 
inn graphs; their queries follow a 'Find objects from S\ Near objects from Si pattern 
wheree the user has to specify sets S i and Sj', therefore formulating these queries also 
requiress more domain-knowledge than is needed for meet queries. Another view on 
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ourr work is that we are trying to exploit the inherent semantics encoded in the tag hier-
archies;; a very interesting approach to combining knowledge from outside the database 
withh internal knowledge is [G WOO]. However, this approach is of a different nature and 
ass such complementary to ours. The algorithmic problem of finding lowest common 
ancestorss although novel to XML processing as a query primitive has a long history in 
databasess and code optimisation, see [ASSU81, AHU76]. We also assume that espe-
ciallyy relational XML Query processors that support XQL's before and after predicates 
alreadyy provide some of the functionality a full implementation of the meet operator 
requires. . 

Thee CHOOSE operator is only one member in the large family of query optimisation 
strategies.. Earlier work on DBMS extensibility considered mechanisms to incremen-
tallyy add logic to query optimisers, to deal with new logical operators, implementa-
tionn algorithms, and equivalence rules; some important works include[Fre87, GD87, 
Loh88]]  and [HFLP89, GM93, PHH92]; for a very readable description see [Gra95]. In 
thesee works, a typical DBMS extension would include adding support for a new kind 
off  object, say time series, requiring changes spanning all the way from language sup-
portt to potentially special-purpose storage structures. A database implementor would 
usee extensibility features to prepare a custom-tailored DBMS. In the query optimiser 
inn particular, equivalences would then be defined through a collectionn of rules that in-
dicatee how to generate alternatives, using data structures provided by the extensibility 
framework.. The code from those rules gets compiled and linked into the optimiser 
modulee of the DBMS. The work presented here is complementary to the techniques 
developedd for extensible DBMSs. We assume that the application can map its data to 
objectss already supported by the DBMS, such as tables, and focus exclusively on ex-
tendingg the generation of alternatives of the query optimiser. The relevant information 
aboutt equivalences is provided per-query, using SQL directly. This allows factoring 
outt the DBMS the logic to understand application-specific equivalences, while main-
tainingg cost-based selection of efficient plans in the extended search space. As with 
otherr extensibility features, this enables application writers to implement functionality 
onn their own, without having to wait for it to be implemented natively in the DBMS. An 
areaa for improvement in DBMS development is constraint definition and its utilisation 
byy the query processor. Materialised views already are a powerful form of constraint 
declaration:: the DBMS is supposed to maintain the constraint rather than to enforce 
it.. In some cases, a more expressive constraint system could eliminate the need for the 
CHOOSEE operator. However, it is questionable whether it is desirable or feasible to 
supportt very complex application-specific constraints natively. 

Anotherr body of work that is both orthogonal and complementary to the CHOOSE 
operatorr is dynamic optimization - improving performance by delaying some decisions 
onn the execution plan until query runtime, to take into account information that may 
nott be available at compilation time, such as actual values of query parameters, avail-
ableable memory, and state of the execution environment in general [CG94, INSS92]. The 
CHOOSEE operator is only about declaring equivalences, while the process of deciding 
whichh alternative to execute and how remains entirely the taste of the query processor. 
Thee alternatives opened up by CHOOSE need not be resolved statically at query com-
pilee time. Specifically, the run-time choose operator proposed in [CG94] can be used to 
selectt between the alternatives, when there is not enough information at compile time 
ass to which is preferable. 



Chapterr  5 

Performancee of XML Query 
Processors s 

Thiss chapter1 discusses issues that arise when the performance behaviour of XML pro-
cessingg systems is to be assessed and tuned. The first part discusses general issues that 
arisee in benchmarks and points at the most prominent peculiarities of XML-related per-
formancee assessment in more detail. The second part then presents the XML Bench-
markk XMark, which was co-developed by the author and successfully deployed in a 
numberr of environments. 

5.11 Why and How to Benchmark XML Databases 

Benchmarkss belong to the core repertoire of tools and methodologies deployed in 
databasee development. The assessment of the capabilities of a system, the analysis 
off  actual and potential bottlenecks, and, naturally, the comparison of the advantages 
andd disadvantages of different systems architectures have become indispensable tasks 
ass databases management systems have started to grow in complexity, capacity, and 
versatility.. In the course of the development of XML databases the need for a bench-
markk framework has become more and more evident: the many different ways to store 
XMLL data which have been suggested in the past each come with their genuine charac-
teristicss and consequently propagate through the various layers of a complex database 
systemm and, thus, need to be carefully considered. The different storage schemas render 
thee query characteristics of the data quite different. However, no conclusive methodol-
ogyy for assessing these differences is available to date. 

Inn the sequel, we outline desiderata for benchmarks for XML databases; we draw 
fromm our own experience of developing an XML repository with a query language and 
familiarityy with standard benchmarks for relational databases. 

5.1.11 Introductio n 

Itt may not be obvious, at first sight, why XML and database management systems 
shouldd go together well: after all, they seem like two very different concepts driven 
byy two very different communities that have different expectations and requirements 

11 Parts of this chapter were published in [SWK+01b, SWK+01a, SWK+02] 
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whichh do not necessarily overlap. Yet, there is an increasing demand for consistent and 
reliablee ways of managing XML data [BouOOa, BouOOb] that suggests that the marriage 
off  the two is beneficial. By that, we do not mean physical management of XML data on 
topp of a relational database as it is often interpreted but a general coupling of the two 
worldss by aligning access protocols and environments. For storing XML, numerous 
techniquess have been suggested, such as the ones proposed or described in this thesis, 
andd the discussion of which database technology, be it relational or extended relational, 
object-orientedd or native, is up to the challenge is still in full swing. 

Fromm the point of view of an application, the discussion whether XML is syntax or 
dataa model looks slightly different: in order to assume the role of a true communica-
tionn framework, in which both industry and research want XML to be seen, an XML 
databasee has to deliver on the performance demands of its key applications, which are 
Webb services, business-to-business (B2B), and electronic commerce scenarios to name 
justt a few. Most of them require on-line, very often interactive processing of requests. 

Throughoutt the history of relational database technology, benchmarks served pri-
marilyy as a stake in the ground to assess and compare if and how new techniques and 
systemm components integrate into existing infrastructure and how they perform. On 
thee other side, benchmarks cross-fertilised many innovations in query processing and 
storagee management, which were achieved by trying to boost benchmark figures; for 
examples,, see [GLJ01, GL01]. Thus, benchmarking does not only mean that we mea-
suree the state of the art but is also a constant incentive for further development. Here, 
wee postulate desiderata for a general purpose benchmark for XML databases and take 
bothh into account, the state of the art as well as recent developments. 

Firstt of all, we have a look at the current state of the technology: (1) Currently, 
theree is no commonly agreed on notion of the functionality mat an XML database can 
bee expected to comply with. Therefore, we will go with the frequently used definition 
off  an XML database, which refers to a system that stores and manages XML docu-
ments.. A number of similar definitions and a more in-depth discussion can be found 
att [BouOOb]. More crisp are the definitions of the various query languages such as 
Quilt'ss successor [CRFOOa] XQuery [CFR+01], which have become available. (2) On 
thee other hand, many applications which are currently under construction or are being 
deployedd already specify a number of requirements which XML databases will have to 
meet.. But before going into a detailed analysis, it is beneficial to take a look at related 
workk and survey briefly what development relational systems and benchmarks have 
takenn in order to identify reasonable criteria and to avoid obvious mistakes. Interest-
ingg question are what can be carried over from more traditional benchmarks like those 
definedd by the Transaction Processing Council (TPC), SAP, PeopleSoft among others 
andd what can be learnt from these efforts. 

Earlyy benchmarks have been strictly geared toward testing database functionality 
onn a very general level. The Wisconsin Benchmark [Gra93] for example consists of 
aa number of queries which test the performance of small numbers of join operations. 
Whilee they help to determine the bottlenecks in join processing, the benchmark does 
nott take a particular application scenario into account beyond the obvious motivation 
thatt joins rank among the most costly operations thus have to be catered for especially. 

Ass database functionality evolved, implementations of different systems converged, 
andd performance figures for simple queries became increasingly indistinguishable on 
differentt systems, the embedding of a database system into an application scenario be-
camee more and more important Today, the TPC-H/R [PF00] are among the most im-
portantt industry benchmarks; they are modelled after the general requirements which 
aa data warehousing application poses to a database system. 
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Finally,, the latest development are application specific benchmarks like the SAP 
[SAP01]]  and the PeopleSoft benchmark series [PeoOl], where performance character-
isticss for running one proprietary application are used to assess a system. In contrast to 
thee early general purpose benchmarks, these kind of application benchmarks no longer 
evaluatee databases as isolated units but as an integrated back-end in an application 
scenario,, and assume that customers purchase the database solely for this purpose. 

Thiss evolution may seem like a linear development with databases changing from 
generall  purpose repositories to becoming part of an individual, complex application. 
However,, this development has also seen failures and set-backs, most notably TPC-W. 
Thee TPC-W benchmark is widely agreed to provide only littl e insight. While it mod-
elss many components of an Internet-commerce application, the interaction between 
componentss and different scenarios become opaque and hard to analyse. Unlike the 
applicationn benchmarks mentioned above, the TPC-W scenario is kept overly generic, 
andd thus, instead of exactly matching one application, it does not match any. While 
tuningg a database system for SAP's or PeopleSoft's benchmark is of direct use for cus-
tomerss who directly deploy the database system - often solely - in this scenario, the 
gainss from high TPC-W numbers remains questionable. 

Inn short, benchmarks have to match (1) the technology available at the time and 
(2)) the application scenarios used in production. Given the current developments, 
definingg a general purpose benchmark is an important first step to conclusive assess-
mentss of XML databases. We review the conceptual idiosyncrasies of storing and 
retrievingg XML data and try to identify components and operations that a reasonable 
benchmarkk should cover. We also scrutinise what lessons learnt from query processing 
inn relational databases directly carry over to the XML world. 

Thee question 'How to assess query performance?' is obviously preceded by the 
moree basic question 'What operations on an XML document are conceivable and rea-
sonable?'sonable?' With its XML Query Working Group, the W3C addressed this issue with 
expertss from both the database and the document communities. They developed sce-
narioss and use cases [CFMROlb] by taking into account both input from the research 
communityy and results of surveys of Web services and application scenarios that did 
nott yet deploy XML but could benefit from it. The outcome of this process became 
availablee in two phases: first, an algebra that tried to formalise operations was released 
andd later, a draft for a query language was formulated. 

Itt appears essential, when staking out opportunities for a benchmark, to review 
thesee two products as they set the stage for any performance evaluation by defining the 
sett of operations available. 

5.1.22 Query Algebra 

Thee algebra was specified in a high-level functional programming language [CFR+01] 
inn the spirit of Haskell [Tho99]; it defined and illustrated by means of use cases a set of 
operationss that appear meaningful to perform on XML documents. Due to the visible 
databasee background of the group, most operations suggested are very familiar from 
thee world of relational database systems. Operations include filters, joins on values 
orr along referential key constraints, grouping operations etc. The overall design of the 
algebraa leads towards an implementation using comprehensions such as laid out in 
[GS99]. . 

Inn contrast to their relational relatives, these operators obviously have to maintain 
order.. In the notation of the algebra, this is implied by using /or-loop like constructs 
whichh suggest iterating over an ordered list of data. These loops are only defining 
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thee variable binding and a system which can encode order through, say, an additional 
attributee at the object itself may take advantage of using operations that are not order 
preserving,, e.g., hash joins. 

Withh respect to the definition of a benchmark, the algebra immediately provides 
twoo requirements. On the one hand, we certainly want to test most if not all operations 
suggested.. On the other hand, the issue of treating order should be a central aspect in 
thee tests—the more if the XML database in question is implemented on a relational 
databasee system. 

5.1.33 Query Languages 

Whilee the algebra mainly served to outline the basic operations that would have to be 
supportedd by a language, it does not specify how those operations should be exposed 
inn a query language. At the beginning of the standardisation process, several query lan-
guagess were in use, the most popular of which are XQL [RLS98] and XPath [CD99]. 
Thosee languages might be considered obsolete in the light of the standardised query 
languagee XQuery - XQuery subsumes XPath and is more powerful than XQL. How-
ever,, a sizable user base currently deploys alternative XML query languages including 
severall  proprietary ones and to the best of our knowledge no commercial implementa-
tionn of XQuery is available at the moment. Since XQuery has been being standardised 
byy the W3C, with all major manufacturers fully supporting the development, XQuery 
iss clearly the query language of choice for formulating the benchmark queries. Addi-
tionally,, the availability of the formal semantics of the language makes it even more 
attractivee to be used in settings where verification of implementation is an issue. 

Currently,, not all XML stores provide full XQuery support - be it for reasons of 
integratingg legacy applications and data, be it that the application scenario the XML 
databasee has been developed for simply does not require the additional expressiveness 
off  XQuery. However, even without full XQuery they are interesting systems from 
whichh a lot can be learned; so, we still want to be able to test them. Thus, it seems 
highlyy advisable to define query groups, i.e., a classification and bundling of the in-
dividuall  queries. Often, simple queries can be formulated using only XPath primi-
tives.. A second dimension along which we will define query groups is, of course, the 
functionality.. That way, the functionality of a system can be categorised and assessed 
conclusivelyy and transparently. 

Thee XQuery standardisation efforts have come a long way already, yet, XQuery is 
byy no means complete. So far merely read-only query scenarios have been addressed; 
inserts,, updates and XML specific derivatives thereof have, at the time of writing, not 
beenn dealt with. The organisation of the benchmark into query groups also helps in 
thiss situation as groups can be enhanced with versioning to reflect the current standard. 
Releasingg a new version of a particular query group to incorporate new developments 
doess not invalidate old results. 

5.1.44 Motivatin g Examples 

Forr XML data the physical breakdown of data is of significant impact and decidedly 
moree important than in the relational world. The decision how to store a document not 
onlyy depends on performance and redundancy considerations but also on knowledge 
externall  to the document in the form of constraints. In the simplest case, there is no 
externall  knowledge and one has to use a generic mapping like one of the binary map-
pingss described or mentioned for instance in Chapter 3. If there is external knowledge, 
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bee it in the form of constraints like a DTD or even something more expressive like a 
schemaa language [LC00], then one may decide to use a more advantageous mapping 
forr example by inlining 1 : 1 relationships into larger relations or mapping generic 
stringg values to richer data types to save space and avoid coercions at query execution 
time.. In an object-oriented scenario, where the primary access pattern is navigational 
iterationn over DOM like syntax trees [W3C98a], it is often worthwhile to map the doc-
umentt structure to a set of class definitions. In this case, external knowledge can be 
exploitedd by regrouping objects into disk pages according to different access scenarios. 
Dependingg on the application scenario there likely are more optimisations to favour 
thee query profile of the application. Although numerous approaches to XML mapping 
havee been proposed in the literature, it seems that two design principles prevail: bi-
naryy decomposition, i.e., grouping ancestor relationships in one or more relations, and 
inlinedd representation, i.e., storing 1 : 1 relationships between parent tags and their 
elementt and attribute children in one relation while 1 : n relationships are mapped to 
twoo relations which share a common key. While the former excel through their con-
ceptuall  simplicity, the latter try to retain a relational flair by mimicking the translation 
ruless {i.e„  fragmenting the document along 1 : n parent-child relationships) between 
ER-modelss and relational schema. 

Closelyy related to the issue of the physical representation is that of query optimi-
sation.. Over the past two decades, there have been significant advances in optimising 
SQLL queries; in practise rule-based and cost-based optimisation techniques are used, 
bothh of which are tightly coupled to the underlying physical data model. It would 
bee highly desirable to re-use large parts if not all of this knowledge. For cost-based 
techniques,, sampling methods provide estimates to search and prune large spaces ef-
fectively.. Sampling methods are the back-bone of most modem query optimisers, are 
designedd for common query profiles such as (equi-)joins on key attributes and have 
beenn successfully deployed. Yet it is not clear how good a job they do in the case of hi-
erarchicallyy structured and untyped XML documents or whether they transfer to native 
XMLL query processors. 

Too illustrate these points, we implemented different mapping models on top of a 
relationall  database system and compared the query times for three queries taken from 
TheThe XML Benchmark Project presented later in this chapter. Figure 5.1 shows the re-
sultingg query times: The first column in each group represents the time for a fixed, 
document-independentt binary storage model such as [MAG+97a], i.e., all parent-child 
relationshipss are stored in a single relation resulting in many self-joins during query 
execution.. The second column is the performance of the same data mapped to a vari-
able,able, document-dependent relational module such as [SKWWOOa], i.e., all parent-child 
relationshipss of a specific type are clustered in a separate relation. The third column in 
eachh group shows the performance of an inlined multi-attribute mapping in the spirit 
off  [STH+99]; here relations are larger and can have many more attributes than there are 
perr relation in the binary case. From the plot, it is evident that each of the models has 
itss advantages and can outrun all other alternatives in certain situations. However, to 
understandd the issues and bottlenecks encountered in this simple experiment we need 
too have a closer look at the processing of the queries: 

Queryy 1 is a very basic point query specified by a path expression. On the inlined 
modell  this results in a scan of one relation returning a single tuple; on the other models 
aa number of joins or self-joins are required to materialise the path expression. On the 
onee hand, the inlined model trades in data volume for joins with respect to the binary 
models.. On the other hand, in the variable model a larger number of tables has to be 
accessed. . 
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Figuree 5.1: Execution times of select benchmark queries on a relational database sys-
temm using three different mappings of XML to relational structures 

Queryy 2 specifies a join depending on the document order. Here the multi-attribute 
modell  benefits from the fact that fewer joins need to be executed than in the binary case. 
Ass to the other two models, the implicit clustering of data as achieved by the variable 
modell  results in better statistics as compared to the fixed model. Therefore, the variable 
modell  is significantly more amenable for the optimiser than the fixed model. 

Queryy 3 finally underlines the differences in numbers of columns per table. The 
multi-attributee model suffers from the data volume when a large number of joins is 
executedd where only few columns are required for the result. Joins are much less 
costlyy to process on both the fixed and the variable decomposition schemes. 

Onee goal of the XML Benchmark Project is to provide a framework which is more 
completee than the sketchy example presented here and help those who interpret the 
benchmarkk results to get an impression of what impact design decisions possibly have. 
Thee example provides a good impression of the extent and nature of the performance 
issuess a benchmark has to address. Besides the relatively obvious question of the phys-
icall  data break-down, a number of other aspects have severe impact on the query per-
formance.. Concerning the physical design, the usage of indexes and surrogate OIDs 
wheree additional information like order is encoded in the OID can speed up querying 
att the expense of rendering updates or inserts overly expensive. An area which has 
beenn largely neglected so far is the optimisation of XML specific queries. Besides is-
suess like in Query 2 where the physical storage scheme prevents extracting meaningful 
statistics,, relational optimisation techniques are also oblivious of XML specifics like 
constraintss imposed by the hierarchical structure of the document. In term of opti-
misation,, it may be necessary to extend the optimiser logic with additional rules and 
searchh heuristics. Similarly, the question of how to deal with intermediate results or 
XMLL views needs to be addressed. It is necessary or useful to materialise them? If yes, 
accordingg to the physical, logical or XML model? Finally, a related question: What is 
thee best strategy for converting a database or intermediate result to an XML document 
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onn what architecture (see [SSB+00] for the relational case)? 

5.1.55 Challenges 
Above,, we explained some of the effects that caused significant differences with respect 
too performance characteristics though the physical storage format differed only slightly 
andd was based on die same relational database architecture. Certainly, a general perfor-
mancee assessment cannot scrutinise differences on as fine a level of granularity as we 
hintedd at. Ratiier we identify ten general challenges which aim at providing a compre-
hensivee and conclusive performance analysis covering all performance critical aspects 
off  processing of XML. 

1.. Bulk loading. The importance of bulk loading data has been repeatedly empha-
sisedd when assessing database performance in general. In XML databases, bulk 
loadingg currendy assumes an even more important role as no insert/update oper-
ationss are available and most systems support insert only on a document level. 
Duee to the fact that different models imply different levels of granularity when 
shreddingg the document diis seemingly simple operation may entail severe costs 
too setup and maintain indices or constraints. 

2.2. Reconstruction. Also known as round-tripping, reconstructing the original doc-
umentt is the counterpart of bulk loading. Though being an operation simple to 
specify,, round-tripping is not a common but still necessary operation in most 
scenarios.. Reconstruction reveals die price of achieving lossless storage of the 
document,, i.e., the trade-off between efficient indexing and preserving the full 
semanticss of the document. 

3.. Path traversal. Specifying paths arguably is one of the most basic and natural 
operationss on structured documents. Not only useful as a stand alone opera-
tion,, patfi expressions are furthermore a ubiquitous building block of almost all 
complexx operations. Efficient path traversals often bring about a trade-off with 
respectt to redundancy, data volume or degree of fragmentation. 

4.. Casting. XML is essentially text and as such queries frequentiy demand casting 
too otiier elementary data types like integers, floats or even user-defined types. 
Stringg operations are notoriously expensive. 

5.. Missing elements. The semi-structured nature of XML in general brings about 
aa highly heterogeneous structure of records mat under some mappings results in 
manyy NULL values. Apart from strategies to store NULL values in a compact 
way,, we also need efficient metiiods to query for NULLs as tiiey often represent 
spotss of interest. 

6.. Ordered access. Order is an omni-present feature when querying XML and af-
fectss all aspects of data management. Obviously, sticking with order preserving 
implementationss may become a severe bottleneck. Ratiier, sophisticated and 
flexibleflexible treatment of the document order should ensure that it well integrated 
intoo the optimisation process up to the degree mat it is ignored when not needed, 
whichh could be specified by die user. 

7.. References. References are an important modelling primitive almost comparable 
too referential constraints in relational databases. In general, chasing references 
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requiress efficient access methods supporting random access across the document 
ratherr than navigational access. 

8.. Joins. Join operations on values, i.e., content, have been seen as a critical as-
pectt early XML query languages lacked. Particularly data-centric applications 
requiree the combination of data based on values. The difficulties, bottlenecks, 
andd challenges posed by joins are well-known from relational database systems. 

9.. Construction of large results. As opposed to round-tripping, construction of 
largee results refers to assembling large new documents from the data stored. 
Manyy application areas demand the ability to handle large data volumes. 

10.. Containment, full-text search. Containment and full-text search are elementary 
operationss when querying XML. The problem and its intrinsic difficulties are 
well-knownn from other application domains, hence, it hardly needs further mo-
tivation. . 

AA benchmark for XML databases needs to address these ten points. Given an ap-
plicationn scenario, most of the challenges can be directly expressed as a single query, 
somee however offer a larger degree of freedom and it seems advisable to address them 
withh several, differently parameterised queries. 

5.1.66 Other  Quality Parameters 

Thee above challenges clearly focus on the performance of the XML database in isola-
tionn as motivated in the Introduction. From an application programmer's perspective, 
otherr quality parameters of an XML database are visible and at first sight, it may seem 
naturall  to include those. They can be divided into two groups, infrastructure issues and 
totall  cost of ownership. We list them here for completeness and underline afterwards 
whyy we believe they should not be included in the list of challenges. 

Infrastructur e e 

Especiallyy if front-end and back-end of the database are not tightly coupled, commu-
nicationn costs may dominate and obscure the performance characteristics of the query 
processor.. Some of these issues have been addressed in XMach-1 [BR01], a mainly 
system-focusedd benchmark. Important issues include: 

•• Access protocols like HTTP, OLE DB, ODMG, ODBC, native APIs etc., includ
ingg their noise and transmission costs, often determine the degree of usability of 
aa solution. 

•• Result representations like DOM, SAX, serialised XML, partly or fully mate
rialisedd in standard or proprietary structures should be in line with application 
requirements. . 

•• Responsiveness versus completeness, i.e„  availability of the first or the complete 
queryy result, including the influence of lazy evaluation and the availability of 
cursorss can have a great impact on performance of production systems; 

•• The expressiveness of the query language, e.g., the missing restructuring capa
bilityy of XPath queries, often determines whether a query engine fits a given 
applicationn scenario; 
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•• Lastly, data throughput in multi-user application scenarios; 

Onee certainly could come up with a much longer and more detailed list, which 
wouldd be beyond the scope of this thesis, but what it shows is that real-world applica
tionn not only require high query throughput in the core engine but that overall perfor
mancee and architecture considerations are necessary. Even for the purpose of tuning 
systemss however, analysis of query processor core can still prove beneficial. 

Totall  Cost of Ownership 

Withh increasing complexity of software systems, the total cost of ownership becomes 
moree and more important as it usually dominates the costs of the software itself. With 
respectt to XML processing, we can identify a number of issues: 

•• Installation effort: Does die product work out of the box or does it require ex
tensivee multi-stage preparation and installation? 

•• Generality support: Is it possible to store documents with and without schema 
information?? What price does one have to pay for lack of modelling? 

•• Consistency support: Is it possible to validate incoming documents against a 
schemaa or other constraints? 

•• Preparation effort: What mapping and schema definition tasks are necessary 
beforee the document can be imported. 

•• Training: Does the Software require extensive training for technical staff or does 
itit integrate into existing infrastructure? 

•• Interaction paradigm: Does the product provide a stand-alone document man
agementt system with tools for direct interaction, or is it rather an enabling tech
nologyy for front-end applications? 

•• Updates: Does the system provide fine-grained update functionality or is it re
strictedd to replacing complete documents? 

Forr practitioners, die ease of use of die installed product is often a most decisive 
factor.. The ability of the system in question to adapt to the hardware infrastructure like 
diskk type and topology, multiprocessor architectures, firewalls as well as accessibility 
throughh the software of choice, be it CGI, Web servers, Servlets or direct access. 

Inn die Introduction we already outlined why not to benchmark infrastructure is
suess or total cost of ownership: A benchmark has to reflect primarily the state of the 
art.. Given the current developments, we believe a benchmark that addresses the perfor
mancee challenges we listed above provides die most valuable input for the advancement 
off XML processing technology. Benchmarks which include otiier aspects provide less 
accuratee and insightful feedback man we envision. 

5.1.77 Conclusion 

Thee wide choice of architectures and environments makes it difficult to decide which 
XMLL Query Processor and which infrastructure fit best a given application. From a 
systemss analysis point of view, the noise introduced by tiie infrastructure into which 
diee query engine is embedded often obscures the performance of the core components 
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andd makes fine-tuning and architectural improvements hard to realise. Therefore, the 
XMLL Benchmark Project, in which we gathered our experiences, aims at providing 
toolss to analyse and improve query processors and make sense of their performance 
characteristics.. We have motivated the need for an XML benchmark by pointing out 
whichh parts of systems need consideration and adaptation: while the front-end query 
languagee is in the process of standardisation, there are many performance critical issues 
inn the design of the physical storage schema, the physical algebra, query optimiser and 
execution.. The desiderata listed in this chapter are intended to serve as a basis for a 
comprehensivee performance analysis of XML databases. 

5.22 The XML Benchmark XMar k 

Thiss section presents a benchmark that is intended to fulfi l the requirements outlined 
inn the previous section. The project was started very early in the history of XML just 
whenn it became apparent that users would be interested in storing large amounts of 
XMLL documents in databases. Since then it has evolved in line with the development 
off  XML. The benchmark has been deployed in practise and is used in a number of 
researchh projects and to optimise and evaluate commercial products. 

5.2.11 Introductio n 

Whilee standardisation efforts for XML query languages have been progressing, re-
searcherss and users increasingly focus their attention on the database technology that 
hass to deliver on the new challenges that the sheer amount of XML documents pro-
ducedd by applications poses to data management: validation, performance evaluation 
andd optimisation of XML query processors are the upcoming issues. Following a long 
traditionn in database research, we provide a framework to assess an XML database's 
abilitiess to cope with a broad spectrum of different query types which are typically 
encounteredd in real-world application scenarios. The benchmark is intended to help 
bothh implementors and users of database technology to compare XML databases inde-
pendentt of their own, specific application scenario. To this end, the benchmark offers 
aa set queries each of which is intended to challenge a particular aspect of the query 
processorr or storage engine. 

Thee overall workload we propose consists of a scalable document database and a 
concise,, yet comprehensive set of queries, which covers the major aspects of query 
processing.. The queries' challenges range from stressing the textual character of the 
documentt to data analysis queries, but include also typical ad-hoc queries. We comple-
mentt our research with results obtained from running the benchmark on several XML 
databasee platforms. They are intended to give a first baseline and illustrate the state of 
thee art. 

Thee data exchange format XML has been penetrating virtually all areas of Internet 
applicationn programming. Thus, content providers are increasingly interested in de-
ployingg advanced data management systems for sites whose data volume exceeds toy 
sizes.. The complexity of the challenge has also attracted the attention of the database 
researchh community. Early efforts mainly concentrated on schema issues and the theory 
off  organising data lacking a fixed schema, which seemed incompatible with existing 
technologyy at first sight. However, as XML gains more and more momentum and nu-
merouss commercial products have been appearing on the market - many more being 
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underr development - the focus of research shifted; specific technical issues like phys-
icall  data break-down and query performance have started to determine the success or 
failuree of the solutions under development. 

Currentlyy database vendors (see [BouOOa] for an ever growing list) are scrambling 
too leverage their existing products - well beyond the rudimentary XML support like 
conversionn of purely relational data to XML documents which most products already 
providee - with whatever one may need to meet the new requirements. However, these 
neww requirements are still somewhat sketchy and though the differences between XML 
andd relational or object-relational data are easy to grasp, the implications on the under-
lyingg data store are not fully understood yet. 

XMLL is a primarily textual markup language, which means that unlike in die case 
off  (O)RDBMS, data elements are ordered by nature; string is the core data type, from 
whichh richer data types, i.e., integers, floats and even user-defined abstract data types 
aree derived; externally provided schema information, which may or may not be present, 
helpss to avoid excessive and expensive coercions between data types. Additionally, to 
copee with the tree structure of XML documents and the resulting intricate hierarchi-
call  relationships between data, regular path expressions are an essential ingredient of 
queryy languages and hence call for efficient evaluation strategies. References, i.e., IDs 
andd IDREFs, are a powerful language feature to model relationships that exceed the 
limitationss of tree structures and require further mapping logics like logical OIDs or 
joinn indexes for efficient management 

Earlierr work on how to map this wealth of new properties to existing data models 
undoubtedlyy provides helpful guidance. But since almost all of these prototypes were 
implementedd on top of data or object stores, i.e., using standard APIs but without direct 
accesss to the internal workings of a product, the conclusions drawn are only valid to 
aa certain extent and the effectiveness of a particular mapping remains unclear. Often, 
simplee extensions to the product could have caused significant performance improve-
ments,, e.g., see [RPNKOO]. Due to their complexity, interaction, and interdependencies 
withh various system components, most of the designs, with their obvious advantages 
andd disadvantages, are hard to assess without putting them to the only conclusive test: 
aa comprehensive quantitative assessment, or in short the right benchmark. 

Dealingg with design decisions as outlined above is certainly no new issue and 
so,, over the past years the database community developed a rich tradition in per-
formancee assessment of systems ranging from research developments like the Hy-
permodell  Benchmark [ABM +90], the object-oriented 001 -Benchmark [CS92], 007-
Benchmarkk [CDN93] or the object-relational BUCKY benchmark [CDN+97] to stan-
dardss in industry like the family of TPC benchmarks [Gra93, Tra02] just to mention 
somee of the better know examples. However, none of the available benchmarks offers 
thee coverage needed: all of them are geared towards a certain data model but the flex-
ibilit yy and possibilities of semi-structured query languages exceed existing systems' 
limitationss by far. 

Thee XMark Benchmark Version 1.0 described in this section takes on the challenge 
andd features a tool kit for evaluating the retrieval performance of XML stores and 
queryy processors: a workload specification, a scalable document database and a com-
prehensivee set of queries. To facilitate analysis and interpretation, each of the queries is 
intendedd to challenge thee query processor with an important primitive of the query lan-
guage.. This is useful in a number of ways: In the first place, a feature-wise examination 
off  the query processors proves beneficial as a query processor can operate on a variety 
off  architectures each of which tends to be suited for different application workloads and 
exhibitss special characteristics. For instance, XML stores have been derived from rela-
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tional,, object-relational, main-memory and object-oriented database technology as well 
fromm textual information retrieval data structures and persistent object stores. There-
fore,, different products can be expected to display diverging behaviour in performance 
andd stress tests according to their system architecture. Second, the benchmark docu-
mentt and the queries can aid in the verification of query processors, which has been 
aa challenging problem ever since high level query languages were introduced [Slu98]; 
sincee we are now in the early days of XML bulk storage this is of special interest. In 
thee world of markup languages, the problem of equivalence of XML documents, which 
XMLL query processors are expected to output, gets worse. The degrees of freedom the 
differentt possible physical representations of the document (see [BoyOl] for an attempt 
too tackle it) introduce, are combined with the degrees of freedom in query execution 
regardingg order of set-valued attributes, different character encodings, namespaces etc. 
Inn our experience, there it is still an open research question when one should regard the 
outputt of XML query processors as equivalent. Third, executing the benchmark query 
sett exhibits details of the workflow required to incorporate the query processor into an 
applicationn scenario. Consequently, the benchmark can also help users to estimate the 
costss of actually deploying such a system in their application scenario and to answer 
thee question what systems fit best their needs. 

XMLL processing systems usually consist of various logical layers and can be phys-
icallyy distributed over a network. To make the benchmark results interpretable we ab-
stractt from the systems engineering issues and concentrate only on the core ingredients: 
thee query processor and its interaction with the data store. We do not consider network 
overhead,, communication costs (e.g., RMI, HTTP, CORBA, Sockets, RPC, Java Beans, 
orr others) or even transformations (e.g., XSLT) of the output. Our test scenario is as 
depictedd in Figure 5.2. As for the choice of language, we use XQuery [CFR+01], an 
amalgamationn of many research languages for semi-structured data or XML (for an 
overvieww see [BCOO]) and a proposed future standard. It is in the process of stan-
dardisationn as the language of choice of the major competitors in the field. We do not 
considerr updates other than bulkload as there is littl e agreement on semantics and a 
standardd is yet to be defined. 

So,, the target audience of the benchmark can be divided into three groups. First, 
thee framework presented here can help other database vendors to verify and refine their 
queryy processors by comparing them to other implementations. Second, customers 
cann be assisted in choosing between products by using our setting as a simple case 
studyy or pilot project that still provides essential ingredients of the targeted system. 
Forr researchers, lastly, we provide example data and a framework for helping to tailor 
existingg technology for use in XML settings and for refinement of existing or design of 
neww algorithms. 

Thee rest of the section is structured as follows: First, we motivate the necessity 
off  a benchmark for XML query processors. Then we introduce the structure of the 
documentt database. After presenting the queries we give some preliminary results 
obtainedd by running the queries in our test environment. 

5.2.22 Motivation 

Existingg database benchmarks cover a plethora of aspects of traditional data manage-
mentt ranging from query optimisation to transaction processing. But even if we make 
usee of established techniques to store and process XML, it is not clear if the semi-
structuredd nature of the data has repercussions on performance and engineering issues 
whichh impede the effectiveness that these techniques have in their original area. In the 
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onee query processor, no network overhead 

Figuree 5.2: Workflow Scenario 

sequel,, we argue that there is a need for a new benchmark specifically for XML query 
processors. . 

Nott surprisingly, the evolution of XML differs significantly from the evolution of 
relationall  databases in that there was an agreed standard at an early stage which was 
acceptedd and supported by a large community. This imposes a top-down perspective 
forr the benchmark designer resulting in a kind of thematic benchmark, in the sense 
thatt it should provide challenges for typical query primitives. Thus, we think that the 
combinationn of traditional and new features present in XML processing systems results 
inn the need for a new quality of systems engineering and, hence, a new benchmark. 

Whilee it has been shown that many 'data-centric' documents, i.e., documents which 
representt data structures, map very nicely to relational databases or object-relational 
databases,, it is less clear how the same systems can handle efficiently documents that 
aree 'text-oriented', i.e., natural language with markup interspersed (e.g., compare the 
performancee of Google's [BP98] full-text search with that of your favourite RDBMS 
++ XML mapping combination). Therefore we want to give hints how different DBMS 
architecturess respond to the XML challenge which can be summarised as follows: 

•• The textual order of XML structures as in the original document can be incor
poratedd into queries: a feature that can make simple look-up queries expensive 
inn systems that are not prepared for this challenge (see Queries 2 and 3 in Sec
tionn 5.2.5). 

•• Strings are the basic data type; they can vary greatly in length posing additional 
storagee problems. Type mismatches are likely to arise when the typing rules of 
queryy or programming languages clash with the generic string tokens of XML. 

•• Queries involving hierarchical structures in the form of complicated path ex
pressions,, especially 1 : n relationships in connection with order being queried 
tendd to require expensive join and aggregation operations on relational systems. 
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Figuree 5.3: Element relationships between most of the queried elements 

•• To compound matters, the loose schema of many XML documents can make 
queryy formulation tedious from a user's point of view. Technically, NULL values 
cann blow up the size of the database. From a user's viewpoint, specifying long 
andd complicated path expressions is error-prone. 

Activitiess in the context of XML Schema try to allay the problem by making data-
centricc documents more accessible for (O)RDBMSs by reformulating concepts as in
tegrityy constraints in an XML context. This can indeed solve many problems but re
quiress additional engineering effort and thus sacrifices some of the quick-and-easy-to-
usee appeal that helped XML to catch on and gain popularity so quickly. The benchmark 
queriess have been designed to address these matters specifically. 

5.2.33 Database Description 

Ann XML Benchmark requires a carefully modelled database to make the behaviour of 
queriess predictable and to allow for the formulation of queries that both feel natural 
andd present concise challenges. Let us first outline the characteristics of the document 
andd then have a closer look at the technical issues of generating such documents. 

Hierarchicall  Element Structure 

Thee nesting of elements renders the overall tree structure of XML documents. In this 
subsectionn we describe the structure of the document which is modelled after a database 
ass deployed by an Internet auction site. The main entities come in two groups: person, 
openopen auction, closed auction, item, and category on the one side and annotation and 
descriptiondescription on the other side. The relationships between the entities in the first group 
aree expressed through references while those of the second group, which take after 
naturall language text and are document-centric element structures, are embedded into 
thee sub-trees to which they semantically belong. The hierarchical schema is depicted 
inn Figure 5.3. The semantics of the entities just mentioned is as follows: 
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Figuree 5.4: References 

1.. Items are the objects that are on for sale or that already have been sold. Each 
'item'' carries a unique identifier and bears properties like payment (credit card, 
moneyy order, . . . ), a reference to the seller, a description etc., all encoded as 
elements.. Each item is assigned a world region represented by the item's parent. 

2.. Open auctions are auctions in progress. Their properties are the privacy status, 
thee bid history (i.e., increases over time) along with references to the bidders 
andd the seller, the current bid, the default increase, the type of auction (Dutch, 
Featured,, Regular), the time interval within which bids are accepted, the status 
off  the transaction and a reference to the item being sold. 

3.. Closed auctions are auctions that are finished. Their properties are the seller 
(aa reference to a person), the buyer (a reference to a person), a reference to the 
respectivee item, the price, the amount of items sold, the date when the transaction 
wass closed, the type of transaction, and the annotations that were made before, 
duringg and after the bidding process. 

4.. Persons are characterised by name, email address, phone number, mail address, 
homepagee URL, credit card number, profile of their interests, and the (possibly 
empty)) set of open auctions they watch. 

5.. Categories feature a name and a description; they are used to implement a clas-
sificationn scheme of items. A category-graph links categories into a network. 

Thesee entities constitute the relatively structured and data-oriented part of the doc-
ument:: the schema is regular on a per entity basis and exceptions, such as that not every 
personn has a homepage, are predictable. Apart from occasional list types such as bid-
dingg histories, the order of the input is not particularly relevant. This is in stark contrast 
too the offspring of annotation and description elements which make up the dual nature, 
document-centricc side, of XML. Here the length of strings and the internal structure of 
sub-elementss varies greatly. The markup now comprises itemised lists, keywords, and 
evenn formatting instructions and character data, imitating the characteristics of natural 
languagee texts. This ensures that the database covers the full range of XML instance 
incarnations,, from marked-up data structures to traditional prose. The appendix gives 
ann impression of the document by showing some snippets. An Entity-Relationship 
diagramm of the database can be found in [BDL+01]. 
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References s 

Ann overview over the references that connect sub-trees is given in Figure 5.4. Care has 
beenn taken that the references feature diverse distributions, derived from uniformly, 
normallyy and also exponentially distributed random variables. Note that all references 
aree de facto typed, i.e., all instances of an XML element point to the same type of XML 
element;; for example, references of interest objects always refer to categories. 

Generatedd Text 

Too generate text that bears the characteristics of natural language text, we analysed 
Shakespeare'ss plays and determined statistical characteristics of the text. The gen-
eratorr mimics this distribution using the 17000 most frequently occurring words of 
Shakespeare'ss plays. We did not incorporate additional characteristics like punctuation 
ass it is only of littl e relevance for the performance assessment. We believe tokenisation 
andd other text compression methods commonly used can be sufficiently well assessed 
withh the text we provide. 

Forr names, email addresses etc. we used various sources like electronically avail-
ablee phone directories etc. Care has been taken to preserve important characteristics 
off  the original material, and at the same time to scramble data like names by combin-
ingg different first and last names. Similar techniques were used to avoid clashes with 
existingg email addresses and so forth. 

XM LL  Constructs 

Thee XML Standard [BPSMMOO] defines constructs that are useful for producing flexi-
blee markup but that we think do not justify the definition of separate query challenges. 
Therefore,, we only made use of a restricted set of XML features in the data generator 
whichh we consider essential to XML processing. For example, we do not generate doc-
umentss with Entities or Notations. Neither do we distinguish between Parsed Character 
Dataa and Character Data as we assume that both are just string types from the view-
pointt of the storage engine. Furthermore, we don't include Namespaces in the queries. 
Wee also restrict ourselves to the seven bit ASCIII  character set. 

Wee provide a DTD and XML Schema information to allow for more efficient map-
pings.. However, we stress that this is additional information that may be exploited. 

xmlgenn - Or  How to Generate a Document 

Wee designed and implemented a document generator, called xmlgen, to provide for a 
scalablee XML document database. Besides the obvious requirement to be capable of 
producingg the XML document specified above, we were eager to meet the following 
additionall  demands. The generation of the XML document should be 

•• platform independent so that any user interested in running the benchmark is 
ablee to download the binary and generate exactly the same document no matter 
whatt hardware or operating system is used; 

•• accurately scalable ranging from a minimal document at scaling factor zero to 
anyy arbitrary size limited only by the capacity of the system; 
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Figuree 5.5: Scaling the benchmark document 

•• both time and resource efficient, i.e. elapsed time ideally scales linearly whereas 
thee resource allocation is constant — independent of the size of the generated 
document; ; 

•• deterministic, that is, the output should only depend on the input parameters. 

First,, in order to be able to reproduce the document independently of the platform, 
wee incorporated a custom random number generator rather than relying on the system's 
built-inn random number generators. Together with basic algorithms which can be found 
inn statistics textbooks this unit implements uniform, exponential, and normal distribu
tionss of fairly high quality. We assigned each of the elements in the DTD a plausible 
distributionn of its children and its references, observing consistency among referencing 
elements,, that is, the number of items organised by continents equals the sum of open 
andd closed auctions, etc. Second, to provide for accurate scaling we scale selected sets 
likee the number of items and persons with the user defined factor. Moreover, we cal
ibratedd the numbers to match a total document size of slightly more than 100 MB for 
scalingg factor 1.0 (cf. Figure 5.5). In our tests, we found the resulting document size 
too deviate from the anticipated one usually by less than 1 percent. Finally, meeting 
thee efficiency goals is an interesting challenge: many references are created at different 
placess and the straightforward solution - namely, keeping some sort of log that records 
whichh IDs have already been referenced - is infeasible for large documents. We solved 
thiss problem by modifying the random number generation to produce several identical 
streamss of random numbers. That way, we are able to implement a partitioning of sets 
likee the item IDs that are referenced from both open and closed auctions. In its current 
version,, xmlgen requires less than 2 MB of main-memory, and produces documents of 
sizess of 100 MB and 1 GB in 33.4 and 335.5 seconds, respectively (450MHz Pentium 
III).. A more detailed description of the tool can be found at [SKF+00]. 

5.2.44 Bulkloading the Document 

Inn the context of XML, the role of bulkloading stands apart from its importance in 
otherr benchmarks. Since (prospective) standards like XQuery are not explicitly de
signedd as database but data integration languages, we can, strictly speaking, assume 
neitherr the need to bulkload documents nor the presence of a database. However, 
theree should be little doubt that databases can help with managing large amounts of 
XMLL data. Whereas previous XML benchmarking efforts [BR01] are designed as 
application-centricc multi-user workloads and include updates and bulk operations, we 
dispensee with doing so because to date there is neither a standard nor an agreement on 
thee exact semantics of updates. We therefore resort to the following interpretation: We 
takee the XQuery Syntax for 

FORR $a in document("auction.xml")/-.• 
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literallyy and formulate all queries with respect to a single large document without com-
mittingg ourselves to a specific database scenario. 

Althoughh we did not experience problems when bulkloading the document in our 
testt environments, we are aware that the size of the document may be too large for some 
systems.. Hence, the data generator xmlgen additionally offers a mode that outputs n 
entitiess per file where n can be chosen by the user. 

Notee that in this case, modifications to the one-document version of the benchmark 
mayy become necessary. For example, if the user chooses to make use of the DTD 
wee supply, parser-controlled references, i.e., ID and IDREF declared attributes, should 
bee converted to REQUIRED attributes. Otherwise a validating parser tries to check for 
uniquenesss and existence of IDs respectively IDREFs. With respect to queries, changes 
too the path expressions, which as presented assume a single document, are necessary. 
Nevertheless,, all changes remain local. However, we stress that this solution should 
bee regarded as an work-around and that the semantics of the queries as defined in the 
followingg section should not differ no matter whether they are executed against a single 
documentt or a collection of documents. The query semantics of the one document are 
normative. . 

5.2.55 Benchmark Queries 

Thiss section lists the benchmark queries. We chose to express the queries in XQuery 
[CFR+01],, the successor to the research language Quilt [CRFOOb], which is about to 
bee standardised. 

Exactt Match 

Thiss simple query is mainly used to establish a simple performance primitive unit to 
helpp establish a 'metric' to interpret subsequent queries. It tests the database's ability 
too handle simple string lookups with a fully specified path. 
Ql .. Return the name of the person item with ID 'personO' 

FORR $b IN document("auction.xml")/site/people/person/[@id="person8"] 
RETURNN Jb/name/textC) 

Orderedd Access 

Thesee queries should help users to gain insight into how the DBMS copes with the 
intrinsicc order of XML documents and how efficiently they can expect the DBMS to 
handlee queries with order constraints. 
Q2.. Return the initial increases of all open auctions. 

FORR $b IN document("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/open_auction 
RETURNN <increase> $b/bidder[ l] / increase/text O </increase> 

Thiss query evaluates the cost of array look-ups. Note that this query may actually 
bee harder to evaluate than it looks; especially relational back-ends may have to struggle 
withh rather complex aggregations to select the bidder element with index 1. 
Q3.. Return the fist and current increases of all open auctions whose current increase 
isis at least twice as high as the initial increase. 

FORR $ b I N documen t  ("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/open_auctio n 
WHEREE Sb/bidder[8]/increase/text 0 *  2  < = 
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Sb/bidder[ last()] / increase/textt  O 
RETURNN <increase first=$b/bidder[8]/ increase/textO 

last=$b/bidder[ lastO]/ increase/text()> > 

Thiss is a more complex application of index lookups. In the case of a relational 
DBMS,, the query can take advantage of efficient implementation of set-valued aggre-
gatess on the index attribute to accelerate the execution. Queries Q2 and Q3 are akin to 
aggregationss in the TPCD [Gra93] benchmark. 
Q4.. List the reserves of those open auctions where a certain person issued a bid before 
anotheranother person. 
FORR Sb IH document("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/opeiuauction 
WHEREE Sb/bidder/personref[id="personl8829"] BEFORE 

$b/bidder/personref[id="person18487"] ] 
RETURNN <history> Sb/reserve/textO </history> 

Thiss time, we stress the textual nature of XML documents by querying the tag order 
inn the source document. 

Casting g 

Stringss are the generic data type in XML documents. Queries that interpret strings 
wil ll  often need to cast strings to another data type that carries more semantics. This 
queryy challenges the DBMS in terms of the casting primitives inn isolation. Especially, 
iff  there is no additional schema information or just a DTD at hand, casts are likely 
too occur frequently. Although other queries include casts, too, this query is meant to 
challengee casting in isolation. 
Q5.. How many sold items cost more than 40? 

COUNT T 
(FORR $ i  I N documentC"auction.xml")/site/closed_auctions/closed_auctio n 
WHEREE Si/price/text O > = 4 ® 
RETURNN Si/price ) 

Regularr  Path Expressions 

Regularr path expressions are a fundamental building block of virtually every query 
languagee for XML or semi-structured data. These queries investigate how well the 
queryy processor can optimise path expressions and prune traversals of irrelevant parts 
off  the tree. 
Q6.. How many items are listed on all continents? 

FORR $b IN document("auction.xml")/site/regions 
RETURNN COUNT (Sb//item) 

AA good evaluation engine or path encoding scheme should help realise that there is 
noo need to traverse the complete document tree to evaluate such expressions. 
Q7.. How many pieces of prose are in our database? 

FORR Jp IN docuraent("auction.xml")/sit e 
LETT Scl := count(Jp//description), 

$c22 := count(Jp//mail), 
$c33 := count($p//email), 
Ssumm := $cl + $c2 + $c3 

RETURNN $sum 

Alsoo note that the COUNT aggregation does not require a complete traversal of the 
tree.. Just the cardinality of the respective relation is queried. Note that the tag <email> 
doess not exist in the database document; hence $c3 evaluates to zero. 
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Chasingg References 

Referencess are an integral part of XML as they allow richer relationships than just hier-
archicall  element structures. These queries define horizontal traversals with increasing 
complexity.. A good query optimiser should take advantage of the cardinalities of the 
setss to be joined. 
Q8.. List the names of persons and the number of items they bought, (joins person, 
closedjauction) closedjauction) 

FORR $p IN document("auction.xml")/site/people/person 
LETT !a := 

FORR $t IN document("auction.xml")/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction 
WHEREE St/buyer/@person = Sp/@id 
RETURNN $t 

RETURNN <item person=Sp/name/text()> COUNT (5a) </item> 

Q 9.. List the names of persons and the names of the items they bought in Europe, (joins 
person,person, closedjauction, item) 

FORR $p IN document("auction.jnnl")/site/people/person 
LETT $a := 

FORR St IN documentC"auction.xml")/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction 
LETT Sn := 

FORR $t2 IN documentC"auction.xml")/site/regions/europe/item 
WHEREE 5t/itemref/@itera = St2/@id 
RETURNN St2 

WHEREE Sp/@id = St/buyer/©person 
RETURNN <item> $n/name/text() </item> 

RETURNN <person najne=Sp/name/text()> Sa </person> 

Constructionn of Complex Results 

Constructingg new elements may put the storage engine under stress especially in the 
contextt of creating materialised document views. The following query reverses the 
structuree of person records by grouping them according to the interest profile of a 
person.. Large parts of the person records are repeatedly reconstructed. To avoid simple 
copyingg of the original database we translate the markup into French. 
Q10.. List all persons according to their interest; use French markup in the result. 

FORR $ i  I N DISTINC T 

documentt  ( "  au c t  ion .  xml" )  /s i  te/people/pe r  son/pro f  i  le/inter e st/@ca t  egor y 
LETT $ p : = 

FORR $ t  I N document("auction.xml")/site/people/perso n 
WHEREE $  t/pr o f  i  le/inter e st/@categor y =  $ i 
RETURN N 

<personne > > 
<statistiques > > 
<sexe >> St/gender/text O </sexe> , 
<age>> St/age/text( )  </age> , 
<education >> $t/educa t  ion/tex t  O  </education> , 
<revenu >> St/income/text O </revenu > 

</statistiques> , , 
<coordonnees > > 
<nom>> St/name/text O </nom> , 
<rue >> St/street/text O </rue> , 
<ville >> St/city/textC )  </ville> F 

<pays >> $t/country/text( )  </pays> , 
<reseau > > 
<courrier >> $t/email/text( )  </courrier> , 
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<pagePerso >> St/homepage/text()</pagePerso > 
</reseau> , , 

</coordonnees > > 
<cartePaiement >> $t/cred i  tcard/tex t  C)</cartePa i  ement > 

</personne > > 
RETURN N 

<categorie > > 
<id >> $ i  </id> , 

Sp p 
</categorie > > 

[FMS01]]  point out that the cost of generating textual answers and creating mate-
rialisedrialised views may differ greatly. Note that we do not require the system to construct 
aa materialized view. However, comparing the relative costs of creating a view versus 
outputtingg text is certainly interesting. 

Joinss on Values 

Thiss query tests the database's ability to handle large (intermediate) results. This time, 
joinss are on the basis of values. The difference between these queries and the reference 
chasingg queries Q8 and Q9 is that references are specified in the DTD and may be 
optimisedd with logical OIDs for example. The two queries Qll and Q12 cascade in 
thee size of the result set and provide various optimisation opportunities. We note that 
alternativee query formulations with thee '->' operator may be used. 
Ql l .. For each person, list the number of items currently on sale whose price does not 
exceedexceed 0.02% of the person's income. 

FORR $p IN document("auction.xml")/site/people/person 
LETT $1 := 

FORR Si IN 
document("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/open_auction/initial l 

WHEREE Sp/profile/@income > (5890 * $ i / tex tO) 
RETURNN Si 

RETURN N 
<items> > 
<name>> $p/name/text() </name> 
<number>> COUNT ($1) </number> 

</items> > 

Q12.. For each person with an income of more than 50000, list the number of items 
currentlycurrently on sale whose price does not exceed 0.02% of the person's income. 

FORR S p I N document("auction.xml")/site/people/perso n 
LETT S I  : = 

FORR S i  I N 
document("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/open_auction/initia l l 

WHEREE Sp/profile/eincom e >  (500 0 *  Si/textO ) 
RETURNN S i 

WHEREE $p/profile/@incom e >  5000 0 
RETURN N 

<items > > 
<name>> Sp/name/text( )  </name > 
<number >> COUNT ($1 )  </number > 

</items > > 
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Reconstruction n 

AA key design for XML->DBM S mappings is to determine the fragmentation criteria. 
Thee complementary action is to reconstruct the original document from its broken-
downn representation. Query 13 tests for the ability of the database to reconstruct por-
tionss of the original XML document. 
Q13.. List the names of items registered in Australia along with their descriptions. 

FORR Si IN document("auct ion.xml")/si te/regions/austral ia/ i tem 
RETURNN <item> <name> Si/name/textO </name> $i /descr ipt ion </item> 

Full-Text t 

Wee continue to challenge the textual nature of XML documents; this time, we conduct 
aa full-text search in the form of keyword search. Although full-text scanning could be 
studiedd in isolation, we think that the interaction with structural markup is essential as 
thee concepts are considered orthogonal; so query Q14 is restricted to a subset of the 
documentt by combining content and structure. 
Q14.. Return the names of all items whose description contains the word 'gold'. 

FORR $i IN document("auction.xml")/site// i tem 
WHEREE CONTAINS ($i /descr ipt ion,"gold") 
RETURNN Si/name/textO 

Pathh Traversals 

Inn contrast to Section 5.4 we now try to quantify the costs of long path traversals that 
don'tt include wildcards. We first descend deep into the tree (Query 15) and then re-
turnn again (Query 16). Both queries only check for the existence of paths rather than 
selectingg paths with predicates. 
Q15.. Print the keywords in emphasis in annotations of closed auctions. 

FORR $a IN 
document("auction.xml")/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction/\ \ 
anno ta t ion /descr ip t ion /par l i s t / l i s t i tem/par l i s t / l i s t i tem/\ \ 
text/emph/keyword/text() ) 

RETURNN <text> Sa <text> 

Q16.. Confer Q15. Return the IDs of the sellers of those auctions that have one or more 
keywordskeywords in emphasis. 

FORR Ja IN document("auction.xml")/site/closed_auctions/closed_auction 
WHEREE NOT EMPTY (Ja /a imota t ion /descr ip t ion /par l i s t / l i s t i tem/par l i s t /\ 

l ii  s ti tem/text/emph/keyword/t ext () ) 
RETURNN <person id=Sa/seller/@person /> 

Missingg Elements 

Thiss query tests how well the query processors can deal with the semi-structured aspect 
off  XML data, especially elements that are declared optional in the DTD. 
Q17.. Which persons don't have a homepage? 

FORR Jp IN documentC"auction.xml")/site/people/person 
WHEREE EMPTY (Sp/homepage/textO) 
RETURNN <person> Sp/name/textO </person> 

Thee fraction of people without a homepage is rather high so that this query also 
presentss a challenging path traversal to non-clustering systems. 
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Functionn Application 

Thiss query puts the application of user defined functions (UDF) to the test. In the 
XMLL world, UDFs are of particular importance because they allow the user to assign 
semanticss to generic strings that go beyond type coercion. 
Q18.. Convert the currency of the reserve of all open auctions to another currency. 

FUNCTIONN CONVERT (Sv) 

RETURNN 2.28371 * $v — convert Dfl to Euro 

FORR Ji IN document("auction.xml")/site/open_auctions/open_auction/ 
RETURNN CONVERTCSi/reserve/textO) 

Sorting g 

Thankss to the lack of a schema, SORTB Y clauses often play the role of the SQL-ish 
ORDERR BY and GROUP BY. This query requires a sort on generic strings. 
Q19.. Give an alphabetically ordered list of all items along with their location. 

FORR $b IN documentC"auction.xml")/site/regions//item 
LETT Sk := Sb/name/textO 
RETURN N 
<item> > 
<name>> Sk </name> 
<location>> $b/location/text() </location> 

</item> > 
SORTBYY (.) 

Aggregation n 

Thee following query computes a simple aggregation by assigning each person to a 
category.. Note that the aggregation is truly semi-structured as it also includes those 
personss for whom the relevant data is not available. 
Q20.. Group customers by their income and output the cardinality of each group. 

<result> > 
<preferred> > 
COUNTT (document("auction.xml")/site/people/\ 

person/profile[©incomee >= 188086]) 
</preferred>, , 
<standard> > 
COUNTT (document("auction.xml")/site/people/\ 

person/profile[©incomee < 188888 and ©income >= 388»®]) 
</standard>, , 
<challenge> > 
COUNTT (document("auction.xml")/site/people/\ 

person/profile[©incomee < 38888]) 
</challenge>, , 
<na> > 
COUNTT (FOR Jp in document("auction.xml")/site/people/person 

WHEREE EMPTY(Sp/@income) 
RETURNN Sp) 

</na> > 
</result> > 
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5.2.66 Experiments and Experiences 

Thee benchmark has been a group-design activity of academic and industry researchers 
andd is known to be used to evaluate progress in both commercial and research settings. 
Thee evaluation presented here is meant to be an illustrative case study on a broad range 
off  systems; an in-depth analysis would be beyond the scope of this work. We gathered 
ourr experiences with a broad range of systems, which we anonymised due to well-
knownn licence and other restrictions; instead, we simply speak of systems A through J. 
Broadlyy speaking, our test platforms fall into two categories: 

•• Systems that are designed as large scale repositories and therefore can be ex
pectedd to perform well at handling large amounts of data. We call them System 
AA through System F; in the sequel, we will also refer to these systems as mass 
storagestorage systems. Some of the systems, namely A to C, are based on commercial 
relationall technology and come with a cost-based query optimiser and allow the 
samee kind of hand-optimisation and hints as the relational product. While A and 
BB do not require the user to provide a mapping for physical data breakdown, Sys
temm C reads in a DTD and lets the user generate an optimised database schema. 
Systemm D shows the performance of Monet XML; Systems E and F are built on 
topp of the main-memory based database system MySQL, which comes with a 
heuristicc query optimiser; however, on Systems E and F we re-wrote queries by 
handd if the default execution plan did not terminate. 

•• Query processors that are intended to serve as embedded query processor in 
programmingg languages and aim at small to medium sized documents. We call 
thee software system that falls into this category System G. 

AA note on the analysis. Some systems provided us with the opportunity to look at 
queryy execution in detail, i.e., find out how much time is spent for query optimisation, 
meta-dataa access or I/O wait; others only allowed for a black-box analysis augmented 
withh the usual monitoring tools that operating systems provide. The tools to run the 
benchmarkk document have been made available on the project Web site [SKF+00]. 
Theyy include the data generator and the query set along with a mapping tool to convert 
thee benchmark document into a flat file that may be bulk-loaded into a (relational) 
DBMS;; a variety of formats are available. 

Thee experiments we conducted are based on a variety of set-ups: some systems 
requiredd us to prepare the data and translate the queries into a proprietary language 
thatt was then executed. Other systems processed the queries as they are presented here 
possiblyy with minor syntactic changes. All queries were run on machines equipped 
withh 550 MHz Pentium III processors and SCSI hard disks; operating systems were 
Windowss 2000 Advanced Server and Linux 2.4 respectively depending on what the 
packagess require. Although the systems were all equipped with at least two processors, 
onlyy one processor was used during bulk load and query execution. 

Concerningg the scaling factor, we were not able to run all queries on all systems 
att scaling factor 1.0 (116.5 MB of text) as we had intended to do. The mass storage 
systemss were able to process the queries but the embedded systems failed to do so 
becausee they ran out of resources. 

Forr the mass storage systems, with which we commence our evaluation, the bench
markk document was generated at scaling factor 1.0 (without indentation). Note that 
thee pure parsing time (without semantic actions, Z.c, callbacks uninitialised) was 4.9 
secondss (user time on Linux including system time, disk I/O and CPU stalls; parser 
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wass expat [eaOl]). The bulkload times are summarised in Figure 5.8. They range 
fromm 49 seconds to 781 seconds. Note that System C needs a DTD to derive a database 
schema;; the time to do this is not included in the figure, but is negligible. The resulting 
databasee sizes are listed in Figure 5.2.6; the authors remark that some systems which 
aree not included in this comparison feature far larger database sizes. 

System m 
A A 
B B 
C C 
D D 
E E 
F F 

bulkloadd time in seconds 
414 4 
781 1 
548 8 
50 0 
96 6 

215 5 

Figuree 5.6: Bulkload timings 

System m 
Systemm A 
Systemm B 
Systemm C 
Systemm D 
Systemm E 
Systemm F 

Sizee in MB 
241 1 
280 0 
238 8 
142 2 
302 2 
345 5 

Figuree 5.7: Database sizes 
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100 0 
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Figuree 5.8: Bulkload timings 

Wee now turn our attention to the running times as displayed in the performance 
figuresfigures and present some basic insights. In most data breakdowns, Query Ql consists 
off  a table scan and a small number of additional table look-ups. It is mainly supposed 
too establish a performance baseline: At scaling factor 1.0, the scan goes over 10000 
tupless and is followed by two table look-ups if a mapping like [SKWWOOa] is used. In 
thee sequel, please note that some figures use logarithmic scales. 
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Queryy / System 
Qll  / A 
Qll  / B 
Qll  / c 
Q22 / A 
Q22 / B 
Q22 / C 

CompCPU U 
16% % 
13% % 
0% % 
9% % 

12% % 
3% % 

Compp total 
25% % 
51% % 
29% % 
13% % 
20% % 
16% % 

Execc CPU 
31% % 
30% % 
20% % 
41% % 
65% % 
77% % 

Execc total 
75% % 
49% % 
71% % 
87% % 
80% % 
84% % 

Figuree 5.9: Detailed timings of Ql and Ql for System A, B, C 

Figuree 5.10: Performance of queries Ql and Q2 

Queriess Q2 and Q3 are the first ones to provide surprises. It turns out that the parts 
off  the query plans that compute the indices are quite complex TPC/H-like aggregations 
sincee they require the computation of set-valued attributes to determine the bidder el-
ementt with the least index with respect to the open auction ancestor. Therefore the 
complexityy of the query plan is higher than the rather innocent looking XQuery rep-
resentationss of the queries might suggest. Consequently, running times are quite high. 
Inn some sense, the query plan of Q3 looks like two Q2-plans (with different results, of 
course)) combined in a snowflake-like fashion; although System A was able to find a 
executionn plan which was as good as that of the other systems, it spent too much of 
itss time on optimisation. Q4 features the 'BEFORE' predicate which is implemented 
withh a theta-join over the aforementioned attributes which store the global order. Some 
mappingss like [ZND+01] which store the extent of tags, i.e., not only the position of 
thee start tag but also that of the corresponding end tag, may be able to exploit this 
additionall  information and achieve better running times. 

Figuree 5.9 displays some interesting characteristics that can be traced back to the 
physicall  mappings the systems use. System A basically stores all XML data in one big 
heap,, i.e., only a single relation. System B on the other hand uses a highly fragment-
ingg mapping. Consequently, System A has to access much less meta-information to 
compilee a query than System B, thus spending only half as much time on query compi-
lationn as System B. However, this comes at a cost. Because the data mapping deployed 
inn System A has less explicit semantics, the actual cost of accessing the real data is 
higherr than in System B (75% vs 49%). System C eventually needs a DTD to de-
riverive a storage schema; this additional information helps to get favourable performance. 
Stilll  in Figure 5.9, we also find the detailed execution times for Q2. They show that 
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Figuree 5.11: Performance of queries Q3 and Q5 
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Figuree 5.12: Performance of queries Q7 and Q8 

mappingss that structure the data according to their semantics can achieve significantly 
higherr CPU usage (compare 77% of System C and 65% of System B vs System A's 
41%). . 

Wee now come to Query Q5 which tries to quantify the cost of casting operations 
suchh as those necessary for the comparisons in Q3. For all mass-storage systems, the 
costt of this coercion is rather low with respect to the relative complexity of Q3's query 
executionn plan and given the execution times of Q5. In any case, Q5 does not exhibit 
greatt differences in execution times. We note that all character data in the original 
document,, including references, were stored as strings and cast at runtime to richer 
dataa types if that was necessary such as for Queries 3, 5, 11, 12, 18, 20. We did not 
applyy any domain-specific knowledge; neither did the systems use schema information 
orr pre-calculationn or caching of casting results. 

Regularr path expressions are the challenge presented by queries Q6 and Q7 (we 
onlyy present results for Q7 due to lack of space). Some systems keep structural sum-
mariess of the database and can exploit them to optimise traversal-intensive queries. 
Therefore,, Q6 and Q7 are surprisingly fast since unnecessary traversals can be avoided; 
however,, on systems without access to structural summaries, which effectively play the 
rolee of an index or schema, these queries can be much more expensive to execute. The 
problemm that Q7 actually looks for non-existing paths seems to be solved by the struc-
turall  summaries of the mass storage systems. For some systems, the cost of accessing 
thee structural summary was very high and dominated query performance. 
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Figuree 5.13: Performance of queries Q9 and Q10 
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Figuree 5.14: Performance of queries Qll and Q12 

Queriess Q8 and Q9 are usually implemented as joins. In the systems that we could 
analysee in detail, chasing the references basically amounted to executing equi-joins on 
strings.. We were surprised how cheap Q8 and Q9 were in comparison to Q2 and Q3 as 
wee would have deemed the individual elements similarly expensive. For Q9, System 
CC was not able to find an good execution plan in acceptable time. Apart from that 
anomaly,, the implementation of the executed join algorithms seemed to determine the 
performance. . 

Thee construction of complex query results is a point that really can put XML pro-
cessingg systems to the test as Q10 shows. The path expressions and join expression 
usedd in the query are kept simple so that the bulk of the work lies in the construc-
tionn of the answer set which amount to more than 10 MB of (unindented) XML text. 
Goodd markup strategies like the one presented in [SSB+00] should help to keep the 
processingg time low. 

Whereass Q10 produced massive amounts of output data, Ql 1 and Ql 2 test the abil-
ityy to cope with large intermediate results by theta-joining potential buyers and items 
thatt might be of interest to them. The theta-join produces more than 12 million tu-
ples.. Q12 especially is also a challenge to the query optimiser to pick a good execution 
plann and allows insights into how the data volume influence query and output per-
formance.. For Systems B and C, the optimiser chose an unfortunate execution plan. 
Hand-optimisedd versions of the query on Systems D through F show that much better 
planss exist. 
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Figuree 5.15: Performance of queries Q13 and Q14 
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Figuree 5.16: Performance of queries Q15 and Q16 

Queryy 13 reconstructs a good portion of the original input document. Since the 
queryy involves many joins, the systems based on the plain relational algebra are con-
frontedd with very large search spaces and fail to produce a query plan with the original 
input.. The performance of Query 14 largely depends on the presence of a full-text in-
dexx so that some systems feature a very competitive performance whereas others are 
comparativelyy slow. For reasons of fairness, we did not include the timings for Systems 
AA through C for Q13 and Q14 since we had to use the view mechanisms of the database 
enginee to execute them: the large number of joins made it impossible to run them in 
theirr original form. 

Upp to now, we have not tried to estimate the influence of long path expression ver-
suss short ones. This is exactly where Q15 and Q16 can help. Performance figures are 
displayedd in Figure 5.16. Naturally, Q15 as a 'subset' of Q16 executes, as could be be 
expected,, in shorter time than Q16. This is due to the many joins thatt the more compli-
catedd path expression in Q16 brings about - both in execution and optimisation. Also, 
thee multi-pass SQL output of System E needed some massaging to keep intermediate 
resultss small. 

Q177 again stresses the loose schema of most XML documents by querying for 
non-existingg data. The query execution plan computes the intersection of two sets. 
Queriess Q18 and Q19 are primarily of interest to establish the relative costs of function 
applicationn and sorting operations when comparing two system architectures. Q17 to 
Q199 perform favourably as the binary fragmentation of the data model incurs only littl e 
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Figuree 5.17: Performance of query Q17 and Q20 

dataa volume so that all computations easily fit  into main memory. The aggregations of 
Q200 conclude the query set with a combination of three table scans and a set difference. 
Again,, the data model allows for a plan with very littl e data volume. 

AA general note on the queries: Not only did we often have to reformulate the queries 
intoo SQL or proprietary XML query languages to satisfy a query processor, frequently 
itt was also necessary to hand-optimise multi-pass SQL that was generated by the 'na-
tive'' XML engines; this was especially the case with Systems E and F. Systems A to C 
onn the other hand hardly needed manual intervention. Secondly, we'd like to mention 
thatt the installation effort for the tested systems differed greatly and that in a production 
settingg this effort may be very important. 

Embeddedd Processors 

Forr comparison, Figure 5.18 presents the performance behaviour of an embedded query 
processorr on document sizes 100 kB and 1MB, which were the largest sizes we could 
sensiblyy compare. On the smaller document, no query took longer than 5 seconds 
butt none was faster than 2.5 seconds; this means that the implementations techniques 
usedd for the embedded processor incur a significant performance overhead compared 
too the mass storage systems. With respect to join queries one should note that the result 
sizess were very small in comparison to those of the mass storage systems. A further 
advantagee of the embedded systems is that they usually allow more control over query 
execution. . 

AA note on query formulation: we used XQuery [CFR+01] as novices to formulate 
thee benchmark queries. After a short phase of getting used to the language, we had 
noo problems with the language itself. However, we would like to mention one point 
thatt would facilitate query formulation enormously. If a query processor was able to 
validatee path expressions on-line, i.e., tell the user whether a given sequence of tags 
actuallyy exists in the database instance, it would often be of great help to users as quite 
regularly,, simple typos in path names often evaluate to empty results. While the DBMS 
off  course can't decide whether a given path expression contains a typo or not, it could 
welll  issue a warning if a path expression contains non-existing tags. An approach like 
Queryy By Example could possibly lead to very helpful results. 

Wee are also looking forward to a standardised query language being agreed upon, 
whichh could tremendously facilitate the exchange of ideas between interested parties. 

Wee also think that the 'classic' gap between data-centric and document-centric doc-
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Figuree 5.18: Performance figures for embedded query processors 

umentss [BouOOb] is still hard to come by in a generic way as the high costs of recon-
structingg parts of highly fragmented data show in Q13. We definitely consider the 
constructionn of specialised indexes and their costs a research topic. 

5.2.77 Conclusion 

Inn this section, we presented the specifications developed in the XML Benchmarking 
Project,, a set of queries and some lessons learnt while executing the workload speci-
ficationfication on a number of platforms. The benchmark was designed top-down taking the 
standardisationn issues around XML as a starting point. The queries try to capture the 
essentiall  primitives of XML processing in Data Management Systems such as path ex-
pressions,, querying for NULL values, full-text search, hierarchical data, ordered data 
andd coercions between data types. It demonstrated that there is no single best evalua-
tionn strategy that crosses the dividing line between queries that stress the textual nature 
off  the document, like order constraints or reconstruction queries, and those queries that 
stresss the data-centric perspective of associative retrievals. Optimisation and meta-data 
accesss are other issues that are handled more or less well by the systems. 

Schemaa information is often useful in schema and query optimisation, especially 
whenn it gives hints about document-centric characteristics such as unscoped references 
thatt do not go together well with databases in general. However it only alleviates the 
problemm that there are often competing design rules a schema can adhere to depending 
onn the application area. 

Wee expect our work to continue and evolve in the future. Formally, important parts 
off  a complete application scenario are still missing: the lack of update specifications 
beingg the most prominent one. We hope that continuing standardisation efforts will 
makee it possible to incorporate updates in the future. As an aside, we remark that so 
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farr the benchmark has been received well in the community and that it is in use in a 
numberr of development and research groups both for verification of query processors 
andd as a framework for testing, debugging and improvement. 

5.33 Conclusion 

Thiss chapter motivated the need for an XML benchmarking methodology and presented 
thee XML benchmark XMark in detail. Since benchmarks belong to the standard set of 
toolss for database users and also represent the common methodologies used in data 
processing,, they establish points of references that are useful for users who wish to 
comparee systems. 

XMLL stores are built on a wide variety architectures, each with its advantages and 
disadvantagess or actual and potential bottlenecks. This make the comparison of differ-
entt systems difficult; therefore, it is sensible to extend the database benchmark method-
ologyy to the XML world since database management systems have started to grow 
inn complexity, capacity, and versatility. Hence the first half of this chapter outlined 
desiderataa for benchmarking XML databases built upon our experience with XML pro-
cessing.. The second half presented the XMark benchmark along with performance fig-
uress on several systems. Unlike as inn the case of relational benchmarks, XML systems 
stilll  exhibit great differences in performance. This demonstrates the great maturity of 
relationall  database products in comparison to newer XML databases. 

5.44 Bibliographical Remarks 

Byy now there are other benchmarks available that can be used to evaluate certain as-
pectss of XML repositories or database systems. For example, XMACH-1 [BR01] is a 
benchmarkk under development at the University of Leipzig. It consists of eight queries 
andd three update operations. The goal of the benchmark is to test how many queries 
perr second a database can process at what cost. Additional measures include response 
times,, bulk load times and database or index sizes. X007 [BDL+01] is the XML 
counterpartt of the popular 007 benchmark [CDN93]; it comprises an XML version 
off  the original 007 database against which reformulations of the original queries are 
run.. It also features extensions to the benchmark which are tailored towards stress-
ingg the XML-specific features the query processors provide. Our work differs from 
themm in that it aims at large-scale analytical XML processing (unlike [BDL+01]) and at 
thee same time offers query challenges that are designed along the lines of XML query 
algebrass (unlike [BR01]) thus helping to analyse and improve the underlying query 
processorr rather than merely measuring systems performance. 
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Conclusion n 

Databasee Management Systems are frameworks that traditionally have been used to 
facilitatee the design, construction and manipulation of large sets of primarily tabular 
data.. With the advent of XML, a new kind of data which is less structured and follows a 
lesss strict methodology has become ubiquitous. The goal of this thesis is to motivate the 
needd for incorporating the new paradigm into the database methodology by extending 
itt to accommodate data with a less rigid structure. 

Wee set out by giving an overview of XML and related technologies and standards 
likee schemaa definition and query languages. By just looking at the W3C standard rec-
ommendation,, XML is simply a syntactical way of describing how to combine text 
andd markup into structured documents. The many standardisation efforts, however, 
thatt have emerged around XML and build on it, make use of the markup in a way that 
closelyy resembles semantic modelling processes such as entity-relationship modelling. 
Thus,, XML content models, i.e., the tag hierarchies used or permissible in a docu-
ment,, in many applications resemble real world entities, which, in turn, makes them 
ann interesting target for query languages. Constraint definition languages like DTDs or 
XMLL Schema help to narrow down to range of permissible document structures and to 
gett closer to the systematic rigidity of data models as deployed in relational database 
managementt systems. These models in turn equip a user with more control over the 
semanticc integrity of the data used in an application, which then may even be enforced 
automaticallyy or semi-automatically. 

AA most important reason why it is interesting to look at where and how XML and 
databasee technology can benefit from each other is not only that there are parallels 
betweenn data-oriented XML documents and the table-based relational data model of 
DBMSs,, which suggests that there are a number of areas where both worlds can ben-
efitt from each other, but also a software engineering aspect. One very attractive and 
widespreadd application of XML technologies is to serve as a kind of glue between 
systemss to improve communication and reduce engineering effort since many standard 
dataa interchange tasks can be delegated to available software that complies with XML 
standards. . 

Thee high degree of freedom, however, that document designers enjoy when they 
conceivee document structures also brings about the downside that only very general 
semanticss can be assigned to syntactic elements. This becomes apparent when a se-
manticallyy rich data model like the relational data model is to used to model and store 
XMLL data. The characterisation of physical data breakdowns that has been presented 
madee clear that there are numerous possibilities each with its own advantages and con-
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straints;; Monet XML, the data model which underlies most of the research presented 
heree and has been discussed in detail, tries to retain the path semantics of the original 
documentt and clusters the database instance by them. To this end and to allow efficient 
transactionn processing, we assumed that object identifiers are only used to identify ob-
jectss and do not carry additional especially time-dependent semantics. It would have 
beenn possible, however, to have chosen to encode, for example, the rank of a node 
intoo its OID, which would have forced us to lock potentially large parts of a database 
whenn we want to update a document. Similar reasoning holds for other semantics 
likee type information; in practise, it is important to quantify the trade-offs and check 
withh other application requirements. Furthermore, we have seen that the data volume 
differentt mappings produce during query execution can greatly impact performance. 
Consequently,, the complexity of the mapping can have repercussions on the engineer-
ingg complexity of the query processor and optimiser. A related point is that not every 
mappingg can be bulkloaded on-line; for some strategies off-line preprocessing of, for 
example,, a DTD is necessary. 

Inn Chapter 3, we presented Monet XML, a data model for efficient processing of 
XMLL documents. The experiences we gathered in experiments show that storing and 
queryingg XML documents in binary decomposition is interesting and provides mani-
foldd opportunities for good retrieval performance since many practically important ob-
stacless that are inherent in semi-structured data disappear when a binary model is used 
too view the data. The experimental results obtained with a prototype implementation 
basedd on Monet underline the viability of the approach: the effort to reduce data vol-
umee by clustering binary associations quickly pays off as gains in efficiency. Overall, 
ourr approach combines the elegance of clear semantics with a highly efficient execution 
modell  by means of a simple and effective on-line mapping between XML documents 
andd relational schemata. In particular, it turned out that many algorithms can be formu-
latedd in an elegant and simple, and thus effective way on binary decompositions, since 
theyy need not find workarounds for problems related to the semi-structured nature of 
thee data but rather resolve mismatches on the schematic level. 

Beforee documents become available to a database's query language, they first have 
too be bulk loaded into the storage engine. As in many cases to follow, we presented 
aa bulk load algorithm that exploits the semantics encoded into the document tree-
structure;; this way, we were able to more than triple insertion performance over the 
straightforwardd naive algorithm. Additionally, we demonstrated the trade-off between 
navigationall  updates, which are characterised through random access patterns, and bulk 
updates,, which exploit the set-oriented storage of Monet XML data. 

Wee then set out to explore how regular path expressions, the feature that proba-
blyy most distinguishes XML processing from the standard relational algebra, can be 
evaluatedd on a relational engine. The strategy was to use the summary information that 
Monett XML automatically provides in a pre-processing step and to expand regular path 
expressionss to joins by removing wildcards and replacing them with the set of paths 
thatt they match; the summary information necessary to do this was gathered during the 
bulkk load. 

Thee meet operator, which was also presented in Chapter 4, is a tool to let users with-
outt domain knowledge query XML databases; this is done by exploiting the semantics 
thatt are encoded in the hierarchically nested tag structures that are the back-bone of 
XML'ss syntax. The key idea of the operator is to find the smallest enclosing context 
off  certain document and query dependent groups of nodes; this concept is reduced to a 
lowestt common ancestor search in the document tree. The experiments demonstrated 
thatt the meet can both return intuitive results and be implemented in an efficient manner 
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andd is therefore a useful addition to XML query engines. 
Ann extension to relational engines concluded Chapter 4. By adding the CHOOSE 

operatorr to a relational query processor, we let users extend the query optimiser with 
ruless that are not expressible in state-of-the-art commercially deployed constraint dec-
larationn languages. Although the operator is sensible not only in XML settings but in 
manyy application areas like Geographical Information Systems or On-Line Analytical 
Processing,, XML can especially benefit from it. Each one in the plethora of ways to 
physicallyy break down data comes with specific advantages, disadvantages and nat-
urallyy constraints that may be hard to declare to a query processor. The CHOOSE 
operatorr can help here to enlarge the optimiser's search space with promising alterna-
tives.. The focal feature of the operator is that it seamlessly integrates into the existing 
optimiserr infrastructure. 

Chapterr 5 focused on the performance of XML processors and on the big picture. 
Wee started out by looking at what determines the performance of XML databases in 
general:: the infrastructure around that database may be as important when an appli-
cationn is deployed as the database itself. A recurring point throughout this thesis was 
thee observation that one of the primary reasons for introducing XML was to chan-
nell  programmers' workflow by making data exchange both machine and programming 
languagee independent and thus more robust. Due to its wide use, XML also fosters 
standardisationn by encouraging programmers to make the data structures used in com-
municationn public. The task of an XML database in now to integrate smoothly into 
thiss all-XML framework; on the one hand, this is a software engineering challenge, 
onn the other hand, since the database management system usually is the component to 
copee with large amounts of data, performance is often mission critical. That is where 
thee XMark benchmark can help. It provides a document data base and a query set; 
togetherr they model typical query challenges and help users analyse the performance 
characteristicss of their XML processor. As well as challenging the query processor on 
whichh the benchmark is run with the XMark queries, users can at the same time do a 
requirementss check on the set-up and the embedding infrastructure. 

Concerningg future work, there are still plenty of research opportunities since XML 
supportt in Database Management Systems is still in its infancy. XML data models 
soo far have been concerned with storage and query processing issues; due to the lack 
off  a standard data model, the impact of physical data breakdown, which may bring 
aboutt intricate dependencies, on transaction processing, which is especially important 
inn Internet settings, has so far received only littl e attention. Equally important and an-
otherr natural research direction is to look at the exploration of opportunities of parallel 
processingg and efficient handling of multi-query workloads as found in typical interac-
tivee Web-based information systems, a domain where XML is particularly strong. We 
havee shown how to extend the relational algebra for XML processing; unfortunately, 
introducingg joins and unions may enlarge the optimiser's search space so much that the 
built-inn heuristics do not work well anymore. It may be worthwhile to look at the in-
teractionn between algebraic primitives and the search space to find ways to enable even 
complexx ad hoc queries, which may be problematic as our analysis of the benchmark 
resultss has shown. For even better support of novice users it may be fruitful to add 
document-dependentt heuristics to the meet operator, possibly combining ontological 
informationn with hierarchical semantics and probability modes to improve ranking and 
resultt presentation. In terms of the CHOOSE operator, it would be natural to extend the 
conceptt of non-deterministic choice not only to cost estimation but also to availabil-
ityy of resources, which is an important problem in network information systems; note 
howeverr that this would require support from a query execution engine since these 
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decisionss would have to be made while the query is being executed. Then, however 
itt would relieve the user of the burden of specifying which resource should be used 
duringg query execution and the query engine could choose from a set of different re-
sources.. As we have seen in some of our experiments, there is also the need for a 
general,, standardised methodology that allows conclusive performance analyses and 
facilitatess comparisons of different approaches. 
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Visualisations s 

Wee now present some interesting visualisations of the graph structure of the XMark 
database.. The graphs were extracted from the document sources and rendered into 
Postscriptt with ATT's dot tool [EGK+02]. Figure A. 1 displays the graph induced by the 
benchmarkk DTD, whereas Figure A.2 shows the tree structure of the XMark database 
instance.. By comparing the two figures the semantic rigidity of Monet XML becomes 
apparent:: all recursions in the DTD graph are materialised and thus removed. As a 
sidee effect, each node now has a unique ancestry which reduces the data volume in join 
processingg since the arguments carry simpler semantics. 
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Figuree A.l : Visualised DTD of the XMark Document 
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Figuree A.2: Visualised Database Schema of the XMark Document 
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Appendixx B 

Ann Impression of the 
Benchmarkk Document 

Forr illustration purposes, here is a snippet of the XMark Benchmark document at scal-
ingg factor 1.0. It has been cut to fit  the page width of this thesis. 

<?xmll  version="l.® "  standalone="yes"? > 
<site > > 

<regions > > 
<africa > > 

<ite mm id="item(S»" > 
<location>Unite dd States</location > 
<quantity>l</quantity > > 
<name>duteou ss  nin e eightee n </name > 
<payment>Creditcard</payment > > 
<description > > 

<parlist > > 
<listitem > > 

<text > > 
pagee rou s lad y idl e authorit y cap t  pro.. . 
petitio nn heav e humbl y remove s rescu e r.. . 
piteou ss  worse r  oa k assembl y hole s pati.. . 
mirror ss  maste r  tenant s smock s yielde d .. . 
suc hh fear s distinctio n attire s </keywo.. . 

</text > > 
</listitem >> .. . 

</parlist >> .. . 
</description > > 
<shipping>Wil ll  shi p internationally ,  Se e descr.. . 
<incategor yy  category="category54Q"/ > 
<incategor yy  category="category418"/ > 
<incategor yy  category="category985"/ > .. . 

</item >> .. . 
</africa >> .. . 

</regions >> .. . 
<people > > 
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<perso nn id="person®" > 

<name>Kasidi tt  Treweek</name > 

<emailaddress>mailto:Treweek@cohera.com</emailad.. . . 
<phone>+4 44 C645 )  96317722</phone > 
<homepage>http ::  //www .  cohera .  com/~Treweek</homepa.. . 
<creditcard>994 11 97S 1 248 9 4716</creditcard > 
<profil ee income="2®186.59" > 

<interes tt  category="category251"/ > 
<education>Graduat ee School</education > 
<business>No</business > > 

</profile > > 
<watches > > 

<watc hh open_auction="open_auction8747"/ > 
<watc hh open_auction="open_auctionl0177"/ > 
<watc hh open_auction="open_auction7314"/ > 
<watc hh open_auction="open_auctionl®552"/ > .. . 

</watches > > 
</person >> .. . 

</people>.. . . 
</site > > 

mailto:Treweek@cohera.com%3c/emailad
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Samenvatting g 

Databasee management systemen zijn generieke software systemen die worden gebruikt 
omm grote hoeveelheden administratieve gegevens te verwerken. De these van dit proef-
schriftt is dat de huidige generatie Internet toepassingen kan profiteren van de ervarin-
genn die de databasegemeenschap heeft opgedaan in de meer traditionele sector. 

Hett onderzoek bestudeert het beheer van XML (Extensible Markup Language) do-
cumenten,, een Internet technologie, in een database en brengt de implicaties hiervan 
opp traditionele datastructuren en de architectuur van database management systemen 
inn kaart. 

Hett proefschrift is als volgt opgezet. De eerste twee hoofdstukken geven een kor-
tee introductie tot XML en de motivatie om het probleem te bezien vanuit de database 
technologie.. Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de fysieke opslagstructuren van XML documenten; 
inn het bijzonder brengen we verslag uit over onze ervaringen met Monet XML, een 
toepassingg van het Monet database systeem. Hoofdstuk 4 bespreekt vier verschillende 
onderwerpenn om te laten zien dat het mogelijk is XML documenten op traditionele 
relationelee architecturen te verwerken. De eerste techniek behelst het snel laden van 
eenn groot aantal documenten in een database. Vervolgens wordt de database ontsloten 
doorr middel van een vraagtaal. We laten zien hoe dat met een efficiënte implementatie 
vann de relationele algebra en preprocessing kan worden uitgevoerd. Om verbanden 
binnenn een XML document te bevragen moet een gebruiker kennis hebben van de 
documentstructuur;; de meet operator is een hulpmiddel om deze kennis te vergaren. 
Omdatt XML data vaak integriteitseisen bevat die zich niet makkelijk laten uitdrukken, 
behandeltt het laatste deel van hoofstuk 4 een techniek om relationele query optimizers 
meerr alternatieve plannen te laten verkennen. Hoofstuk 5 wijdt zich aan praktische 
aspectenn van XML verwerking. In het bijzonder wordt een karakterisatie gegeven van 
XMLL databases middels de speciaal hiervoor ontwikkelde benchmark XMark. Het 
zesdee hoofstuk is een samenvatting van de belangrijkste punten en geeft mogelijke 
richtingenrichtingen voor vervolgonderzoek. 



I f ?? __ Samenvatting 
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